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Commencin af Cbachwod Picnic Area, this self-guiding 
nature stroll follows Coachwdod Walk (300m) to Coachwood Pool, 
thence Coombadjah Walk (400m) towards Coombadjha Rest Area 
and returns along the Blue Gum Walk (400m). You may wish to 
pause at Coombadjha Rest Area before completing the circuit via 
Blue Gum Walk. 
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Washpool is an important wilderness national park containing two 
large rainforest stands, Viper Scrub in the centre and Willowie Scrub 
to the north. Willowie Scrub, the larger of the two areas is the largest 
undisturbed rainforest area in N.S.W. (approx. 3000 ha), and the 
largest intact forest of coachwood in the world. 

The remote wilderness location of Willowie and Viper scrubs 
require time, fitness and forward planning to visit. The facility areas 
and nature walk at Coombadjha Creek on the southern edge of the 
wilderness have been designed with this in mind, to provide a "mini 
washpool", allowing visitors to experience many elements of the 
vast rainforest wilderness which stretches 22 kms away to the north. 

What Is a rainforest? How is it different from a dry eucalypt forest? 
The first thing you will notice is that it is much shadier— almost no 
sunlight penetrates through the various layers of leaves. Hence the 
term 'closed forest as opposed to the 'open forest' of the eucalypts. 
It has a clear understorey.— few shrubs or ferns cover the ground. 
The leaves are larger and much softer than the leathery leaves of the 
open forest. Leaves in shade grow larger than those that have.access 
to good light. It supports trees much closer together. Although 
not all rainforests are in good soil, the nutrients that are there 
recycle very quickly. In short, it is very interdependant and very 
complicated. 

This is a warm-temperate rainforest. What does that mean? 
Simply, there are relatively few tree species in the canopy, they have 
medium to small leaves and slender trunks without buttresses. 
Palms are rare and there are no stranglers. Large vines and 
epiphytes are present but are not abundant and there are only a few 
species. •Ferns are common. These warm temperate rainforests 
occur on poorer soils at altitudes of 450 to 1200 metres under high 
rainfall conditions (most of this track is about 800 metres above sea 
level). 

Stop I. The area of Coachwood Picnic Area was once a log dump for 
logging operations carried out nearby until 1966. A wildfire burnt 
the logged area in 1968. The area that was originally cleared for a 
log dump in the 1960'9 was again cleared of most of the regrowth in 
1984 to establish this facility. Looking across the picnic area you will 
notice low regrowth around the edges - blackwood, black wattle, 
banksia, lillypilly, thick-leaved laurel, prickly ash, coachwood, 
sassafras and Sydney bluegum. Dieback associated with the earlier 
logging and fire, is particularly noticeable on the tall coachwood but 
less on the sassafras and crabapple. Because of the high proportion 
of coachwood in the forest, it has a more noticeable effect overall. 

Stop 2. A feature of rainforest is the layers within. From this point 
can be seen some of the large trees - coachwood, sassafras and 
jackwood: the smaller trees - lillypilly, thick-leaved laurel, 
featherwood and below the track a scrub beef wood: the shrub layer 
- walking-stick palms, citriobatus, prickly treefern and pepperbush; 
the ground layer - seedlings, spiny matrush and shield fern. 
Throughout all of these layers are epiphytes and vines. The 
epiphytes are described at stops 4 and 5. Below the track are two 
different vines - the white leaved water vine and the jasmine 
morinda. 
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Stop 3. This corkwood is scarred for 
about 6 metres along its side due to a 
tree tailing against it, or similar logging 
damage, in the past. Note the recovery 
by wound tissue as the tree actively 
tries to join up across the scar. 
However, in spite of this, the 
the trunk is rotting and the 
eventually blow down. 

BIRDS NEST FEF 

Stop 4. Here is a good opportunity to look at 
epiphytes and vines. Epiphytes are not parasites 
that gain nutrient from their host but use them as 
a place to grow. The corkwood is a good base as it 
provides a good place to collect spore or seed, 
helps trap food and does not shed its bark. There 
are sun' and shade' epiphytes and some that are 
happy in either situation. Note the.funnel' shape 
of some that allows the leaves to collect and 
become a miniature compost heap that not only 
provides food but acts as a sponge to collect and 
hold water. Notice that the tree heath is 
supporting strap, felt and birds nest ferns as well 
as mosses.The large water vine can again be seen. 
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Stop 5. Here we can examine lichens on the lillypilly, coachwood and 
sasafras. Lichens are interesting because they actually consist of 
two different types of plants living in close partnership. The body is a 
fungus and the colour comes from an algae. Lichens need moist 
conditions for growth, and a rainforest provides almost continuous 
moist conditions. Note the different colours of lichens on the 
coachwood as you move along the track. 

Stop 6. This shows what the clearing at the picnic area was like after 
the major disturbance of clearing for log loading. Here, another 
major disturbance let a lot of sunlight in. The first stages can be 
seen at work in colonising this area as it slowly returns to a 'closed' 
forest. The first colonisers are the bat's wing ferns, then the second 
stage colonisers — the Queensland bramble and the tall nightshade. 
These are sun demanding short-lived species. During  the thirdstage 
the vines come through and remain, even when the older trees have 
matured. During the fourth stage the lillypilly, orange thorn, 
coachwood, thick leaved laurel and black wattle persevere. The 
tallest of these, the coachwood, eventually outgrows all the others 
(with the possible exception of Sydney bluegum) and also outlives 
them for reasons explained at stop 8. 

Stop 7. Here is the second oldest piece of rainforest on the walk. 
Possibly due to a cyclonic disturbance 50-100 years ago the area 
was severely disturbed and stage three plants still survive. Notice the 
tall smooth barked Sydney bluegum that are emergents above the 
coachwood canopy. Notice also that they have not regenerated in 
spite of possibly millions of seeds falling to the forest floor. The very 
old banksiS and blackwood do not normally reach this size or age, 
but without fire to destroy them they have reached a great size and 
age and are now dying out and the longer lived coachwoods are 
continuing.  

Stop 8. This old coachwood could 	 1-/4JMP FTH 
hold the key to the history of this 	El 

forest. In higher altitudes and colder 	 L•(k M&4gILI1- FOURTH 
climates, many trees regenerate 	r 
from epicormic shoots which lie 	'L 	 THIRD 
dormant beneath the bank. For the 	 I#1t YI& V ci i 
rest of the walk we will refer to this 	b2 	 SECOND 
as coppicing. This tree belongs to a  
'post climax' rainforest and is much ftJ 	JtJ 	FIRST 

older than those at stop 7. Let us say 	 tYJ9 	- 
that the space which these trunks 
surround is the long-dead first (?) 	rrI
generation trunk. Then notice the 
old rotten trunk that is about 3m tall  
On the right. This would have 
coppiced off the original. It has now 	- 
died and there are third generation trunks 20-30cm thick, fourth generation 
3-6cm thkk and fifth generation still coppicing, awaiting their chance. Note 
again the lichens and mosses. As you progress along this walk look for furtrie 
examples of this regeneration by coppicing. 



'Stop 9. Using the diagram below, the following plants and asèocia-
tions can be seen whilst sitting at the picnictable. Begin,by.looking 
across the clear waters of Coombadjha Creek. On the edge of the 
bank, with access to the most moisture, are umbrella ferns and 
behind these kingferns. The, tree on the right of the diagram is a 
prickly ash. Note the plants growing on the branch on the upstream 
side of the trunk. A small birds nest fern has taken root in the fork, 
felt ferns and strap ferns are growing on the top of the branch and 
dagger orchids are hanging from it. The next tree to the left is a 
coachwood. The tree next to it with the bend in the trunk is a brown 
possumwood. This tree has a very tiny seed and cannot reproduce in 
the rough, leafy forest floor, but usually manages to take root in the 
finely textured base of treeferns, in this case the king fern. 

Three species of this genus, Quinsinia, occur in New Zealand and 
others in New Caledonia, confirming our geological and botanical 
links with these lands. The low, spreading, leafy trees to the left of 
this tree are bonewoods (Acradenia euodiiformis).  The only other 
species in this genus is the A. frank/mae from S.W. Tasmania, 
indicating a common origin with this region. Still further to the left 
and leaning over the creek is a callJcoma with weeping spleenwort 
hanging from it taking advantage of the moisture. 

On this side of the creek, growing aro:nd the picnic table, are 
four different trees. The prickly ash with itL smooth grey bark; the 
lillypilly with its scaly red-brown bark, thc coachwood with its 
smooth grey bark with horizontal lines and the brown possumwood 
with its wrinkled brown-black bark. 



Stop 10. Epiphytes are plants that grow on trees. Here we have 
lithophytes - plants that grow on rocks. The finger-like leaves 
belong to the finger fern, Grammizis billardieri. The leaves on the 
jungle filmy fern, Macroglina caudaza, are only one cell thick so must 
always be wet. Being very careful not to damage any of these 
delicate plants, examine the colonisers of this rock and see how 
many different ferns, mosses and lichens you can distinguish. 

Stop 11. This stop allows us to examine closely brown possumwood 
seedlings growing on the trunk of a rough treefern. Also at this stop 
is a young corkwood and a young callicoma. 

COACH WOOD 

CALLICOMA 

FERNE 

NETTLES 

SEEDLII 

Stop 12. Stopping on the track and looking towards the creek is a 
relatively open area with many smaller and younger plants. 
Amongst the boulders are fishbone and umbrella ferns and smooth 
leaved nettles (without a sting!).A young callicoma has managed to 
grow below the floodline but has to bend every time it floods. The 
tree species in this rainforest drop many thousands of seeds every 
year, but only a miniscule amount ever germinate and even less 
reach maturity. Observe the seedlings that have germinated - 
coachwoods, prickly ash, iillypilly, bonewood - many of these on a 
rotting log. Consider how few, if any, will ever reach maturity. 
Observe the larger coachwoods leaning over the creek. These trees 
are reaching for more light, as no other species will come up and 
compete out of the bed of the creek. Because these stream-edge 
trees live on the edge of a space that is never filled by 1st to 4th 
stage plants, they therefore take advantage of this extra light by 
leaning out and reaching sideways for it. 

Also from this stop observe the dear understorey on both 
sides of the creek. - 



;top 13. Here is an example of a rech&treetaii opening 
ip a narrow space in the canopy. this log was an 
inusually large Banksia. Note the d •.. ge caused to 
he coachwood and the callicoma in!hè fall, but both 
)f these trees have coppiced and 'are recovering 
iUickly. Growing up between the first branches of this 
:ree is a vinewith an unusual method of climbing. It 
ias neithee hooks nor tendrils, but its branches form 
an acute angle with the stem thus assuming the form 
Df an anchor when it grows easilythrough a space but 
cannot return as easily. This is the anchor vine, 
Palmeria scandens. The tall, single-stemmed shrub with 
the long leaves is the Macleay laurel, a third stage plant 
commonly found on the edges of rainforests. The only 
Dther species in this genus is also only found in S.W. 
Tasmania. The parent rock, rhyodacite, can be clearly 
seen in the step material. The darker crystals include 
calcium felspars which, when broken down, yield 
essential plant nutrients, not present in the poorer 
granites along Oandahra Creek to the south-east. 

nother scrub beefwood is marked with a peg. Because 
this fall has only made a narrow opening, it, will 
probably grow up with stage four plants. 

This fallen tree exemplifies death, decay and 
regeneration in a ralnforest. 

top 14.This sectionof theBluegum Walk follows an old Ic 	- 

:0 the former log dump (now Coachwood picnic area).This road was 
ast used in 1966, so we have an easy way to judge the ages and 
growth rates of these plants. The largest, the Sydney bluegum, will 
become an emergent. Two shorter-lived third stage trees, calhcoma 
and banksia, have grown at about one quarter of the rate. Beneath 
these, many fourth stage coachwood seedlings are growing. These 
will outlive the third stage trees and eventually dominate the fully 
developed, mature rainforest. As you walk back to the picnic area, 



Individual species pegged— 

A Featherwood 
& 

Polyosina cunningham// 	' 
B Coachwood Ceratopetalum apetalum 	-' 
C Thick-leaved laurel Cryptp'thria me/snerana 
D Sassafras Doryphora sassafras 
E Jackwood Cryptocaryag/aucescens 
F Lillypilly Acmena sm/thu 
G Scrub beefwood. Stenocarpus.salignus 
H Corkwood Caldclui/apaniculosa 
J Walking-stick palm Linospadix óto.nostachyus 
K Tallnightshade p. 

Solanum sp.aff c/nereum'. 
L Queensland bramble Rubus hill/f 
M Tree heath Trochcarpa laurina 
N Ban ksia Banksia iniegrijolia - var.•Compar 
0 Sydney bluegum Eucalyptus saligna 
P Blackwood wattle Acaciamelanoxylon 
Q King fern Todeabarbara 
R Prickly ash Orites excelsa 
S Orange thorn Citriobatuspaucijiorus 
T Callicoma Call/coma serrat,jo//a 
U Brown possumwood Quint/n/a s/eber/ 
V Straw tree f ern Cyatheacooper/ 
W Prickly tree fern Cyashea leichhardtiana 
X Rough tree fern Cyathea aust Ta//s 
Y Macleay laurel Anopterusmucleayanus 

-- 
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Department of 

THE ARTS, SPoRT THE ENTvnoNnvNj T0UMSM and TERRiTORIES 

Er.tvtRoNMrN 

Mi ror. 245zt 

Mr Martin Frohlich 
Acting Secretary 
Clarence Environment Centre 
P0 Box 1073 
GRAFTON NSW 2463- 

Dear Mr Frohlich 

Thank you for your letter of 13 November 1990 to Dr Andy 
Turner recommending the nomination of North Washpool to the 
World Heritage List. I understand that you also wrote to the 
Australian Heritage Commission on this matter. 

I realise the importance placed on the scientific, 
conservation and scenic qualities of the area by the 
conservation movement. However, the reality of the situation 
is that the Commonwealth Government has made it clear that it 
will not proceed with further World Heritage nominations 
without the support of the relevant State or Territory 
government. In the case of North Washpool the NSW Government 
has indicated that it is not prepared to consider recommending 
the addition of the area to the existing 145W Rainforest Parks 
listing. In the circumstances the preservation of this area 
remains a matter for the NSW Government. 

Yours;  sincerely 

14 

R J Pegler 
A/g First Assistant Secretary 
Environment and Conservation Policy Division 

TO Ocx 787, (anhurNi, ;W1 200! likx At' 62960, Facsimilc (062) 741123, idophone (062) 74 1111  
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PILOT BAT SURVEY OF NORTH WASHPOOL 

H. Parnaby, 
Mammal Department, Aust±alian Museum, Sydney 

Summary 

Nine insectivorous bat species were recorded during a 
trapping and netting survey over 3 nights, bringing the total 
recorded from North Washpool area to 10 species. Trapping 
results are considered to be rich in terms of numbers of 
individuals and species. Significant occurences include the 
presence of the Golden-tipped Bat and a comparatively large 
number of Pipistrelles. A further 7 insectivorous and 2 fruit 
bat species are likely to occur in the area. 

Background 

A preliminary assessment of the bat fauna of North 
Washpool using bat traps and mist nets was undertaken during 
the three nights of 13-15 December, 1990. Extreme time 
constraints limited the scope of this work, however the bat 
fauna of this area was so poorly known that this represents a 
useful addition to knowledge of the mammal fauna of the area. 
This work supplements the vertebrate survey reported by 
Gilmore (1990) for the same area. 

Trap Bites 

Location and altitude of the eight sites are shown in 
Table 1. Forest types at each site are summarised below, taken 
from Forestry Commission forest type maps, Washpool 1:25 000 
(December 1986) and Malara Creek 1:25 000 (June 1990): 

site 1 - Wet sclerophyll/rainforest ecotone: 	New England 
Blackbutt, Tallowwood/Sydney Blue Gum and Nyrtle/Viney 
Scrub. 

Site 2 - Rainforest: Yellow Carabeen/Crabapple and Coachwood 
Crabapple. 

Site 3 - Wet sclerophyll/rainforest ecotone: Coachwood 
Crabapple; Nyrtle/Viney Scrub; and Tallowwood/Sydney Blue 
Gum >40m. 

Site 4 - Wet sclerophyll/rainforest ecotone: Tallowwood/Sydney 
Blue Gum; Myrtle/Viney Scrub. 

Site 5 - Rainforest - Myrtle/Viney Scrub. 
site 6 - Dry sclerophyll/ rainforest ecotone: New England 

Blackbutt <25m; Yellow Carabeen/ Crabapple. 
Site 7 - Wet sclerophyll: Tallowwood/Sydney Blue Gum >40m. 
Site 8 - Dry sclerophyll: Grey Gum/Grey Ironbark/ White 

Mahogany. 

Bat traps were used at sites 1-7, set for between 1 and 3 
consecutive nights. Mist nets were set at site 8 for about 2 
hrs following dusk on 15/12/90. seven nets were set: 3 across 
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the dam, 1 along the dam wall, 2 in surrounding vegetation and 
1 parallel with the edge of Desert Spur Fire Trail; a total of 
380 ft of net. 

Species Accounts 

Species are discussed below in descending order of total 
number of individuals captured. Species and number of 
individuals captured at each site are summarised in Table 2. 
Registration numbers of voucher specimens lodged in the 
Australian Museum are given in brackets. Only the Bentwing Bat 
and the Eastern Horseshoe Bat are cave roosting species, the 
rest utilise tree hollows. 

Bentwing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii The majority were 
captured in a trap placed over a creek at site 3. 

Pipistrelle Falsistrellus tasmaniensis Captured at four of 
the 6 productive sites. (M23969, 1123970). 

Chocolate Wattled Bat Chalinolobus mono Captured at four 
of the six productive sites. (1423961, M23971). 

Large Forest Eptesicus Eptesicus darlingtoni Captured at 
three of the six productive sites. (M23963, M23965) 

Goulds Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus gouldi. Trapped in low 
numbers as in the survey of Parnaby (1986). Captured in both 
dry sclerophyll, wet sclerophyll forest, and rainforest sites. 
(1423966, M23968). 

Eptesicus punilus This species is frequently trapped in 
northeastern IISW but is apparently less commonly encountered 
at higher altitudes (Parnaby 1986). This species has not been 
reported from caves in northeastern NSW in the course of 
extensive research on cave species by P. Dwyer and is thus 
presumed to utilse tree hollows. (M23964, M23973). 

Eastern Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus megaphyllus This species 
is normally trapped in low numbers. (M23967). 

S. Goulds Wattled Bat Chalinolobus cxouldii The two individuals 
captured were from site 3. Recorded by Tidemann but not 
ciptured during the extensive survey of Parnaby (1986). 
(M23962) 

9. Broadnosed Bat Scotorepens orion Captured only in the lower 
elevation dry sclerophyll forest at site 8. (M23972). 

Discussion 

This survey suggests that the area contains a rich bat 
fauna as the trapping results are comparatively high in terms 
of number of individuals and species captured per site 
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compared with the results of an extensive trapping survey of 
northeastern New South Wales (Parnaby 1986) using similar (in 
some cases identical) traps. Thus mean number of bats captured 
per trap night during this survey (excluding results from mist 
nets) was 9.0 compared to a range of 0.44 to 7.12 for 14 areas 
in northeastern NSW in the bat trapping survey of Parnaby 
(1986) 

Although the Pipistrelle is a widely distributed species 
in eastern New South Wales, it evidently only occurrs at 
higher elevations (above about 700 m) in northeastern NSW 
where it was trapped in low numbers (Parnaby 1986). Thus the 
high number of Pipistrelles captured during this survey is 
significant as it is not a common occurrence. 

Gilmore (1990) recorded a specimen of the Golden-tipped 
Bat (Phoniscus papuensis) from this area, trapped in 
rainfprest in a tributary of Desert Creek (altitude ThOm). 
This represents only the sixth recorded locality of this 
species from New South Wales, of a total of 16 Australian 
localities (Parnaby, unpublished). The status of this 
infrequently encountered species is unclear. Either it is 
unusually adept at avoiding traps and nets (mist net capture 
of this species has not been reported), or it is an uncommon 
species. This is not due to a lack of trapping effort. For 
example, three extensive trapping studies produced the 
following results: Bega region, 3 individuals (Lunney and 
Barker 1986); Wattigan State Forest, 1 individual (P. Wilson, 
pers. comm.); and northeast NSW, 1 individual (Parnaby 1986). 
Listing of this species on schedule 12, National Parks and 
Wildlife Act 1974, therefor appears justified. 

A further seven insectivorous and two flying fox 
(Pteropus) species could reasonably be expected from this area 
based on the habitat present and their occurrence in adjoining 
regions. Tidemann (1981) recorded The Greater Broadnosed Bat 
Scoteanax rueppellii, the Little mastiff-bat Mormopterus 
norfolkensis, and the Large-footed Bat Myotis adversus from 
just south of the survey area. Tidemann (bc. cit.) also 
recorded Eptesicus vulturnus, a species usually found in drier 
forest types, from moist rainforest and wet sclerophyll 
forest. It is likely that the latter species was E. numilus, a 
species not adequatEly defined prior to the taxonomic revision 
of Kitchener et al. (1987). An additional species, the Large 
Pied Bat Chalinobobus dwyeri could also be expected - I have 
trapped this species on a dry sclerophyll-wet sclerophyll 
ecotone near Lismore (Parnaby 1986). several other species 
known to forage above the forest canopy and thus less likely 
to be captured during surveys are the White-striped Bat 
Tadarida australis, and the Yellow-bellied Freetail Bat 
Taphozous flaviventris. Thus it is likely that the total 
number of insectivorous bat species from the area is at least 
16. Two flying fox species are also likely to visit the area, 
these being the Grey-headed Flying Fox (Pteropus 
poliocephalus) and the Litte Red Flying Fox (Pteropus 
scapulatus). 

4-i 
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Further surveys of the bat fauna in this region are 
required to: a), more extensively sample the area, 
particularly lower elevations; b) sample the high flying 
canopy species and c), sample at different seasons to assess 
possible seasonal differences in species composition. 
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TABLE 1 

Location of trap sites: Grid references are for 1:25 000 
topographic sheet Malara Creek 9339-I-S; asterisked sites 
refer to Washpool Sheet 9339-11-N. 

Site Alt Grid Ref. Compartment 

1 880m 422685 667 Crabapple Rd TRAP 
2 860m 410664 679 Old Ewingar Spur Trail 
3 740m 402658 695 Berry Rd, Creek 
4 840m 381643 695 Berry Rd 
5 850m 404652 688 Ewingar Spur Trail 
6 950m 370642* 695/6 Ridge top H 

7 750m 363647 695/6? Unnamed track 
8 340m 428611* N. Park Desert Spur Fire Trail NETS 

14 



TABLE 2 

Trapping results by species 
sites 1-7, mist nets at site 
males. Note: nil captures for 

and site. Traps were used for 
8. Numbers given are for females, 
site #4 and #7. 

# Date E.pIU E.dl C.mr C.gl N.gdj M.sc F. S. R.mg 

1 14/12 in 5,3 if in in 

15/12 2f if 

2 14/12 if 3,2 1,1 ill 24,3 
15/12 5,2 

3 14/12 1,1 im im 11,11 if 
15/12 1,1 if im 10,16 if 

4 14/12- 
16/12 

5 15/12 if 
16/12 if if im 

6 15/12 in 1,2 

i6/12 

7 16/12 

8 15/12 2f 2,1 2f 

TOTAL 15 16 2 6 51 34 2 3 
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state cabinet today agreed to adhere to ó decision taken by 

the Wcfl adminiat(&tiOfl on the future of the North 
woshpool .. .. 

forest USC. 	 - 

In a joint announcement Premier Nick Greiner and the Minister 

for ?oreit&. Garry seat said Cabinet had endorsed the 1982 
decision to alloy togging in the aittilimbre and ws,hpool nate 

Forest'. 

'At the time that dectSiOfl 
amounted to a social contract 

between the people of thesrea and the go'vernnflt of the day,' 

Mt orcinec seid. 
IE society is to function ptoperl' a contraCt of flit kind, 

in this case made by a prevtoui eflinistratiOfle ;hould be 

honoured.' 

Mr West said the Cabinet declaiGn pcovided the promised long 
term security to the local industry and local communities. 

Be said Cabinet had c0nidtred a wotional. Part and wildlife 

$cvite report on the area in question. 

The report had recommended a series of options ranging from 
total viationtt pack to maint&tnhI%9 the status quo. 

0
Cabinet decided there should be no change to the previous 

9overnment'G decision after ogidttIng all points of view,' M 

West said. 

s T pte  decision will not only give long terS •ecurity to the 
industry. It will also be of enormous benefit to the state's 

nocth-ebSt . 

Contacti David JoneS (02) 228 3666 (0) 
Premier's PresS Secretory 

Geoff sort (02) 230 2210 
Minister for ForestS PreSs Secretary 

• 	.r. n, 	ua#auana Street, Sydney 2O. teIephbThe IM 220 3555. 1,10*: M it1. 
caImIIo: () 	' 
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MOW! wrMIE I-itYM'r P'Ofl P}1E GUI L.'I'Y 
NEFA asks Minister West for Inquiry into serious misconduct 

by senior staff of the Forestry Commission of NSW 

North East Forest Alliance (NEFA) co-ordinator Mr John Corkill has 
written for the third time to the NSW Government requesting an 
Inquiry into serious misconduct by senior officers of the Forestry 
Commission of NSW (FCNSW), following the uncovering of significant 
evidence during the successful North Washpool legal action. 

Mr Corkill, in releasing a copy of the latest NEFA letter, admitted 
that the proposed Inquiry could be seen as 'a hunt for the guilty'. 

He said that NEFA had written to The Minister for Forests, Mr Garry 
West and the Premier, Mr Greiner in November 1990 soon after he 
became aware of numerous breaches and unlawful works by FCNSW. 

The responses from the Minister (27.11.1990) and the Cabinet 
Office, (2.1.1991) on behalf of the Premier advised that it was 
considered inappropriate to pursue the allegations while the matter 
was under consideration by the Land and Environment Court. Mr Gary 
Sturgess, from the Cabinet Office suggested the allegations be 
placed before the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC). 

Mr Corkill told Mr West in January 1991 that judgement on the 
allegations of serious misconduct by FCNSW had never been sought 
from the Land and Environment Court. Mr West was told that NEFA had 
legal advice that the Court could not investigate or rule on the 
allegations and that there was no legal obstacle to him commencing 
an Inquiry. However, Mr West refused to reconsider the request. 

The allegations of serious misconduct refer to breaches, by senior 
officers of the Commission, in the years 1980-1990, of policies, 
Management Plans, prescriptions or conditions made under the much 
criticised pre-WWI Forestry Act, 1916. Under this Act, there are 
no opportunities for third party enforcement of law, such as is 
available under s.123 of the EPA Act. 

"These allegations are of such a serious nature that they cannot 
be 'swept under the carpet'. Those responsible for 10 years of 
illegal logging and roadworks must be brought to account, and the 
Forestry Commission's curious corporate culture which permitted, 
then 'covered up' the breaches must be exposed," Mr Corkill said. 

"We've seen thousands of lawabiding citizens arrested for 
protesting at the Commission's mad plans for logging and branded 
with criminal convictions as a result - yet public off icals who've 
abused the public's trust and plundered the states' public forests 
have remained unindicted. Some have even been promoted to very 
senior positions. This crazy situation must be halted and real 
public accountability instituted. Mr West must act now," he said. 
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NEFA alleges that the Commission has unlawfully: 

* 	logged rainforest despite the express exclusion of rainforest 
in North Washpool from the 1980 EIS; 

* 	misled Cabinet in its consideration of the North Washpool 
wilderness dedication recommended by NPWS; 

* 	breached its Management Plans by 

* 	logging rainforest adjacent to roads in contravention of 
prescription 2.3.4.1(x); 

* 	logging sub-tropical rainforest at greater than the 
prescribed 50 per cent canopy retention prescription; 

* 	failed to comply with its policies by: 

* 	logging rainforest without preparing harvesting plans; 

* 	not enforcing the Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions 
(SEMC) adopted as Commission policy to protect soil; 

* 	ignoring its Wildlife Policy by not identifying rare 
endangered or sensitive species, and taking their habitat 
requirements into account in management practices; 

* 	breached s.45 of the Forestry Act, 1916, by recording 'false 
information' on the history of unlawful works; 

* 	'covered up' breaches of prescriptions and conditions by later 
amending the Casino West Management Plan to permit the logging 
of rainforest buffer strips to continue; 

* 	'closed the forest' to the public to facilitate their unlawful 
work and caused the arrest and prosecution of protestors who 
were seeking to enforce the EPA Act, 1979. 

Mr Corkill said that an independent inquiry should: 
- 	ascertain whether the Commission's policies and codes have 

been lawfully complied with; 

- 	identify any FCNSW staff and/or licencees who have trans- 
gressed and investigate the reasons behind their actions; and 

- 	make findings and recommendations to prevent such occurrences 
from happening again. 

NEFA rejected an Inquiry into 'breaches of discipline' under the 
Public Sector Management Act, 1988 because this inquiry would 
report to the Commissioner for Forests. FOREST REPORTER understands 
that Dr Drielsma may be an affected party in any inquiry. 
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Mr Corkill said NEFA had no evidence that the many breaches of the 
Commission's policies and codes amounted to corruption. As such, 
it was inappropriate to place these allegations before the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC). He said that if 
an independent inquiry uncovered corrupt conduct; the evidence, 
findings and recommendations could then be forwarded to ICAC. 

Mr Corkill said that the fight to protect the extra-ordinary 
natural values of North Washpool, within a secure reserve, still 
had a long way to go. 

"Through this case we've shown how the Forestry Commission 
mismanagesthe states forests, but ultimately we've only gained two 
years respite while an EIS is prepared. FCNSW still wants to log! 

"NEFA will continue to campaign to have North Washpool gazetted as 
a wilderness and listed on the World Heritage Register as an 
addition to the World Heritage Washpool National Park," he said. 

"Then, any Plan of Management must take into account the promised 
dedication of part of North Washpool as an aboriginal place under 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974 and the protection of 
important sites identified by the Baryulgil aboriginal community. 

Footnote: the North Washpool court action has been discontinued 
because the Commission and Mr Corkill reached an unprecedented out 
of court agreement to achieve the goals the court action sought. 

The Forestry Commission of NSW has agreed to: 

* 	prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) in accordance 
with the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. 1979; 

* 	rehabilitate and conserve disturbed rainforest and soils; and 

* 	pay Mr Corkill's legal costs for his enforcement of the law. 
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Ofiaelundi State 
Forest Blockade 

Lismoi-e. The Forestry Commission of 
NSW (FCNSW), with the Greiner 
Government's connivance, appears intent 
on devastating a unique stand of 'old 
growth' forest which supports the highest 
density of arboreal (tree living) mammals 
and endangered owls known in Australia. 
The proposed logging in the Chaelundi 
State Forest is to provide prime 
Tallowwood, on an unsustainable basis 
and at bargain basement prices, for cross 
arms on power poles! 

A blockade was instigated by the North 
East Forest Alliance (NEFA) on 8th April, 
1991 when the FCNSW announced their 
intention to commence roading and log-
ging Barricades have been installed and 
have been attended by up to 50 people. 
Many others are on standby, waiting to 
join the blockade when required. 

So far, the FCNSW and the loggers 
have been kept at bay, and no attempt has 
been made to storm the barricades.. 

Within compartments 180,198 and 200, 
the following rare and endangered ani-
mals, listed on Schedule 12 of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974 are known/ 
expected to occur: Powerful, Masked and 
Sooty Owls, Spotted Tail Quoll, 
Feathertail Glider, Koala, Beech Skink, 
Carpet Python, Glossy Black Cockatoo, 
White-throated 

Needletail, Cicádabird, White's Thrush, 
Crested Shrike-tit, Rufous Fantail, Long-
nosed Potoroo, Fletcher's Frog and the 
Hastings River Mouse, a mammal in 
imminent danger of extinction. 

The 3 Compartments now proposed for 
logging total 561 hectares and arepart of a 
7,0]0 hectare old growth stand, one of the 
largest old growth forests left in NSW, 
which is in turn part of the extensive Guy 
Fawkes wilderness area, identified as long 
ago as 1976. It is immediately adjacent to 
the Guy Fawkes River National Park 
which forms the centre of the wilderness. 

The National Parks and Wildlife 
Service is still completing its assessment 
of wilderness values under the Wilderness 
Act, 1987 and will report to the Minister 
for the Environment by March 1992. 
NEFA believes that the area to be devas-
tated has the highest conservation value of 
the entire wilderness. 

If not prevented, logging will pre-empt 
and impair any consideration of wilderness 
protection by the NSW Cabinet. 

In March 1990, the NEFA was forced to 
establish a blockade to stop the FCNSW 
illegally roading and logging the area. The 
protesters told the police that they were 
there to uphold the law and it was the 
Forestry Commission who were breaking 
it by not preparing an environmental 
impact statement (US) as required by the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act, 1979. 

Despite this warning to FCNSW and the 
police. 13 protesters were arrested before 
an injunction to restrain the Commission 
was obtained from the Land and 
Environment Court. The Forestry 
Commission was forced to admit to the 
Court that an EIS was required, after wast-
ing thousands of dollars of, . taxpayers' 
money. 

The protesters stance was further vindi-
cated when those appealing their convic-
tions in the Local Court had their appeals 
upheld . and convictions quashed by 
Grafton District Court on 5.3.1991, on the 
grounds that the Forestry Commission 
closed the forest to facilitate an unlawful 
act logging and mading without an US. 

The Commission prepared a thoroughly 
inadequate HIS in November 1990 which 
purported to meet the Requirements of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act, 1979. Submissions by NEFA and oth-
en exposed the manifest problems with 
the £15 so the FCNSW undertook .a few 
additional studies then compiled its Report 
on. the EIS. The report, made under clause 
64 of the EPA Regs, forms part of the £15 
proper. 

Some of the problems identified were 
addressed, though poorly, and the 
Commission decided to proceed with log' 
ging, (was the result ever in doubt?). 
NEFA is examining its legal options but is 
unable to proceed with a further cowl 
action at this time. 

NEFA considers it reprehensible that 
the NSW Government is refusing to take 
any further action to protect this priceless 
national asset or to bring the Forestry 
Commission under control following the 
exposure of their incompetent and anti-
quated management in the PAC Report 

Chaelundi is in the Dorrigo Forestry 
District and is located 50 kms north west 
of Dorrigo on the NSW North Coast 

The Chaelundi State Forest dispute is 
only one of many which have continued 
unresolved in the state's north east between 
the Forestry Commission and the North 
East Forest Alliance for some time. 

As a model for reform the following pro-
gram for the NSW Forestry Commission 
has been devised. Legislative change and 
new financial and forest custodial arrange-
ments will be necessary, covering several 
existingbodies and Acts. 

1 The 14SW Forestry Act and administra-
tion of the NSW forests be transformed to 
give primacy to: 
* conservation goals through environ-
ment protection plans; 
* transition plans for transferring timber 
getting currently based on native forests to 
plantations; 
* transfer of lands to the National Parks 
and Wildlife Service; 	- 

* improved methods of public participa-
tion in the management of native forests; 

2 The Commission shall be charged with 
transferring timber getting operations from 
native forests to pine and hardwood planta-
tions as expeditiously as possible by the 
development of transition plans and 
finance assistance derived from its revenue 
surplus. 

3 .  The Commission shall be directly 
involved in the management of native 
forests in private hands by the develop-
ment of management plans and imposition 
of environmental standards at least equiva-
lent to its own. 

4 The Commission shall ensure the effi-
cient use of timber and arrangements to 
achieve this, in the forest and the mill, will 
be reflected in timber supply agreements 
and licences, 

•5 The commission shall charge royalties 
that reflect the real costs of tzmber'from 
the state's native forests and plantations. 

6 The environmental standards used by 
the Commission to control logging, guide-
lines in the preparation of management 
plans, public involvement and research 
will be subject independent review by the 
proposed Environment Protection 
Authority and open for public debate and 
scientific comment 

7 'Where native forests are logged they 
will be done so on an environmentally sus-
tainable basis that ensures the retention of 
species diversity and habitat to ensure the 
continuation of all flora and fauna for all 
time. 

8 Third party rights shall be afforded in 
the Forest and other relevant Acts, to allow 
the restraint or remedy of a breach of the 
Forestry Act or environmental regulations 
by any person or group of persons, 
whether incorporated or unincorporated. 

10 The native forest lands controlled by 
the NSW Forestry Commission shall be 
vested in a Forest Conservation council, 
which shall decide which forest will be 
allocated to timber production and under 
what logging regimes. It shall commission 
independent scientific advice as the con-
servation of forest communities and envi-
ronmentally sustainedyields in NSW and 
provide lands for dedication as national 
parks and nature reserves. 

9 Management plans, environthental and 

AGENDA:  FOR logging codes and agreements or licences 
to supply timber shall be publicly 
reviewed every 5 years and be supplied to ItEFORIVI 	any person free of charge, upon request. 



CONCLUSIONS 

There is much to do in a short time. Our 
society which no doubt wanLs the native 
forcsLs protected and plantations to be the 
basis of the iirnbcr industry, ncds to turn 
its attentiOn to changing the guts of the for-
est control system. A transformation of 
Forestry Commissions will go a long way 
to achieving this and at the end of the day 
we will have a native forest-estate and for-
est products sector of which we can all be 
proud. 

HUNT FOR 
THE GUILTY. 
NEFA ASKS MINISTER 
WEST FOR INQUIRY 

INTO SERIOUS 
MISCONDUCT BY 

SENIOR STAEF OF THE 
FORESTRY COMMISSION 

OFNSW 

North East Forest Alliance (NEFA) co-
ordinator Mr John Corkill has written for 
the third time to the NSW Government 
requesting an Inquiry into serious miscon-
duct by senior officers of the Forestry 
Commission of NSW (FCNSW), follow-
ing the uncovering of significant evidence 
during the successful North Washpool 
legal action. 

Mr Corkill, in releasing a copy of the latest 
NEFA letter, admitted that the proposed 
Inquiry could be seen as. a hunt for the 
guilty'. 

He said that NEFA had written to The 
Minister for Forests, Mr GaiTy West and 
the Premier, Mr Greiner in November 
1990 soon after he became aware of 
numerous breaches and unlawful works by 
FCNSW. 

The responses from the Minister 
(27.11.1990) and the Cabinet Office, 
(2.1.1991) on behalf of the Premier 
advised that it was considered inappropri-
ate to pursue the allegations while the mat-
ter was under consideration by the Land 
and Environment Court Mr Gary 
Sturgess, from the Cabinet Office sug-
gested the allegations be placed before the 
Independent Commission Against Corrup-
tion (ICAC). - 

Mr Corkill told Mr West in January 1991 
that judgement on the allegations of seri-
ous misconduct by FCNSW had never 
been sought from the Land and 
Environment Court. Mr West was told that 
NEFA had legal advice that the Court 
could not investigate or rule on the allega-
tions and that there was no legal obstacle 
to him commencing an Inquiry. However, 

Mr West refused to reconsider the request. 

The allegations of serious misconduct refer 
to breaches, by senior officers of the 
Commission, in the years 1980-1990, of 
policies, Management Plans, prescriptions 
or conditions made undcr the much criti-
cised pre-WWI Forestay Act, 1916. Under 
this Mt, there are no opportunities for 
third party enforcement of law, such as is 
available under s.123 of the Environment 
Planning and Assessment Act. 

"These allegations are of such a serious 
nature that they cannot be 'swept under the 
carpet'. Those responsible for 10 years of 
illegal logging and roadworks must be 
brought to account, and the Forestay 
Commission's curious corporate culture 
which permitted, then 'covered up' the 
breaches must be exposed." Mr Corkill 
said. - 

"We've seen thousands of law abiding citi-
zens arrested for protesting at the 
Commission's mad plans for logging and 
branded with criminal convictions as a 
result - yet public officals who've abused 
the public's trust and plundered the states' 
public forests have remained unindicted. 
Some have even been promoted to very 
senior positions. This crazy situation must 
be halted and real public accountability 
instituted. Mr West must act now," he said. 

NEFA alleges that the Commission has 
unlawfully: 

* logged rairiforest despite the express 
exclusion of rainforest in North Washpóol 
from the 1980 EIS; - 

* misled Cabinet in its consideration of 
the North Washpool wilderness dedication 
recommended by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service (NPWS); 

* breached its Management Plans by: 

1 logging rainforest adjacent to roads in 
contravention of prescription 2.3.4.1(x); 

2 logging sub-tropical minfàrest at greater 
than the prescribed 50 per cent canopy 
retention prescription; 

* failed to comply with its policies by: 

I logging rainforest without preparing har-
vesting plans; 

2 not enforcing the Standard Erosion 
Mitigation Conditions (SEMC) adopted as 
Commission policy to protect soil; 

3 ignoring its Wildlife Policy by not iden-
tifying rare, endangered or sensitive spe-
cies, and taking their habitat requirements 
into account in management practices; 

* breached s.45 of the Forestry Act, 1916, 
by recording 'false information' on the his-
tory of unlawful works; 

* 'covered up' breaches of prescriptions 
and conditions by later amending the 

Casino West Management Plan to permit 
the logging of rainforest buffer strips to 
continuc 

* closed the forest to the public to lacili-
late their unlawfulwork and caused the 
arrest and prosecution of protestors who-
were seeking to enforce the EPA Act, 
1979. 

Mr Corkill said that an independent 
inquiry should: 

- ascertain whether the Commission's pol-
icies and codes have been lawfully com-
plied with; 

- identify any FCNSW staff and/or licen-
cees who have transgressed and investigate 
the reasons behind their actions; and 

- make findings and recommendations to 
prevent such occurrences from happening 
agaim 

NEFA rejected an Inquiry into 'breaches of 
discipline under the Public Sector 
Management Act, 1988 because this 
inquiry would report to the Commissioner 
for Forests, Dr H. Drielsma. FOREST 
REPORTER understands that Dr Drielsma 
may be an affected party in any inquiry. 

Mr Corkill said NEFA had no evidence 
that the many breaches of the Com-
mission's policies and codes amounted to 
corruption. As such, it was inappropriate 
to place these allegations before the Inde-
pendent Commission Against Corruption 
(ICAC). He said that if an independent 
inquiry uncovered corrupt conduct; the 
evidence, findings and recommendations 
could then be forwarded to ICAC. 

Mr Corkill said that the fight to protect the 
extraordinary natural values of North 
Washpool, within a secure reserve, still 
had a long way to go. 

"Through this case we've shown how the 
Forestry, Commission mismanages the 
states forests, but ultimately we've only 
gained two years respite while an £15 is 
prepared. FCNSW still wants to log! 

"NEFA will continue to campaign to have 
North Washpool gazetted as a wilderness 
and listed on the World Heritage Register 
as an addition to the World Heritage 
Washpool National Park," he said. 

"Then, any Plan of Management must take 
into account the promised dedication of 
part of North Washpool as an Aboriginal 
place under the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act, 1974 and the protection of 
important sites identified by the Baryulgil 
Aboriginal community. 

Foomote the North Washpool court action 
has been discontinued because the 
Commission and NEFA reached an 
unprecedented out of court agreement to 
achieve the goals the court action.sought. 

U. 



NATURE CONSERVATION NEWS 

NORTH WASHPOOL 
legal case•and campaign update 

John Corkill 

In 1982 the southern area 
of the Washpool wilderness 
was dedicated as a National 
Park, while the area to the 
north was anitted' as a 
concession to logging in-
terests; Since then consér-
vat jonists have fought to 
have North Washpool added 
to the National Park. Late 
last year, John Corkill 
succeeded in having an in-
junction granted against 
the Forestry Cairnission, 
halting all logging until 
the case hearing in April. 

While many people ate, 
drank, slept or partied 
their way through the 
Christmas holidays, the 
North Washpool court :case 
was being feverishly 
prepared in order to meet 
the Land and Environment 
Court timetable for a 3 
week trial cairnencing on 
March 25, 1991. 

However, following the 
filing of affidavits from 
expert withesses and 
receipt of legal advice 
from their QO, the Forestry 
Canmission agreed to 
prepare an • EIS for the 
Washpool and Billillitra 
State Forests, though they 
have made no. admissions to 
the legal action's claims. 

This announcement cane 
after 18 iiontbE of requests 
from NEFA and six rronths of 
legal action. In this time, 
repeated denials that a new 
EIS was required, were made 
by the Camnission, the 
previous Minister, Mr Ian 
Causley, and the new 
Minister, Mr Garry West. 

This agreement to prepare 
an EIS effctively under-
mined the original basis of 
the case, and avoided the 
Court's judgarent as to the 
legality of the operations 
since 1980. We are told 
that the EIS will be can-
menced in 2 years time. 

While pleased to have 
received the prcznise of an 
EIS, NEFA was not bontent 
to allow the question of 
the legality of the Ccxrmis-
sion's past operations in 
North Washpool rest there. 
Neither were we happy to 
allow the Ccmnission to 
avoid the judgement of the 
Court. 

It was always intended to 
seek Court orders ensuring 
that the Forestry Camnis-
sion carry out rehabili-
tation and stabilization 
works for the disturbed 
areas Of North Washpool, in 
order to maintain (as much 
as is possible) the natural 
values of the forests, and 
to mitigate any further 
impact on the environment 
resulting from earlier 
roadworks and harvesting. 

Consequently, 	following 
discussion with legal coun-
sel and a disturbance 
ecologist, the original ap-
plication was amended to 
seek the Court's deter-
mination of the legality of 
the work to date, and an 
order that rehabilitative 
works be undertaken. 

In the brief hearingSof 
this amended application, 
before Mr Justice Ncel Hen-
ming on 15th February, the 
Cargnission indicated that 
it may consent to under-
taking some rehabilitation 
works, again avoiding the 
need to involve the Court. 

Following a conference bet-
ween NEFA's barrister and 
the Ccnnission's QO, the 
Carmniss ion now seeks to 
have the matter wholly set-
tled out of court, by 
reaching agreement on the 
rehabilitation works 
proposed by NEFA' s expert 
advisers. 

In early March, an inspec-
tion of North Washpool will 
be undertaken by •NEFA' s 
experts before an on-site 
meeting with the CamiisSion 
is held. This meeting and a 
further conference in Syd-
ney between NEFA and the 
Carmnission may resolve all 
outstanding issues, preven-
ting the need for a trial. 

While disappointed in not 
being able to have the 
Court make a• finding about 
the legality of the work, 
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NEFA believes that an out 
of court agreerent would 
see the case resolved more 
quickly and cheaply than 
Otherwise and would enable 
rehabilitation works to 
caimence izirrediately with a 
budget unaffected by major 
court costs. 

A settlenent would also 
allow NEFA co-ordinators 
John Corkill and Dailan 
Pugh, -who are applicant and 
adviser for the case, to 
concentrate on other court 
actions aainst the Carinis-
sion and on increased 
political lobbying and 
liaison work. 

Of course, if agreement  

cannot be reached in 
negotiations, NEFA will 
insist the matter is heard 
by the Land and Environment 
Court in the week camien-
cing 8.4.1991 already al-
located to the North Wash-
pool hearing. 

The Forestry Carrnission's 
startling turn-around on 
thith case, after such 
vehenent assertions that it 
had already done an ade-
quate .EIS, certainly smacks 
.of political intervention 
in the run up to an early 
state election, but may 
have been provoked by 
more than the provision of 
good legal advice (at 
last!). 

Subsequently, NEFA has 
referred the sworn evidence 
of its eeft withessS, 
which testify to the unique 
natural values of the area, 
to the Australian Heritage. 
Ccrrmission (ARC) to support 
a 1983 nanination for 
National Estate listing and 
a recent nanination for 
World Heritage listing. 

NEFA is also requesting 
that the Minister for the 
Environment, Tin Moore, 
take crucial new evidence 
discovered and generated by 
the legal case, to the NSW 
Cabinet to reconsider North 
Washpool's dedication as a 
wilderness addition to the 
Washpcol National Park. 

staff news 
The faces have changed at NCC, but 
they're still nice fabes. 

On most days you'll find Sandra and 
myself (wo)nianning the fort. Sandra 
Heilpern is the Executive Officer (and 
she keeps the Executive on their toes 
too!). My name is Kate Cramond and I am 
the Project Officer and general rous-
tatout. 

On not so predictable days you! 11 find: 
Jules Pearce, intrepid took-keeper; 
Matthew Baird, Environmental Liasion Of-
ficer 
(Matthew replaced Peter Wright, who I 
think got sick of banging his head on 
doorways!); 
Kim Brebach, Fundraising/ Admin Officer 
(who'd better watch his head also); 

And then there' s our indisensible 
volunteers, Ziggy and Margaret. 

Randy Cooper, Information Officer, jetted 
off to sunny }'ltourne -in January, and 
Doris, our typist is on 6 months leave to 
travel the Trans-Siberian. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 
PROJECT PUBLICATIONS 

Water Pollution: Environmental Education Yrs 9-12 $15 
Over 100 pages of activities - simple experiments 
to cross word puzales. 

Greening of Schools: Annotated Bibliography 	$7 

Recycling in Schools: Annotated Bibliography 	$5 

Cost-Benefit Analysis 	. $10 
An explanation of cost-benefit analysis using the 
Harbour Tunnel as a àase study. 

Environmental Impact Statements: A reader 	. $10 
A sampling of articles on the Environmental 
Impact Assessment process. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

I To: The Environmental Education Project, Institute 
I 	Building H03, University of Sydney, NSW 2006. I 

I Please send me the following (cheque enclosed): 
Water Pollution: Environmental Education Years 9-12 

I E ] Greening of Schools: An Annotated Bibliography I 
[ ] Recycling in Schools: An Annotated Bibliography 

I H CostBencfit Analysis 	
- I Environmental Jmpact Statements: A Reader 

Name: 	 Phone: 
. 	 I 

'Address: 	 . I 
I 	. 1 
L - - - -- - - - - - - - -  
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'species 	of 

7O" (animals a n d 
U plants. in NSW 

• 	may soon face 
• extinction. 
Australia has the worst 
record f or maximal  ex-
tinctions.in the world. 

What is NSW doing about 
this? 

In 1988 the Liberal !afty 
made a pre-election carinit-
.rrent to introduce legis-
lation protecting 
threatened species in NSW. 
Tim Moore, Minister for the 
Environment cairn. ssioned 
the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service to prepare 
a discussion paper on a 
Threatened Species Conser-
vation Act for NSW. Since 
then the Government has 
repeatedly pranised the 
ixrrninent release of the 
dicussion paper. 

The controversial NPWS 
paper is now canplete. 

In 	the 	proposed 
legislation, the presence 
of any . threatened species 
(not just endangered) would 
require initiation of 
species and habitat protec-
tive measures, as well as 
species recovery plans. The 
legislation has the poten-
tial to be very powerful. 

The NPWS paper was 
presented recently by Tim 
Moore . to Cabinet, and has 
met with very sttong op-
position. 

The paper, instead of being 
released for discussion, 
has been suppressed. 

act now! 
Instead the Government has 
now decided to back away 
frau . the .issue of legis-
lation in NSW, claiming 
that the issue should be 
resolved at Federal levels 
first; 

This face-saving manoeuvre 
in effect puts NSW legis-
lation near canpietion on 
hold for an indefinite 
time. 

Pam Allan is now plannig 
to 	introduce 	Labouf' s 

proposed version of . the 
'Threatened Species Act late 
in the Autumn session of 
Parliament. This Bill is 
based on the NPWS paper, 
with amendments by Labour' 
and the Threatened Species 
Network. 

The Threatened Species Net-
work in NSW has approached 
all NSW MPs individually 
to ..find out whether they 
support the introduction of 
legislation. The. Network 
believes that the bill has 
bipartisan support 

Write to your local member 
and find out if they sup-
port the bill. If not - why 
not?!! They need to be 
aware that the public wants 
to protect NSW' s threatened 
plants and. animals as a 
priority. 

A 'Day of Action for 
Threatened Specles' will be 

".4 
The Network: 

The National Threatened 
Species Network Was 'set up 
in 1990 to co-ordinate and 
lobby for the protection of 
threatened speciest in 
Australia.. The NSW Network 
coordinator, Sonia Mellor, 
with support fruit several 
environment groups 
including NCç, has been 
campaigning, vigorously for 
state threatened species 
legislation since 'then. 

held outside of Parlianient 
House on Thursday 21st 
March, highlighting the im-
portance of threatened 
species legislation, the 
ongoing lpss of species, 
and the need for action.. 

As a lead up to the Day of 
Aàtion, an. information 
stall will be set up two 
days a week in Martin 
Place. The purpose of the 
stall is to make people 
aware of the importance of 
legislation and give out 
general information about 
threatened species. 

Please cane alonu on the 
21st of March. Make sure 
everyone kncMs that our 
Government is not prepared 
to ACT to save NSW's 
threatened species. 
If you need more infor-
matioh, contact me at 'NCC 
(247 4206), or SoniaMellor 
at TEC (241 1438). 
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(cont. frap.2) 
The tranäition to true-cost 
water pricing and environ-
thentafly safe water supply 
and waste management sys-
tems would generate many 
value-added activities in 
the public and private sec-
tors. 

All V candidates in the 
forthcaning NSW elections 
should be strongly urged to. 
support the abve policies. 

• Judy Messer 
• (Chairperson) 
Penny Figgis 

(Vice .chairperson) 
Nikki Mortier 

(Hon. Treasurer) 
Peter Prineas 

(Hon. Secretary) 
Paul Adam 

Shelley Burgin 
Graham Douglas 
Milo Dunphy 
Geoff Lambert 
Roger Lanthit 
Peter Maslen 
Caron Morrison 
Anne Reeves 

Vincent Serventy 
Margaret Setter 

Gy Spies 
Fay Sutton 

events 	 - 

March 16 	Environmental Defender's Office 
Forestry Reform Seminar: 
"T4ards a new forestry act for NSW" 

March 23 	Nature Conservation Counbil of NSW 
Seminar: 
"Urban Bushland in Western Sydney" 

April-7-14 	Heritage Week 

April 19-21 	NSW Forest Sunartit Meeting 

June 5 	 World Environment Dày 

(for details please contact NCC) 
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Is Sydney's Air 
fit to breathe? 

Caron Morrison 

Numerous requests frcm en-
vironmental groups, members 
of the public, government 
departEients and the media 
have forced the Minister 
for Planning, Mr David Hay 
to release an important 
report on Sydney' s air 
quality. 

The work detailed in the 
report was carmissioned by 
the NSW Department of Plan-
ning and the Federal 
Department of Transport and 
Carnunications, and carried 
out jointly by researchers 
from CSIJ and Macquarie 
University. 

The 	recommendations 
contained in the report 
need to be accepted and 
adopted by the NSW 
Government as a matter Of 
urgency because the en-
vironmental integrity of 
Sydney is at risk. The 
credibility of the 
Gevernirent will be at stake 
if planned develoçznents in 
the region are allowed to 
proceed without a detailed 
investigation of the en-
vironmental impacts. 

Some information contained 
in the report follows: 

Ozone gas is the pm- 

ciple. canponent of photo-
chemical smog. 

The data previously 
published by the NSW State 
Pollution Control Cawnis-
sion seriously underes-
timates the cUrrent 
severity of photochemical 
smog in the Sydney region. 

There are gross 
deficiencies. in knowledge 
of the causes and 
distribution of photo-
chemical smog in Sydney. 

In the absence of 
further pollution controls, 
urban growth during the 
next 20 years is set to 
give rises of up to 50% in 
western Sydney ozone con-
centrations. 

The capacity of the 
Hawkesbury Basin to accan-
mcate pollution . emissions 
is less than that of 
eastern sectors of the 
Sydney Airshed. 

On current projections, 
it is likely that haze 
levels in western Sydney 
will increase, degrading 
the visual amenity of the 
area. During air polli.tion 
episodes in the morning,, 
the layer of haze close, to  

the ground will became more 
opaque and in the afternoon 
increasingly the sky may 
appear white rather than 
blue. 

Reference: 

Pilot Study: 'Evaluation of 
air quality issues for the 
development of Macarthur 
South and South Creek val-
ley regions of Sydney. 
Final report, December 
1990. Robert Hyde (Ma-
cquarie 	Uni.), 	Graham. 
Johnson (CSIRO Div of Coal 
and Energy Technology). 

Available from NSW Dept 
Planning. Cost $12. 

Fm Thry N$S 

The Public Accounts Ccmnit-
tee is conducting an in-
quiry into the National 
Parks and Wildlife Service 
activities, including the 
efficiency of its leasing 
system, its licensing and 
fees structure. 

Public. submissions are in-
vited from the ccnnunity: 

Please respond! 

Page 1 - March 1991 
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WATER, WASTE 
and ecological sustainability 

Judy Messer, Chairperson 

Ecological sustainability 
is clearly the neceSary 
precondition for .a sus-
tainable econany over the 
long 'tern: Since the early. 
1970's the Nature Conser-
vation CounOil's policies 
have called foE less and 
more efficient use of NSW' 5 

natural resources, for 
waste . control at, the 
source, and fOr re-use and 
recycling in preference to 
end-of-pipe/stack/landfill 
solutions.. 

Haever, the conversion of 
a whole society-to ecologi-
cally sustainable practices 
is a very canplex process. 
It requires government to 
set mandatory targets for 
pollution reduction and 
natural resource conser-
vation. It will be 
obstructed by various 
interest groups unless the 
cannunity as a whole is 
kept fully iriforrred and is 
alla..'ed to play a pro-ac-
tive role in environmental 
decision-making. 

The management of NSW water 
resourceâ and industrial 
and sewerage wastes 
illustrates the choices 
confronting decision-makers 
and the cannunity. 

1ter Pricing 
The demand for water will 
increase so long as . State 
and . Federal Government 
policies prcrote population 
grth in the Sydney 
region, resulting in the 
expansion of Warragathba Dam 
or a new one at Welccm 
Reef. Either solution will 

have major impacts On the 
environment and . the . tax-
payers. In spite . of this 
undesirable scenario, water 
conservation and re-use is 
still a virtual non-event 
in the Sydney içegion. 

This is because water is  
underpriced. Danestic con-
Sumers are subsidised by 
industry. This results in 
the profligate use of high 
quality drinking water for 
gardens,. swiirtning pools, 
and car washing. Industry 
and caruterce also use this 
high quality water. 

The Nature Conservation 
Council believes that the 
price of water should be 
raised to a level that will 
discourage inappropriate 
usage of drinking quality 
water while encouraging on-
site 'water harvesting' and 
re-use systems. . Cross sub-
sidies should be ahjlished. 
Reduced water usage should 
be rewarded. 

- N 
Sewage disposal is an uti-
remitting problem f Or all 
carmunities, but sewage 
contaminated by toxic 
substances creates extra 
environmental, management 
and financial problems. 

F 
,The public has rightly 
focussed on the causal role 
of industry and government. 
HcMever, the datestic can-
munity has done little to 
reduce its contribution of 
toxics, 	plastics, 	and 
nutrients 	such 	as 
phothphorus. 	. 	. $ 

This means that while the 
sewage fran . 23 inland 
plants can be canposted, 
much of Sydney's sludge 
cannot be applied to the 
land withOut restriction. 
Incineration and .co-
generation would merely 
shift the polluted sludgeS 
effects fran the ocean or 
land to the air, and pol-
luted liquid effluent still 
does into the rivers and 
ocean. 

The Nature Conservation 
Council calls fOr: 
** . no discharge of liquid 
wastes to tetlands, creeks,. 
rivers or the ocean if harm 
will result to human health 
or natural edosystems 
(based on Class 0 standard 
of the Clean Waters Act). 
** sludge discharge into 
the ocean from Bondi, 
Mlabar, and North Head to 
cease by 1992;, 
** no new ocean outfaIls, 
or existing off-shore out-
falls extensions to deep-
water outfalls; 
** no incineration or co-
genetation of slude corn-
tarñinated by toxic 
substances; 
** the preferred use of 
ludge for canpost and fer-

tilizer product1On. 

Throughout the world, en-
vironruental 1.waste manage-
inent is creating new in-
dustries and jobs. 
Austrlia is at the leading 
edge with some tech-
nologies. 

(Continued p.8) 
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5 years 
of road- 
works on 
the North 
COast 
Caron Morrison 

In Decaxiber 1990 I rep-
resented the Nature 
Conser-vation Council at 
the Road Traffic 
Authority's. North Coast 
Road Network presen-
tation in Coff S Harlur. 

After two days of dis-
cussions relating to 
their 	malor 	works 
program, the following 
list of .  . projects planned 
for the next five years was 
put forward. 

I am not familiar with the 
environitental impact of the 

I 	Highway deviation at O'Sulliiiana Gap north of Buledelab. 

2 Foul 'ants btween Wang Weuk and Bundacree Creek from 

Failfoed to Purfleet, including budges over Telewahi and 

Bungwahl Creeks. 

3 Investigate bypass from Coopernook to Moorland 

4 	Herons C,eak Deviation near 	Porn Mac quarie. 

Deviation at Christmas Creek, north of Kempsey. 

6 . Deviation south 01 Mackavilie neal E ungai and Aligomera 

7 	Bridge and approaches at 	Walt Creek. near Ham bucca. 

Deviation at Raleigh, including beidge over Bettinger River, 

9 	Four lane cariageway on approaches to Colts Harbour, 

ID Duplicate Newport. Creek Bridge at Colts Harbour. 

It Duplicate Pinebrush Creek Budge, 

12 Replace old concrete road between Oration and Maclean. 

13 Bridge over Clarence Rarer at Mororo. 

14 Widen Dunbibte Cleek Ondge and approaches, south of 

Muriqitlumbah, 

IS Chindeeais bypass, including new budge at Barneys Point, 

IS Reconstruction from Tea Gardens turnolt to Weterhole Gap. 

Croki to Figftee, Hastings Rive, to Telegraph Point and 

Clybucca to Etngai. 

57 Provide regularly spaced overtaking lanes throughaul the 

entire length of the Highway. 

TOWNBYPASSES. 	 - 

IS Taree 	 $24 OM 

19 Bangalow 	$10-51A 

20 Chindereh 	$40DM 

21 Tweed Heads 	529DM 

Cowper 	 $5DM 

OXLEY HIGI'MAY 

23 Reconstruction from Porn Macquatie to Wauchope 

individual works and, would 
appreciate any information 
affected groi,ips could 
provide. As it is unlikely 
the projects are caripatible 
with Federal. and State 

24 Repearcotlapsad road neal Mt. Seaview. 	 Zi 
25 Provide Special teybyt as scenic lookouts and overtaking 

spots loe.aloet vehicles 

BUCKE'I'l"S WAY 

26 Bridge over rail lint at Gloucester 

27 New Bridge at Kundibekh Creek. 

OCEAN DRNE. PORT MACOUARIE 

26 Reconstruci selected sections. 

SOUTH WEST ROCKS ROAD 	 - 

29 Replace Coopers Bridge near Jerseyville. 

TA RE E TO WiNG RA M 

30 Replace bridge over Greet Northern Railway at Taree West. 

GWYD1R HIGIWJAY 

31 Maintain a good standard two lane road. 

BRUXNER HIGHWAY 

32 Ballina culling and investigate Aistonvilie bypass 

33 Widening to foul lanes at 000neliabah and at Union Street, 

South Usmoee, 

SUMMERI.AND WAY 

34 New Blidget and approaches at Myall and Fewcttts Creek 

35 Raise road acrsss Deep Creek floodway. 

36 Reconstruct selected sections, including those numb 01 

Kyogle. 	 - 

37 Investigate aternative loure to Brisbane. 

LISMOREJBANGALOW ROAD 

36 Overtaking Ian es at Spuingvalt Hill and investigar, 

deviations at Binna B utra and Nashua. - 

RALEIGH TO EBOR ROAD 

39 Reconstrtct selected sections such as lb ose west 

Doimigo. 

Greenhouse policies and 
initiatives, the PTA should 
be forced to investigate 
the wider impacts of each 
upgrade accordingly. 

WRITING for the ENVIRONMENT 

* To help you write effectively for the environment. 
. To show that writing can often make the difference. 
* To let you meet people who are writing successfully. 
* To present many models of environmental writing. 
* To reassure you that others too have writing problems. 

 

Sponsored by Sutherland Shire Writing Group and Sydney'sTotal Environment Centre, 
COLVM of four Tuesday evenings, 7.00 - 9. 3Opn, 16/23/30 April, 7 May. 
CEASS limited to 60; divided into 6 groups of 10 each. - 

R.D. (Bob) Walshe, author of Better Writing, clearer Thinking and other 
bxsks, with icing experience as writer, editor, envircnrentalist. 	 - 

Z $30.00 for the full onurse. Payable in advance. Seed cheque to 'Writing for the 
Envirorrtent', ci- Sutherland Entertaintent Centre, 6 Eton St, Sutherland NSW 2232. 
OMUCM in the Rainini Poan-, Sutherland Envirccntnt Centre 

Writing: Iffrtant in Every Canpaiqn. Tuesday 16th April 
Speaker: Bernie Clarke, President Botany Bay PPC; Shire Citizen of the Year 1991. 
Effective Letter Writing. Tuesday 23rd April 
Speaker: Peter Prineas, Fbnrer Director of the National Parks Association, 
Editor 'Environnental Newsletter'. Currently private secretary to Ted Mack MBR. 
Effective Articles, Releases, Brochures, etc. 	Tuesday, 30th April 
Speaker: Gordon Shrubb, Secretary of Gerroa Protection Society: 'Hcw a Desktoç 
Cairpaign Won a Major Battle'. ,  
How to Proceed From Here. Tuesday, 7th May 
Speaker: Milo Dunphy, Director, Total &nvironnent Centre. 

(If you have any enquiries, ring Ccordinator Bob Walshe on 521-7592.')  
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National Forest Summit. 

Sandra Heilpern 

Pthsuary 1991 
A radical change has hap-
pened in the campaigns to 
save the native forests in 
Australia. The approach 
adopted until now has been 
rather franented and has 
had varying degrees of suc-
cess. Conservationists 
have been, by and .large., 
focussing on specific areas 
of forest, such 'as the 
South-Eat of NSW, or Wash-
pool, or River Red Gums 
along the Murray, while in 
other states there have 
been similar campaigns to 
save the Daintree, the Tas-
manian forests and the huge 
hardwood forests of Western 
Australia. 

Last month, aThtst 40 
conservat,ionists from five 
states across Australia and 
the ACT, net to develop a 
national strategy for the 
protection of the remaining 
high conservation forests 
in this country. 

The major aim of this sum-
mit was to pool the 
kna.zledge base, experiences 
and energies of forest cain-
paigners, and to develop a 
camcn strategy which would 
lead to a . co-ordinated ap-
proach on the national 
level, while also forming 
the basis for cczrrnunity 
action at the local level. 

At the end meeting, the 
strong nucleus of a nation-
al forest strategy emerged. 

The primary goal in the 
national strategy is to 
stop logging in all high 
conservation forests 
(including rainforests and 
old grcMth forests). 

It was agreed by all at the 
summit that there must be a 
transition fruit using 
native timber as a resource 
to using eucalypt plan-
tation timber. While some 
states have started 
sizeable 	eucalypt 
plantations, NSW is 
definitely lagging behind 
in this area. 

NSW is ripe for change. 
With the public shaming of 
the Forestry Catnission in 
the Public Accounts Cczwnit-
tee Report released in 
Decextr last year, and 
with the recognition that 
the whole forest industry 
in NSW needs to be 
revamped, it is an ideal 
time to initiate the es-
tablishrnent of a hardwood 
plantation base to the timn-
ber industry; In this 
process it will be neces-
sary to look very carefully 
at all the essential en-
vironrnental issues such as 
appropriate species, mix-
ture of species, locations 
and management. 

2\io important ccthponents of 
the national strategy. were 
formulated at the suignit. 
The first encaripasses ways 
to speed up the transition 

to plantation timber - each 
step taxds plantations is 
a saving• of exisiting 
precious native forest. 

The more immediate abtion 
required is to vehemently 
and unconditionally oppose 
resource 	security 
legislation. 	During the 
years that.it takes for the 
plantations to cane into a 
productive phase, it is 

FOREST 

essential that no native 
forest, beyond the amount 
needed to keep the industry 
on its feet, is locked up. 

The delegates at the sunrqdt 
were also ccnnitted to a 
rapid phase out of the 
processing of native trees 
into wocdchip for export. 
It was clearly recognised 
that this practice is only 
posible because of the 
ridiculously 1CM prices put 
on native timbers, together 
with the ridiculously high 
level of direct and in-
direct subsidies awarded to 
the industry. 

Sumimnit papets are available 
from the NCC office. 
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- H Nix 6i87rThri?&1r the wood or the wood for thiiees" 
Tasmania's forests: beyond 2000... Hobart, Institute of ForesEen of 

Australia, 1987 1 Op 

A major barrier to formulation of effective forest policies and 
- management plans is inadequacy of the knowledge base. New 

computer-based technologies, particularly geographic information 
- systems and decision support systems offer real prospects for coping 

with the increasingly complex world of humans, their institutions 
anda changing environment beyond 2000. (Au, MS) 



EIS a worry 
for timbermen 

• From page one. 
"What they should be doing is publicising how they 

believe local mills can be supplied with how much 
alternative timber, from where and in what volumes, 
what products it could produce and where it could 
market them and the levels of employment that could 
be maintained, Mr Pidcock said. 

"It would be interesting to hear their comments on 
the commercial continuity of the Grafton crown saw-
mills. 

If they cannot put forward a commercial proposal 
we can only conclude that their aim is to destroy the 
local sawmilling industry." 

Forestry Commission district officer at Coffs Har-
bour Mr Dale McLean agreed that a prolonged EIS 
delay could make things a bit awkward for sawmill-
ers. 

Most of the resources that had been identified as 
alternatives to the Washpool resource had already 
been allocated in management proposals by the com-
mission. 

Australian Democrats spokesman Mr Martin Froh-
lich said the NSW Government had wasted taxpayers 
money on a futile campaign through the Land, and 
Environment Court over the North Washpool. 

It was time the 1916 Forestry Act was scrapped 
and replaced with one more appropriate to the 1990s. 

He believed there was a danger that if the Coali-
tion government was re-elected with control of the 
upper house it would pull forestry operations out of 
the provisions of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act. 

If that were to happen the State could kiss its old 
growth forests goodbye, Mr Frohlich said. 
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EIS worries 
timbermen 
- SAWMILLS -in the Graftow and Casino area 
could face serious problemi' it the proposed new, 
Environmental Impact Study for the North Wash- - 
pool took as long as two years, Mr Kerry Pidcock 
said yesterday. - - -- 

Mr Pidcock, who is president of the NSW Forest 
Products Association,and also a major user of timber 
from the North Washpool, was commenting on the 
announcement by Minister for Forests Mr Garry 
West that the Government would prepare a new EIS 
for the area. - 

Mr West said the new study would end the need 
for continuing court action by environmental groups 
who gained court injunctions to stop forest operations 
in the area last year. 

In a broadcast interview he warned that the pro-
posed ElS could take two years to complete. 

But Mr Pidcock said he believed the-study should 
take no more than three or four months to be fully 
processed. - - 

Much of the required information was already 
available through earlier studies and it seemed what 
was being asked for now was just additional specific 
information which should not take that long to gath-
er. - 

A three or four month delay was no longer than 
the industry already faced for the completion of 
court action over the site. 

"That is the sort of delay we are already antici-
pating. But a delay of say two years would have 
some serious implications for the industry." 

He said four mills from Grafton and several from 
the Casino area would be affected. 

He said the timber industry had already supported 
the Government's commitment to carry out EIS for 
logging operations in various forests but the length of 
the delay would be the key to the problem. 

"The radicals will be saying this is another chance 
to block the supply of timber to the industry. 
• To page 3. 
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New EIS. 
ordered for 
Washpool: 

A NEW environmen-
tal impact statement 
(US) has been ordered 
to assess the effect of 
logging in the Wash-
pool forest, Forests 
Minister Garry West 
announced yesterday. 

The decision followed a 
successful injunction to 
halt logging in the forest 
obtained by conservation-
ists late last year in the 
Land and Environment 
Court. 

The move was won on the 
grounds that the Forestry 
Commission's existing 
EIS for the area was in-
adequate. 

Mr West said it was 
clear that the 1980 EIS 
prepared for the - area 
needed "updating to meet 
current implications of 
planning laws". 

But he warned the con-
siderable cost of produc-
ing detailed forest impact 
statements would ulti-
mately be reflected in  

higher wood prices for 
consumers. - 

The latest EIS was the 
15th study planned for 
North Coast old growth 
forests, he said. 

"I am concerned that 
the requirement to con-
duct such detailed EISs 
may compromise the se-
curity and reliability of 
wood supply," Mr West 
said in a statement. 

"We should always 
bear in mind that there 
are costs as well as bene-
fits for the community in 
undertaking this process? 

The timber industry 
had argued long-term in-
vestment was being af-
fected by the uncertainty 
bver access to timber re-
sources in many State 
forests. 

A 1982 State Govern-
ment compromise deci-
sion protected some of 
the Washpool forests as a 
national park but left 
others available to the 
timber industry. 

But the validity of the 
decision was this year 
successfully challenged 
by conservationists seek-
ing the area to be totally 
classified as a national 
park. - 

Opposition leader Bob 
Carr ) said the new ElS 
had to be prepared with- 

out "government interfer-
ence or National Party 
bias". 

"The new EIS must be 
of the highest standard, 
taking account of the eco-
logical significance of the 
rainforest and endan-
gered species now known 
to exist there," he told a 
news conference. 

While the ALP agreed 
with the 1982 agreement 
allowing logging in select-
ed areas of Washpool, 
Mr Carr said this was de-
pendent on clearance 
from an LAS: A 

Last September, State 
Cabinet rejected Environ-
ment Minister Tim 
Moore's wilderness nomi-
nation of Washpool. 

Wilderness Society 
spokesman A J Brown 
described the Govern-
ment's decisiqn to under-
take a new ElS for 
Wastipool as "no more 
tIah a welcdme delay to 
the destruction of the for-
est". 

"No more assessment 
needs to be done to prove 
that the Washpool area, 
and many other forest 
areas, require immediate 
protection for their scien-
tifically established wil-
derness, rainforest habi-
tat, Aboriginal and world 
heritage values," he said 
in a statement. 
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NORTH WASIIPOQL 
lecral case and campaiqnupdaté 

John Corkill 

In 1982 the southern area 
of the Washpool wilderness 
was dedicated as a National 
Park, while the area to the 
north was cinitted as a 
concession to logging in-
terests. Since then conser-
vationists have fought to 
have North Was hpooj. added 
to the National Park. Late 
last year,. John Corkill 
succeeded in having an in-
junction granted againt 
the Forestry Camdssion, 
halting all logging until 
the case hearing in April. 

UPDATh 

While many people ate, 
drank, slept or partied 
their way through the 
Christmas holidays; the 
North Washpooi court case 
was being feverishly 
prepared in order to meet 
the Land and Environment 
Court timetable for a 3 
week trial cawnencing on 
March 25, 1991. 

However, following the 
filing of affidavits from 
expert withesses and 
receipt of legal advice 
from their ., the Forestry 
Canmission agreed to 
prepare an ElS for the 
Wáshpcol and Billiliithra 
State Forests, though they 
have made no admissions to 
the legal action's claims. 

This announcement came 
after 18 months of requests 
from NEFA and six itonths of 
leqal action. In this time, 
repeated denials that a new 
EIS was required, were made 
by the Cawnission, the 
previous Minister, Mr Ian 
Causley, and the new 
Minister, Mr Garry West. 

This agrearent to prepare 
an EIS effectively• under-
mined the original basis of 
the case, and avoided the 
Court's judgement as to the 
legality of the operations 
since 1980. We are told 
that the EIS will be can-
menced in 2 years time. 

While pleased to have 
received, the prcxnise of an 
EIS, NEFA was not content 
to allow the question of 
the legality of the Cctrrnis-
sion's past operations in 
North Washpool rest there. 
Neither were we happy to 
allow the Cthnission to 
avoid the judganent of the 
Court. 

It was always intended to 
seek Court orders ensuring 
that the Forestry Ccnnis-
sion carry out rehabili-
tation and stabilization 
works for the . disturbed 
areas of North Washpool, in 
order to maintain (as much 
as is possible) the natural 
values of the forests, and 
to mitigate any further 
impact on the environment 
resulting f ran earlier 
roadworks and harvesting.. 

Consequently, 	following 
discussion with legal coun-
sel and a disturbance 
eIogist, the original ap-
plication was amended to 
seek the: Court's deter-
mination of the legality of. 
the work to date, and an 
order that rehabilitative 
works be undertaken. 

In the brief hearing of 
this amended application, 
before Mr Justice Noel Hem-
ming on 15th February, the 
Cautnission indicated that 
it may consent to under-
taking some rehabilitation 
works, aain avoiding the 
need to involve the Court. 

Following a conference bet-
wéeri NEFA's barrister and 
the Carruission's Q,  the 
Ccnnission now seeks to 
have the matter wholly set-
tled out of court, by 
reaching agreement on the 
rehabilitation works 
proposed by NEFA' 5 expert 
advisers. 

In early March, an inspec 
tion of North Washpool will 
be undertaken by NEFA' 5 

experts before an on-site 
meeting.with the Ccnnissiori 
is held. This meeting and a 
further conference in Syd-
ney between - NEFA and the 
Ccnnission may resolve all 
outhtanding issues, preven-
ting the need for a trial. 

While disappointed in not 
being able to have the 
Court make a finding about 
the legality of the work, 
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CONSERVATION NEWS 

.0 

fmanimals
pecies of 

7 	and ¼) 	 lants in NSW 
ay soon face 
extinction. 

Australia has the worst 
record for mainnal a-
tinctions in the world. 

What is NSW doing about 
this? 

In 1988 the Liberal Party 
made a pre-election carinit-
ment to introduce legis-
lation protecting 
threatened species in NSW. 
Tin Moore, Minister for the 
Environment ccnniss ioned 
the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service to prepare 
a discussion paper on a 
Threatened Species Conser-
vation Act for NSW. Since 
ttien the Government has 
repeatedly prcrnised the 
thrminent release of the 
discussion paper. 

The controversial NPWS 
paper is now canplete. 

In 	the 	proposed 
legislation, the presence 
of any threatened species 
(not just endangered) would 
require initiation of 
species and habitat protec-
tive measures, as well as 
species recovery plans. The 
legislation has the poten-
tial to be very pa'erful. 

The NPWS paper was 
presented recently by Tim 
Moore to Cabinet, and has 
met with very strong op-
position. - 

The paper, instead of being 
released for discussion, 
has been suppressed. 

act now! 
Instead the Government has 
now decided to back away 
fran the issue of legis-' 
lation in NSW, claiming 
that the issue should be 
resolved at Federal levels 
first. 

This face-saving manoeuvre 
in effect puts NSW legis-
lation near canpletion on 
hold for an indefinite 
time. 

Pam Allan is now planning 
to 	introduce 	Labour's 

proposed version of the 
Threatened Species Act late 
in the Autumn session Of 
Parliament. This Bill is 
based on. the •NPWS paper, 
with amendments by Labour 
and the Threatened Species 
Network. . -. 

The Threatened Species Net-
work in NSW has approached 
all .145W MP's individually 
to f ind out whether they 
support the introduction of 
legislation.. The Network 
believes that the bill has 
bipartisan support. 

Write to your local meur 
and find out if they sup-
port the bill. If not - why 
not?!! They need to be 
aware that the public wants 
to protect NSW' s threatened 
plants and animals as a 
priority. 

A 'Day of Action for 
Threatened Species' will be 

.1 

The Network: 

The National Threatened 
Species Network was set up 
in 1990 to co-ordinate and 
lobby for the protection of 
threatened species in 
Australia.. The 145W Network 
coordinator, Sonia Mellor, 
with support fran sevdral 
environment . groups 
including. NCC, has been 
campaigning, vigorously for 
state threatened . species 
legislation since then. 

held outside of Parliament 
House on Thursday 21st 
March, highlighting the in-
porta.nce of threatened 
species legislation, the 
ongoing loss of species, 
and the need for action.. 

As a lead up to the Day of 
Action an information 
stall will be set up two 
days a 'week in Martin 
Place. The purpose of the 
stall is to, make people 
aware of the importance of 
legislation and give" out 
general information about 
threatened species , . 

Please cane alona on the' 
21st of, March. Make sure 
everyone kncws ,that. our 
Government is not prepared 
to ACT to save NSW!.s 
threatened species. 
If you need more. inf or-
mation, contact me at NCC 
(247 4206), or Sonia Mellor 
at TEC'(241 1438). 
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NATURE CONSERVATION.NEIV  
published by the • 	Nature Conservation Council of NSW 

Environment Centre of NSW, 39 George St, The Rocks. 20( 

NEENOW 

Is Sydney's Air 
fit to breathe? 

cèon Morrison 

Numerous requests from en-
vironmental, members 
of the public, government 
departments and the media 
have forced the Minister 
for Planning, Mr David Hay 
to release an important 
report on Sydney's air 
quality. 

The work detailed in the 
report was carmissioned by 
the NSW Departzrent of Plan-
ning and the Federal 
Department of Transport and 
Carmunications, and carried 
out jointly by researchers 
from CSIRO and Macquarie 
University. 

The 	recommendations 
contained, in the report 
need to be' accepted and 
adopted by the NSW 
Government as a matter of 
urgency because the en-
vironnental integrity of 
Sydney is at. risk. The 
crddibility of the 
Gevernment will be at stake 
if planned developnents in 
the region are allowed to 
proceed without a detailed 
investigation' of the en-
vironmental impacts. 

Some information contained 
in thb report follcMs: 

Ozone gas is the prin- 

ciple cariponent of photo-
chemical smog. 

The data previously 
published by the NSW State 
Pollution Control Carinis-
sion seriously underesa 
timates the currePt 
severity of photochemical 
smog in the Sydney region. 

There are gross 
deficiencies in knledge 
of the causes and 
distrilxition of photo-
chemical smog in Sydney. 

In the absence of 
further pollution controls, 
urban graith during the 
next 20 years is set to 
give rises of up to 50% in 
western Sydney ozone con-
centrations. 

The capacity of the 
Hawkesbury Basin to accan-
modate pollution emissions 
is less than that of 
eastern sectors of the 
Sydney Airshed.' 

On current projections, 
it is likely that tiaze 
levels in western Sydney 
will increase, degrading 
the visual amenity of the 
area. During air pollution 
episodes in the morning, 
the layer of haze close to  

the ground will becarie more 
opaque and in the afternoon 
increasingly the sky may 
appear white rather than 
blue. 

Reference: 

Pilot Study: 'Evaluation of 
air quality issues for the 
developnent of, Macarthur 
South and South Creek val-
ley regions of Sydney.' 
Final report, December 
1990. Robert Hyde (Ma-
cquarie 	Uni.), 	Graham 
Johnson (CSI1) Div. of Coal 
and Energy Technology). 

Available from NSW Dept 
Planning. Cost $12. 

PAC Thqulsy NBS 

The Public. Accounts Carrnit-
tee is conducting an in-
quiry into the Nat.onal 
Parks and' Wildlife Service 
activities, including the 
efficiency of its leasing 
system, its licensing and 
fees structure. 

Public sulinissions are in-
cited from the cartnunity. 

Please respond! . 
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NATURE CONSERVATION NEWS :  

I 	Highway deviation at OSullivans Gap north of Butadelah. 

2 Four lane. between Wang Weuk and Bundacree Creek from 

Failford to PurtleeL including bridges over Telawehi and 

Bungwahl Creeks. 

3 	Investigate bypaas from Coopernook to Moorland. 

Herons Creek Deviation near Port Macquarie. 

5 	Deviation at Chriatmas Creek. north of Kempsey. 
6 	Deviation south of Mecksvitle, hear Eungai and Aligomere. 

7 	Budge and approaches at Wait Creek, near Nambucca. 
8 	Deviation if Raleigh. including bridge over Bellinger River. 

9 	F our lane camagewey on appeosches to CoIls Harbour, 

IV Duplicate Newport. Creek Bridge at CoIls Harbour. 	- 

II Duplicate Pineb,ush Creek Bridge. 

r12 Replace old concrete road between Grafton and Maclean 
53 Budge over Clarence River et Moeoro. 

54 Widen Dunbible Creek Bridge and approaches, south of 

Muiwillumbais 

IS Chindeysh by-pass, including new bridge at Berneys Poinl. 

IS Reconstrurtion from Tea Gardens turnoff to Waterhole Gap. 

Croki to Figtee, Hastings River to Telegraph Poinl and 

Clybucca to Eungai. 

57 Provide regularly spaced overtaking tanes throughout the 

entire length of the Highway. 

TOWN BYPASSES 

58 Taree 	. 	624DM 

It Bangalow 	$lo.5M 	 - 

20 Chinderah 	$40.DM 

21 Tweed Heads 	6290M 

22 Cowper 	 $5 DM 
OXLEY HIGI-WJAY 

23 Rtonstruction from Port Macquarie to Wauchope 

24 Repeie collapsed road rear Mt. SeavieiZ. 

25 Provide Special lay-bys as scenic lookouts and overlaking 

spots tot stow, vehicles 

BUCKEITS WAY 

26 Bridge over tail lire at Gloucester 

27 New Bridge et Kundibekh Creek. 

OCEAN DRNE, PORT MACQUARIE 

28 Reconstruct selected sections. 

SOUTH WEST ROCKS ROAD 

29 Replace CoopetsBridg enesi Jersey-ville. 

ThREE TO WINGI-I.AM 

30 . Replace bridge over Great Northern Railway at Terre West. 

GWYDIR HIGIIVAY 

31 Maintain a good ttandard two lane toad. 

BRUXNER HIGIAY 

32 Batline culling and investigate Aistonville by-pass 

33 Widening to lout lenes at Goonallabsh, and at Union Sheet, 

South Lisrnore 

SUMMERLAND WAY 

.34 New Br.dges and approaches at Myall and Fawcens Creek 

35 Raise road acioss Deep Creek floodway. 

36 Reconstruct aelected sect,ons, including those north of 
Kyogle. 

37 Investigate affarnetive route to Brisbane. 

LISMORE/BANGALOW ROAD 

- 38 Ovenakrng lanes at Springvale Hill and investigele 

devlat,one at Binne B urra and Nashua. 

LEIGH TO EBOR ROAD 

39 Reconstruct selected secti ens such as those west ol 
Dorrgo. 

Greenhouse policies - and 
initiatives, the R]?A should 
he forced - to investigate 
the wider impacts of each 
upgr'ade accordingly. 

5 years 
of toad- 
woEks on 
the North 
Coast 
Caron Morrison 

In Decarr 1990 I rep-
resented the Nature 
Conser-vatiort Council at 
the Road Traffic 
Authority's North Coast 
Road - Network presen-
tation in Coffs Harbour. 

After two days of dis-
cussions relating to 
their ,  major 	works 
program, the follcMing 
list of prdjects planned 
for the next five -years was 
put forward. 

I am not familiar with the 
environmental impact of the 

individual works and would 
appreciate any information 
affected groups could 
provider As it is unlikely 
the projects are ccznpatible 
with Federal and State 

WRITING for the ENVIRONMENT 

* To help you write effectively for the environment. 

* To show that writing can often niche the difference. 
* To let you meet people who are writ{ng successfully. 

* To present many models Of environmental writing. 

t To rassure you that others too have writing pro blems, 

Sponsored by Sutherland Shire Writing Group and Sydney's Total Environment Centre, 

COURSE of four Tuesday evenings, 7.00 - 9. 3Opn, 16/23/30 Apfil, 7 May. 

CXAN lEnited to 60; divided into 6 groups of 10 eaCh 
COORD ]OWOR R.D. (Bob) Waishe, author of Better Writing, Clearer Thinking and. other 
txyDks, with long experience as writer, editor, erwintntalist. 

! $30.00 for the full ctruxse. Payable in advance. Send Cheque to Writing for the 
&ivirai.nent', c/- Sutherland Entertaintent Centre, 6 Etat St, Sutherland NSW 2232. 

CONDUCM in the RainlxM Roan, Sutherland Erlvironrtent Centre 

Writing: iñrtant in Every Cairqaiqn. Tuesday 16th April 

Speaker: Bernie Clarke, President Botany Bay FEC; Shire Citizen of the Year 1991.. 

Effective tatter Writing. Tuesday 23rd April - 

Speaker: Peter Prineas, Fbnter Director of the National Parks Association, 

Editor 'fltvira-urental Newsletter'. Currently private secretary to Ted Mack I'ER. 

Effective Articles, Releases, Brochures, etc. 	Tuesday, 30th April 	- 

Speaker: Gordon Shrubb, Secretary of Gerroa Protection Society: 'Hew a Desktop 
Cattpaign Won a Malor  Battle'. 

Hew to Proceed Fran Here. Tuesday, 7th May 	 - 
Speaker: Milo Dunphy, Director, - Total thvironrrent Centre. 

(If you have any enquiries, ring Coordinator Bob -Walshe. on 521-7592.) 
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NEW SOUTH WALES 

- 

Minister 
for the Environment 

Level 20 Westfield Tower 
100 William Street 

EastSydneyN.SW.2011 
Tel: 369 2888 
Fax: 368 2900 

c 	- 

Decc 1r PXO1Ü1C1 

to your letter o 27 	 the NrYrth 
2001 '_1C3ZTSSS ±O2 

07 	

'11 'Cs' es 	S.Th1 -o 3per,a' 	iice1ses 
copper chrome exsnic (CCA; treatoi p1ant5. 	Please 

rccpt my apologtes for Usa dai&y in ra;lying. 	- 

You may b asmzd that ch 	warrd-sift is aware of the 
colr.1nuvL.ty cicarn about 5LjILt heLsL _ui1bervtLsusz 
is;uc on the Nor Coa:t. 2h Go,erytient Facks to maintain a 
:?prr h1ance jaetlieaa CO13a:CViflcf f3rests for the -sustainab1e 
)yoc.cti.on of tütCcer.. nc. rasening othar foet reas for 
.if•' -. i - rt cortcs:cv&cion v?1u2-J3 only. 

Tha Th:rtT :'Qhpoo1 	as3 inclination (noniautad by a 
• 	:-ciThL3ation tWi3r chs Uilderras3 Act 1987) 

o< Billillthra a 	ihpool Stta Forests ,and 
- 	- bs proclaiied Ailu.ar:aazo area in the adjacent 

Park. 

z' iulio1y notsd, I 	ehan:ted 6 d;:aiied ase3snant 
cTh;icnril Parks zinc. sild1ifo Senice on these forests 

rsccmmeridition ti'i: tha areas loo dedicated as 

4 	 - 

Cr 6 	pLambw-:, 1990 Stato L'&inet endorsed the 1982 decis ton 
Gcvantut to :ccti the North - tashpo1 for 

	

c.c;c.UCulon. TFrYi tCiiOI ws rltacLe fol1ming detailed 
	

1 

of th€ cCo -1O- iL:: and horitage conservation 
tip: *r-z, 3. rr:ludincr tha repct 'ny the Se-nice. 	This position 

::ü \JU)lsCly suppozt2d. by I•ir Bob Cart, uP, Leader of the 
Oprjost!on, prior to C&oi:tats conaideration. 	

4— .  

./2 

THE NEW SOUTh WALES GOVERNMENT 	 Rainforest Liane and Ferns 
.,, Puffing peopk first by niiuiaiug better - 	Bother Ranges National Park 
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The Land and Environment Court has since imposed an 'injunction 
on logging in the North Washpool area until the court is able 
to hear a case concerning the Forestry Commissions 
Environmental Impact Statement. It is understood that there 
will be a hearing in Narch regarding the injunction. 

I have been advised by the State Pollution Control Commission 
that although NSW does not have explicit guidelines, for CCA 
treatment plants, the Commission is aware of the guidelines 
mentioned in your letter. 

In appreving the application for the construction and 
operation of the CCA treatment plant at Bucca, the Commission 
requind the applicant's compliance with the requirements of 
Australian Standard AS 2843-1985 and the Timber Preservation 
Safety Code, together with other conditions. 

In relation to CCA residues from the plant's operations, the 
Commission believes that such wastes could only be disposed of 
by qualified operators. It therefore required that any 
contaminated material or sludge be placed in suitable chemical 
drums and stored in a locked enclosure until such time as the 
drums could be properly disposed of by return to the 
rnaaufacturer. 

Secause of the potential hazards associated with burning CCA 
treated timber, the Commission also required that no wood 
aste from the CCA treatment plants be burnt. Studies have 
indicated that leachate from this timber is not an 
environmental risk. 

The Commission believes that the conditions of approval for 
the BQcca plant will provide good environmental protection for 
this North Coast area. 

The Commission is aware of problems relating to the 
redevelopment of contaminated industrial sites, such as wood 
treatment plants, and has prepared draft guidelines for the 
identification, control and rehabilitation of such sites. 

The Commission is also aware of the environmental risks of 
chemicals such as arsenic. With the formation of the 
Environment Protection Authority later this year, it is 
expected that more resources will be provided to en5ure 
adequate controls are enforced for all environmental matters. 

I have forwarded a copy of your letter to the Commission's 
Regional Office at Newcastle for its information and 
consideration. Should you wish to obtain further details from 
the Commission regarding the CCA plant at Bucca, please 
contact the Regional Manager, Nr Alan Crapp, by writing to P0 
Box 488G, Newcastle, NSW, 2300, or by telephone on (049) 
25 9971. 	 t. 
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Thank you for bringing your concerns to my attention. The 
correspondence received on such issues helps to identify areas 
of community concern which is an important part of the 
Government • s deliberations. 

Yours sincerely, z 
% I TIN MOORE 

Minister for the Envirorunent 



NEWS RELEASE - FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH - 15.1.1991 

NORTH WASHPOOL COURT CASE STILL ALIVE 

Court action over the future of the North Washpool forests 
entered a new phase today with the filing in the Land and 
Environment Court of an amendment to the original application. 

"I allege that all rainforest logging in North Washpool, since 
1980 has been illegal, and I'm asking the Court to rule on this. 
Further, I am asking the Court to order that the areas of rain-
forest which have been unlawfully harvested be rehabilitated by 
a variety of methods," said Mr John Corkill Applicant in the 
proceedings and spokesperson for the North East Forest Alliance. 

The Court was told by Ms Margaret Beasley QC, Counsel for the 
Forestry Commission that the Commission "had made no admissions" 
as to the lawfulness of logging in the North Washpool forests, 
but had agreed to do an Environmental Impact Statement (Els). She 
said that the Commission had not yet reached a satisfactory form 
of undertaking to settle the original proceedings, but hoped to. 

Mr. Tim Robertson, Counsel for Mr Corkill told the Court that 
rehabilitation was required because regeneration of rainforest 
species logged 10 years ago was not ocurring and serious soil 
erosion problems had developed after the logging operations. 

He said that "significant damage had been done to the forest" and 
the Commission had failed to repair damage to the forest contrary 
to the requirements of the Casino Management Plan, despite "pious 
promises to politicans and the public" that they would do so. 

Mr Justice Noel Hemming observed that there appeared to be a 
"Clayton's settlement" being proposed by the Commission. He said 
that he would need to rule on question of lawfulness before 
considering the need for rehabilitation of the disturbed 
rainforest areas. Mr Justice Hemming set a date for a hearing of 
the amended application to commence on April 8, 1991. 

"This latest step in the Court is designed to compel the 
Commission to restore an area which was never lawfully proposed 
to be logged," said Mr Corkill. 

"I'm not going to settle for a promised ElS, and allow the 
damaging legal proceedings to be swept aside while a state 
election is held. I want a judgement on the legality of what the 
Commission's been doing in North Washpool for the last 10 years." 

"The Forestry Commission's offer to prepare an EIS does not 
engender any confidence in NEFA. Their latest EIS for the 
Chaelundi SF, prepared during 1990, is a shoddy piece of work 
which will also be challenged in the Court if the Commission 
attempts to approve and commence logging works," Mr Corkill said. 

...ends. 
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NEWS RELEASE - FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH - 15.1.1991 

NORTH WASHPOOL COURT CASE STILL ALIVE 

Court action over the future of the North Washpool forests 
entered a new phase today with the filing in the Land and 
Environment Court of an amendment to the original application. 

"I allege that all rainforest logging in North Washpool, since 
1980 has been illegal, and I'm asking the Court to rule on this. 
Further, I am asking the Court to order that the areas of rain-
forest which have been unlawfully harvested be rehabilitated by 
a variety of methods," said Mr John Corkill Applicant in the 
proceedings and spokesperson for the North East Forest Alliance. 

The Court was told by Ms Margaret Beasley QC, Counsel for the 
Forestry Commission that the Commission "had made no admissions' 
as to the lawfulness of logging in the North Washpool forests, 
but had agreed to do an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) . She 
said that the Commission had not yet reached a satisfactory form 
of undertaking to settle the original proceedings, but hoped to. 

Mr Tim Robertson, Counsel for Mr Corkill told the Court that 
rehabilitation was required because regeneration of rainforest 
species logged 10 years ago was not ocurring and serious soil 
erosion problems had developed after the logging operations. 

He said that "significant damage had been done to the forest" and 
the Commission had failed to repair damage to the forest contrary 
to the requirements of the Casino Management Plan, despit "pious 
promises to politicans and the public" that they would do so. 

Mr Justice Noel Hemming observed that there appeared to be a 
"Clayton's settlement" being proposed by the Commission. He said 
that he would need to rule on question of lawfulness before 
considering the need for rehabilitation of the disturbed 
rainforest areas. Mr Justice Hemming set a date for a hearing of 
the amended application to commence on April 8, 1991. 

"This latest step in the Court is designed to compel the 
Commission to restore an area which was never lawfully proposed 
to be logged," said Mr Corkill. 

"I'm not going to settle for a promised 'EIS, and allow the 
damaging legal proceedings to be swept aside while a state 
election is held. I want a judgement on the legality of what the 
Commission's been doing in North Washpool for the last 10 years." 

"The Forestry Commission's offer to prepare an EIS does not 
engender any confidence in NEFA. Their latest EIS for the 
Chaelundi SF, prepared during 1990, is a shoddy piece of work 
which will also be challenged in the Court if the Commission 
attempts to approve and commence logging works," Mr Corkill said. 

.ends. 

For more information phone John Corkill 02 660 3496 home > 7.00am 



HILLMAN 
& WOOLF 
SOLICITORS 

OUR REF 
BSW 2347/90 

YOUR REF 

10 Fl, 82 ELIZABETH STREET 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
TELEPHONE (02) 2218522 
FACSIMILE (02) 223 3530 
DX 1558 SYDNEY 

BRUCE WOOLF 
BALLBDIpURP 

DATE 11 April 1990 
BRIAN HILLMAN 
LLB. Dip B Admin. 
Dip S de Fr des All 
Accredited Migration 
Consultant 

t 

Mr J. Corkill 
3 Albert Street 
FOREST LODGE NSW 2037 

Dear Mr Corkill 

OLD GROWTH FORESTS 	 IQ 

LETTERS TO MINISTERS 

I enclose copy letter dated 3 April, 1990 which we have received from 
Sally King, Policy Adviser to Tim Moore NP, Minister for the 
Environment - 

Yours sincerely 

Bruce Stephen Woolf 

End. 



OUR REF BSW 2347/90 

YOUR REF 

DATE 22 March 1990 

Mr J. Corkill 
3 Albert Street 
FOREST LODGE NSW 2037 

Dear Mr Corkill 

FORESTRY COMMISSION OF NSW 

BRUCE WOOLF 
BA LLB Dip URP 

BRIAN HILLMAN 
LLB. Dip B Admin. 
Dip S tie Fr ties All 
Accredited Migration 

0 	Consultant 

10 Fl, 82 ELIZABETh STREET 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
TELEPHONE (02) 221 8522 
FACSIMILE (02) 223 3530 
DX 1558 SYDNEY 

ta3 1D 
&t 

RooM1  cçtt lJ,w5¼) , !*Sea 84C*fr' 

HILLMAN 
& WOOLF 
SOLICITORS 

I note that you obtained copies of the letters dated 19 March, 1990 
which we forwarded to the Commission"j Forestry Commission of 145W; the 
Director, National Parks and Wildlife Service; the Hon. Tim Moore and 
the Hon. David Hay. You also obtained a copy of the Memorandum of 
Advice of Tim Robertson of 16 March, 1990. 

I also enclose copy letter dated 15 March, 1990 from Tim Robertson to 
me. 

Yours sincerely 

Ltep: Woolf 

End. 

q 
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Democrat R41thard Jones aik,d three Mlnitters M the Upper House tOday 
whether they had reed and understood the NOrth Washpool Wlldernes 
Asecc,nent ajort and the Natural and Cultural Neritage Conservation evaluation,. 

v1r1nia Chø*vilk made It abundantly clear that She knew absolutely 
ncathing about the wilderness values of North Washpooi when she voted In 
Cat'inet on the decision to log this pristine ratnfores,t wj)djwn*sj,11 said 
Richard Jones, MLC4 

"Johfl Hnnaford the new Mn1&tr for State Development, said that the 
d&1on was corr&t and moral' but his reply suggested that the 
decslon was a phtica1 one based on the number of votes that wOuld be niluen:ed and not or the mtr ts of the issue. 

vThe Minister for Police skirted around the questthn and would not answer. 

"When I asked these questions about saving this priceless wt1rne%s the 
Government Mernbers burst Into laughter, 

rrom this reaction it is clear that the GrelnerfMurray Governmertt can only 
be rearded as an enemy, of the env1rornant, 

Ihe Ccvernmant is retendlng to be green but it IS ntere 	a w1 	4 n shep 	clothing. 	Thr Government has decarea no new Nat onal Park In 
twanda-ha1f years, has cold off rtlnfore.s.t lend for Si an acre, and has 
afloed large areas f koala habitat to be destroyed. 	A)s, its new Coastal Policy Is a deve1oper 	dream 	it allows canal estates In SEPP 14 wetlands and tlttral rainfort, and sandmfnthg in wøt)anas and 4irtual1y r4•ctr81n 	e!t 	,1snwher. 	 - 

J. 
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The Commonwealth Government recognises 

a global urgency to protect rainforest; 
diminishing world and national 

resource; 

(c) the ecological complexity of Australiall rainforest; 

(6) a commonwealth obligation in collaboration with the States, Territories 
and local governments, to promote the protection of rainforëst 

(e) as a party to the World Heritage Convention, with respect to rainforest, 
'the duty of ensuring the identification, protec&n, conservation, 
presentations preservation arid.transmiSSion to future generations of 
cultural and natural heritage' as defined in the Convention. 

(t) the paramount roles of state,territory and local goyethments in 
managing rainforest resources; 

traditional relationships between Aboriginals and rainforest and the 
need to ensure that Aboriginal interests are considered in rainforest 
policies and programs; 

the need for rainforest to be managed in a maimer that takes account of 
its ecological, genetic, cultural, natural heritage, scientf;c, economic 
and recreational values; 

the need for further loss or degradation of Australian rain.forest to be 
minimised; 

thatAustralia's future timber needs should be met without placing at 
risk the long term conservation of the rainforest resources of other 
countries 

the need to take account of the effect tha(reductiOrts in rainforest 
timber availability would have on dependent industries and 	- 

communities; and 

(1) the special and traditional values and uses of many timbers derived 
from rainforets trees; 

 

 that rainforest is a most valuable and 



ic tO 

protect all rainforest as a matter of proriry; 

provide a stable basis upon which fuwre developments in the timber 
industry can be planned; 

have identified and established a system of national parks and 
equivalent reserves to ensure conservation of rainforest ecosystems 
adequate to maintain their ecological and genetic diversity and value 
for scientific research and educational and recreational uses; • 	- 

promote the management of any other rainforest areas on a long term 
sustainable basis; 

promote the rehabilitation of degraded rainforest; and 

(fl ensure that the Australian community is made aware of the value of 
rainforest and the need to conserve it, and that the information 
necessary, to support conservation measures is made available. 
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FOREST ALLIANCE 
SYDNEY: NSW Environment Centre, 39 George St, The Rocks. 2000. Ph. 02 2474 206, Fx 022475 945 
LISMORE:The Big Scrub Enyironment Centre Inc, 88A Keen St, Lismore. 2480. Ph066 213 278, Fx 066 219 420 

BRIEFING NOTE: THE HON. NEVILLE WRAN, Q.C. - 10.9.1990 

SUBJECT: PROTECTION OF NSW RAINFORESTS - '82 CABINET DECISION 

Introductipn 
It is broadly understood that the decision of 26 October, 
1982 by the Wran Government was a landmark in the 
conservation and protection of important conservation areas, 
particularly rainforests. 

The World Heritage Listing of North Eastern NSW Rainforest 
Parks in 1986 proved the international significance of the 
areas protected in Cabinet's historic 1982 decision. 

Issues 
Concern is expressed that the 1982 decision has been weakened 
over the intervening years, with a process of bureaucratic 
'adjustment' effectively undermining key aspects. 

Despite further progress on rainforest conservation made with 
additions to rainforest parks in 1984, and again in 1987 with 
the gazettal of the SEPP 26 Littoral Rainforest Policy, much 
more needs to be done, on a systematic basis to ensure 
conservation of all remaining NSW rainforests. 

The continuation of rainforest logging was based on industry 
demands to maintain historical employment levels, not on a 
consideration \of sustainable yield. Rainforest logging is 
inherently unsustainable on time-scales less than hundreds of 
years. Industry has not made a transition out of rainforest 
logging. Further resource conflicts are underway or imminent. 

Discussion points 
Was it the intention of the Wran cabinet to end all NSW 

rainforest logging by 'phasinq out' progressively in an S 
year transitionto non-rainforest timbers? 

The allocation of continuing supplies of rainforest 
timbers to certain companies accommodated economic interests 
since the industry claimed massive jobs losses would result 
if rainforest logging was immediately halted. 

Was an independent verification of industry employment 
instability provided to Cabinet to support claithS of massive 
job losses? Who prepared this analysis? 

-1- 
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cabinet decided to establish a 'Rainforest Fund' of $1 
million " to promote and encourage the development of new 
technologies and to assist affected industries during the 
transition period in which these changes of policies will be 
implemented". 

No evidence can be discovered of the fund having been 
created, or the $1 million having been allocated. 
Whose responsibility was this Fund? Was it proceeded with? 

A subsequent decision, some time in 1983, changed the 
basis for continued rainforest logging, from an 8 year 
transition period,.to the recovery of an 'agreed' volume over 
an unlimited time. (See attached letters.) 

was this a •decision of cabinet? A Ministerial review of 
cabinet's position? An administrative 'adjustment' by FCNSW? 

Has the acquisition of new additional information in the 
intervening years; viz: 
* 	the World Heritage values of the adjacent National Park 

and rainforest which extends into Noth Washpool, 
(UNEsco 1986); 

* 	the significance of 70 species of rare,, restricted or 
otherwise notable plants, (Fox Survey, 1983); 

* 	the important Aboriginal cultural values (Bell, 1980 and 
Donnelly 1990); 

* 	the likelihood that North washpool provides critical 
habitat for endangered mammal species, e.g. Eastern 
Native cat, (NPWS 1990); 

* 	the areas importance as pristine Wilderness (WWG 1986, 
NPWS 1990); 

changed your opinion regarding the appropriateness of the 
1982 decision? If so, how? 

Given the reliance on the ForTech Report in 1982 regarding 
alternate timber sources, what is your opinion of the FcNsw's 
reliability in resource assessments? Do you have an opinion 
as to FCNSW's efficacy in 'policing' the timber industry or 
enforcing NSW laws? 

Is the 'social' contract' referred to by Premier Greiner 
accurately set out in the attached Press Release? 

Prepared by John corkill, Sydney NEFAco-ordinator. ENCL.=5 
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28th November, 1984. 

The Hon. J. Croslo 
Minister for Natural Resources 
Pan lament House, 

• 	SYDNEY.... 2000. .' 

..... 

Big River limbers 

wviting to enquire about the rainforest timber supplies available 
to Aig River Timbers and mould begrateful . .for.iflf.Ot!ibti#0flMW 

.'/ 	
r 	 •. 	 . 

L Their.sourCe..Of timber in the 1982/83 quota year and .qUy%t1 ty. 

2.'' 'Their sàurci bt timber in the 1983/84 quota year and quantity.'. 

Timber .suppnes b atpresent outside areas. '7b1.
'
,6b, la (North Washpool) 

:..i and,vallible to Big River Timbers. "  
....: 	,h'U .......... 

Big Riye.flmber'.S quota *nd,,copyOf : theiriiceflte. 
' 	' 	 $ 

S. Proposals by Big River, Timbers to switch jon-rainforut timbers 
and 'any timetabe agreed toiby iheTrorestry ejijillijion. 

.:......'. 	 .. . 

c .......... 

Yours faithfully.  

..i 	.7., 	:%.•. 	 u" 	1t;.;.,;' :..' 	' .... 

	

.:'c';' 	''i 	 . 	ncr, 	h.................... ,'  
JeffAngel  
Assistant Dlrecto..... ... 	.. .. trIt 	. .. 	 ., 	. 

Total Envirorment Centre.' 	 . 
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23 33 SifiDGE STREET 

• NEW SOUTH WAttS 	 SYDNEY 2000 

• 	- 	 MINISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

Mr. J. Angel, 
Assistant Nrector, 

• 	 Total Environment Centre, 	 I•5 FEP 1985 
18 Argyle Street, 
SYDNEY. N.S.W. :2000 00. 

Dar Mr. Agei, 

I refer to your letter Of 28th November, 1984 enquiring about rainforest 
timber supplies to Big. River Timbers. 

Answers to your specific questions are provided in the numbered 
• 	 order presented by you as ±ollows:- 

2 407 cubic metres net log volut+ie, obtained 
from Billilimba State Forest during 1982/33, 

2 400 cubic metres and 448 metres net log 
volume from Billilimba and Ewingár State Forests 
respectively ; for 1983/84.. 

Approximately 1 000 cubic metres net log volume. 

6 260 cubic metres net log volumeper annum. 

The Company has already commenced to cut hardwood 
species and utilise them In its plywood manufacturing 
at Craf ton. It is understood that Big River Timbers 
nvnart the transition beriod to extend over a number 

•ii?frivspeaflEiimetab1?iTEainpletiOn, to date. 

	

• 	• 	. 	 - 	 . 	Yours. sincere 

	

H --••• 	

• - - • 	 H 

0 
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For LCC4. oovtpNvC 
AN LA05 

/ 

1 ClrcuW 
 

Mr. A.x. .ordan, 
rxecutivt. Director, 
N.S.W. 

Forest Products hssociaticn Ltd., 

P.O. BOX Q145. 
Queen :Vj.ctoria suilding, 

. S?DNE'. N,S.W. 2001. 

	

- 	IFlie 
Dear Mr. 3ordafl, 

I refer again to your letter of 2nd December, 1982,. concerning 

the meetinq of members of your 
Association with the Minister for Planning 

and Environment and myself on 29th october, 1982, regarding Cabinet' s 

decision on rainforests. 	- 

with respect to alternative timber sources to those within 
proposed National Parks, T can confirm that Cabinet has agreed that all 
neciesary action, thclading the possible use of a state environmental 
planning policy or,. if necessary, special legist&tion be taken to ensure 
that such alternatives are made available for logging. The logging of 
these aEeas and in all State Forests and other Crown-timber lands will 
continue to be under the control of the Forestry corcnission. 

I agree that assurances are necessary to permit industry-to 
confidently continue with those investheflts necessiry to maintain its 
viability, and you y.caré to also approach my colleague, the Minister 
for planning and Environment, with whole portfolio certain of these 

matters overlap. 	 . 	 $ 

With respect to alternative rainforest vol'.rtes, specifically 
in the Washpàol and Hasting; areas, it was agreed that these are tt.kL_. 
regarded as available to industry on a vo).tm%e rather than te . fltrPl_ 

"'sim7rcvided that an increase in the period over viEi'Eh the volwnes 

	

are utilised does not.result in job lasses. 	. 	 . 

I will be happy to receive submissions from the industryon 
both the Mastings and Barrington Tops areas and have been pleased to 

receive several such athmissions to date. . 	-- 

With respect to future resource investigations, the -Forestry 
Commission will continue to seek industryviews and provide reasonable 
opportunities for input. Again, you may care to approach my coltàague, 
the Minister for Planning and Environment, on this matter. 

• 	' 	' 	 . 

 

Yours faithfully, 

"4 
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prvmier of New South W&S 
Australia 
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Stat' Cabiflet today agreed to adhere to • decision taken by 

the Wrin 	 on the future of the North washpool 	-" 

foteut scsi 	 - 	 - 

In b joint 4OUflCethent premier Nick eteiner and the Minister 
for ?oreitI, Gatry west said Cabinet had endorsed the 1902 
decision to allow togging in the BIllLIImbC& and WsshpQol State 

rotestt. 

!At the the 	
to a ecial. contittt_ 

between te_npp1e.at the area 	6thriavernnn.ot)1t 

M-rG-iiinec geid. 
lf society It to function ptope(ty a contcacL1i_tk*_t_k(At__ 

in this case tade by a prevtoui aainbtratio1. 1hould be 

bonD red • 

Xr West said the tobinit decision provided the piotised long 

term security to the local industry atd 
Local conunitteS. 

as said Cabinethad. considersd a ntional Perk 
and wildlife 

5rvlCe report on the ices in question. 

the report had recommended a series of options rangiflq from 
total national psfl to satnt&Inkn9 the •t0t 	quo. 

CibknSt decided there sho3td be no change to the previous 
3overnment'5 decision after considering all points of villlvom Kr 

West said. 

The decision wktl not only give long tnt security to the 

industry. It will also be of enorou$ benefit to the state's 

north-eait. 

'ContaCtt David Janet (03) 228 3666 (0) 
heater's PresS Secretary 

Goft sort (02) 230 221* 
Minister for toresti preii.$ecretstl 

a- 
a- 

— -------fl-b u..-cuafls 5trt. BydnSY 2O. t&ophbe (Y) 225 U55. T.5i 0* qine, cea,lmiI,: () 	 ii 
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GOVERNMENT POLICY ON RAINFORESTS 

Cabinet at its meeting on October 26, 1982 decided on 
a rainforest policy involving: 

• conservation of certain rainforest areas in national 
parks and nature reserves; 

• maintenance of employment levels consistent with 
that existing and predicted from the Forestry Com-
mission's current management proposals; 

• identification of - alternative timber sources, the 
availability of which will be guaranteed, 
A "Rainforest 'Fund" be established with an initial 

sum of $1 million to:promote and encourage the develop-
ment of new technologies and to assist affected industries 
dur in g  

12
hitmPeeOjJ. in which these changes of 

is 
	- 

In the management of &ardwood resources in the 
Forestry management areas affected by the new rain-
forest parks and reserves, the,Government has reaffirmed 
the principle of sustained yield, 

Border Ranges - 

1 That the Border Ranges National Park be extended to 
include Wiangarie, Roseberry and part of Mt Lindesay 
State Forests, 

2 That the Gradys Creek Flora Reserve be included 
within the Border Ranges National Park without prior 
logging. 

3 That the Murray Scrub area in Toonumbar State 
Forest be reserved as a flora reserve, 

4 That the Forestry Commission continue its current 
practice of drawing the entire brushwood quota of 
Munro and Lever Pty Ltd of 8,500m 3  per annum 
from the Urbenville Management Area followed by 
the phasing in of plantation resources of hoop and 
bunya pine from Pikapene, Beaury, Koreelah and 
Toonumbar State Forests. Other mills utilising timber 
resources from the Urbenville management area will 
not be affected. - 

Nightcap 
1 That the area comprising Goonimbar State Forest 

(3,197 hectares) and part of Whian Whian State 
Forest (975 hectares) plus three adjoining parcels of 
vacant Crown land, be reseri,ed as Nightcap National 
Park. 

2 That logging within the proposed park be not per-
mitted to recommence and that the balance of the 
combined hardwood/rainforest quota from the 
Murwiilumbah Working Circle be obtained elsewhere 
in the Murwillumbah Working Circle and supplemented 
by a limited volume to be obtained from the adjoining 
Mullumbimly Working Circle until 1984. 

Wash pool 
1 That the remaining allocation of rainforest timbers to 
- Big River Timbers Pty Ltd from the 1982/83 quota 

year be halved to a maximum volume of 25,300m 3  

The Government will assist Big River Timbers in 
obtaining alternative non rainforest timbers,duririg an 
eight year transition from rainforest  

2 That the proposed 	T3OO?i'ätiocation of rainforest 
timbers to Big River Timbers Pty Ltd be obtained 
from Area Gb and Area 7b of Washpool or other 
possible alternative areas. 

3 That the current projected life of the hardwood mills 
in the Casino West Management Area be maintained 
by a requirement for such mills to utilise as large as 
pacticable volume of ex quota logs with additional 
supplies from the northern section of Washpool. 

4 That hardwood supplies for the Grafton Management 
Area be contained from outside the Washpool area 
and the northern section of Washpool and the date of 
commencement of the second cutting cycle be 
brought forward as far as practicable consistent with 
sustained yield management. Further, the Forestry 
Commission should encourage the establishment of a 
smaliwood industry in the Grafton Management Area, 

5 That the Washpool Area except for Area Gb, Area 7a 
and Area 7b) be reserved as a national hark. Addition-
ally part of Never Never and Killungoondie State 
Forest will be added to Dorrigo National Park, part of 
Marengo State Forest will be reserved as a nature 
reserve, and the Cambridge Plateau in Richmond 
Range State Forest will be reserved as a flora reserve. 

Black Scrub 
1 That the western section of Bellinger River State 

Forest be included in the New England National Park. 

Hastings 
1 That no rainforest logging be permitted within lands 

proposed by the National Parks & Wildlife Service for 
reservation as an addition to Werrikimbe National 
Park and an addition to Mount Seaview' Nature 
Reserve, 

2 That approval be given to the reservation under the 
National Parks & Wildlife Act of those parts of Mount 
Boss, Mount Seaview and Doyles River State Forests 
proposed by the National Parks & Wildlife Service. 
Relevant departments have been requested to form-
ulate a plan to rationahise arrangements for hardwood 
supply and consequent employment. 

3 That existing rainforest mills be supplied limited 
rainforest resources equivalent to the present rate of 
cut until mid 1984 from the alternative areas identified 
by Fortech and thereafter the Forestry Commission 
arrange for these mills to adjust to the utihisation of 
non rainforest species. 

Barrington 
1 There is no rainforest logging in-the Barrington Tops. 

Relevant departments have been requested to report 
on additions to Barrington Tops National Park. 



HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE - OLD GROWTH - FORESTS OF EASTERN NSW 

 -AREASOFCONCERN -  - 

The following areas of high conservation value forests, 
largely old growth, forests, have been identified on and east 
of the great dividing escarpment in New South Wales. 

This list has been prepared on the basis of linited 
preliminary assessments by the South East Forest Alliance and 
the North East Forest Alliance. 

Both groups assert that this list is indicative only and 
cannot be assumed to represent an exhaustive listing of high 
conservation forests in eastern NSW. 

Detailed and exhaustive studies, by researchers independent 
of the NSW Forestry'Corrunission, are required to determine the 
full extent of remaining 'old growth' forests and to fully 
document the range of high conservation values extant in 
these areas and areas which may be subsequently identified. 

SUMMARY  

Progressive estimate of areas: 

NEFA areas - 9 SF's notified to MP's and FORCOM (193.90) 
Sub total 21,950 ha 

NEFA areas under legal consideration, 
Sub total 14,719 ha 

SEFA areas preliminary identification 
Sub total 39,361 he 

At 1.5.90 	 Progressive total 76,030 ha 

OLD GROWTH FORESTS OF NORTH EAST of N.S.W. 

Agreement or undertaking given by Forestry Commission 

* 	Richmond Range S.F. (Dome Mountain area) 
Compartment Nos. 201 - 208, 
and part Yabbra S.F. 1351 136 	- 	2,800 ha 

. 	Ben Halls Gap S.F. 	approx. 	 3,000 ha 

Sub total -5 9 0 a 
0 

Land and Environment Court Injunction 

** Mount Royal SF, (Davis Creek) 	 999 ha 
Mount Royal Managenent Plan 1988 
Compartment Nos. 
Adjacent 

** 	Chaelundi SF, (Pine Creek) 	 . 	7,000 ha 
• 	Dorrigo Management Plan 1985 

Compartment Nos. 180, 197 	204, 209 - 219, 221 -224, 
302 -306, 
Adjacent Broadmeadows Rd/Liberation Fire Trail , off 
Chaelundi Forest Way; 

- 	' 	Sub total7,999 ha 

Ombudsmans Investigation and Report 

" Nullum SF, (Blackbutt Plateau) 	 ' 	920 he 
Murwillumbah Management Plan 1988 
Compartment Nos. 
Adjacent Nevasae Rd off Wilsons Ck Rd 

.UA SA -cka' aM aSvc- a,. 4t,,s pac) '719 ha 

OLD GROWTH FORESTS OF SOUTH EAST of N.S.W. 

SEFA has identified the following areas of high conservation 
value forests as threatened by roading, logging and burning. 

Monga SF 	 10,200 ha 

Dampier S.F. (Diamond Ck / Geogre Ck) approx 2,000 ha 

'Murrabrine S.F 	 7,500 ha 

Bemboka S.F. 	 14,000 ha 

Tantawangalo S.F. (Devils Creek) 	approx. 	1,000 ha 

Cathcart S.F. 	 4,661 ha 

Sub fotal 	39,361 ha 
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With Compliments 
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Business & Consumer Affairs is an agency of the NSW Government 
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- DRAFT QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED 

Rainforest Fund 
In 1982 Cabinet announced a Rainforest Fund of $1 million for 

"to promote and encourage the development of new 
technologies and to assist affected industries during 
the transition period in which these changes of policies 
will be implemented". 

Whose responsibility was the allocation of monies from this 
Fund? 

What funds were allocated to what companies? .f or what 
purposes? When? 

Were these funds spent as they were intended? 

What auditing of the •fund and the expenditure has been 
undertaken? When? 

Is there any money remaining in the Fund? 

Washpool National Park boundary 
Does the northern boundary line of the Washpool National 
Park, • drawn in 1982 and red±awn in 1984, reflect the 
boundaries of eco-systems of the area? 

Did the Government sacrifice the North Washpool area, in a 
compromise deal made at the insistence of the then Member for 
Clarence Mr Don Day, in order to maintain his seat? 

if not, what was the basis for drawing the Northern boundary 
of the Washpool National Park? 

End to Rainforest logging 
Did the 1982 decision of Cabinet intend to end all logging of 
rainforest except for specific areas, where logging was to be 
permitted during an eight (8) year 'phasing out' period? 

Did Cabinet decide that there was to be no rainforest logging 
after 1990? 

If so, why did Premier Greiner refer to the 1982 as a binding 
'social contract' when he refused to protect the North 
Washpool Wilderness. 

If not, then wheri will the logging of ancient remnant 
rainforest ecosystems be finally terminated? When all the 
rainforest has been logged? 

Forest closure,of Washpool and Billilimbra SF's 
Have the Washpool and Billilimbra State Forests been closed 
by the Forestry Commission, preventing public access to these 
public lands? 

On whose authority and on what date were the forests closed? 

For what purposes were the forests closed? Are these purposes 
consistent with the requirements of the Forestry Regulations? 



HILLMAN 
& WOOLF 
SOLICITORS 

OUR REF BSW 2489/0 

YOUR REF 

10 Fl, 82 ELIZABETH STREET 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
TELEPHONE (02) 221 8522 
FACSIMILE (02) 223 3530 
DX 1558 SYDNEY 

BRUCE WOOLF 
BA LLB Dip URP 

BRIAN HILLMAN 
DATE 19 Septarber 1990 	 LLB. Dip B Admin, 

Dip S de Fr des All 
Accredited Migration 
Consultant 

Mr P. Bowe 
H K Roberts 
Crown Solicitor 
8-12 Chifley Square 
SYEflEY NSW 2000 

Dear Sir 

It' 
	

SOUTH 1LES 

We &iclose herewith a Notice to Produce documents for the purpose 
of the hearing of the motion before the Court tcnorrow. 

Yours faithfully, 

End. 



IN THE LAND & ENVIRONNENT COURT 
	

To the Respondent: 
OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

The Applicant requires you to 
produce at the hearing of the 
motion at 9.30 am on 20 

No. 40208 of 1990. 	 September 1990 the following 
documents for the purpose of 
evidence 

1. 	File notes, correspondence, 
minutes, memoranda and 
notes of conversations 
recording or reporting 

JOHN CORKILL 	 enquiries of and/or 
information from the 

Applicant 
	

"responsible officers of 
the Forestry Commission" 
referred to in paragraph 4 
of the affidavit of Anthony 
Eric Ireland sworn 18 
September 1990 and filed 
herein. 

FORESTRY COMMISSION OF NSW 
Documents recording or 

Respondent 	 referring to steps 
undertaken by or on behalf 
of the Respondent to 
produce the documents 
referred to in the subpoena 
issued on behalf of the 
Applicant on 12 September 
1990 directed to the 
Respondent. 

NOTICE TO PRODUCE 

TZTT 
Filed by: 

HILLMAN & WOOLF, 
Solicitors, 
82 Elizabeth Street, 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
DX: 1558 SYDNEY 
PH: 221-8522 
FAX: 223-3530 
REF: BSW 2489/0 

Solicitor for the Applicant 

TO: FORESTRY COMMISSION OF NEW 
SOUTH WALES (RESPONDENT), 
C/-  H K ROBERTS, 
CROWN SOLICITOR, 
8-12 Chifley Square, 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
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HELLMAN 
& WOOLF 
SOLICITORS 

lOFt, 82 ELIZABETh flEET 
SYDNEY NSW lOGOS .  
TELEPHONE 02) 221 8522 
PACSl1ILE (02) 223 3530 
DX 155$ SYDNEY 

BRUCE WOOLF 
BALISDIpURJ 

BRIAN HILLMAN 
LLB. Dip B Mr,dn 
Dip S deFt des AR 
Aeerodtc4 Migrtttc.n 

Co!LIuitInt 

FAX 

1, 204ts :. IC.. 	'i.t r 

EflS. (1  

;cc r3LSEt11ED PLRASpjg11s?npNE (02)221 SS22. 

?im iOGCi .Eo I:L 	c. ttaZ you produce by 8.00arn, 19 September, 1990, a 
cotIparat ivu list £ 1  r tIe headings of the paragraphs of clause 5 of the 
Subpoeta ii'ud to ti: 7cresty Commission which list gives the following 
afor!nation. - 

The headinq uaclev the paragraph number; 

The reference in the iftO Environmental Impact Statement to that item in 
the list, eq rainfall. If no reference is in the EIS to that subject matter 
then state that this is the case. 

V there in 	roerence in the EIS, detail whether site specific survey 
uork vtzs dart in relation to that item. Was North Washpool particularly 
ref e:red to in relation to that item? 

This list 	;çir red trgently to support the request for the Subpoena 
documents. 

Yours s*ncnely 

per J 6cLnioto( 
Bruce Stephen UooiZ 

C4ikmai..Lt_ ktMIL 
	

2L 	Ctkr 
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T0 Th 	Proper Officer 	 - 
Forestry Commission of NSW 

' Forestry House 
95 York Street, 	/ 
SYDNEY 	NSW 	2000 

?I-flJ COURT ORDERS THAT you shall attend and 
p,oduce this Subpoena and the documents and 
things described in the Schedule:- 

 before the Court 

 at 	Level 6, 
American Express Tower, 
388 George Street 
(cnr King Street) 
SYDNEY 	NSW 	2001 

 on ffo'A day of C,40f4C44tk 1990 at'T'OO 
am or, if notice of a later date is 
given to you, the later date at 
am and until you are excused from 
further attending; but - 

CXflSY2j you need not attend or produce 
any document or thing on any 
day unless reasonable expenses 
have been paid or tendered to 
you. 

instead of so attending, you 
may produce this Subpoena and 
the documents and things 
described in the Schedule to a 
clerk of the Court at the above 
place by hand or by post, in 
either case so that the clerk 
receives them no later than two 
days before the first date on 

1Jt'sI0k nitODIJCTfaj which you are required so to 
attend, specified for 
attendances - 

I 

4 

FOR 
.t:L)cEo TO 

Fi:;c- 	by' 

fl:ti,i1fli 
Soi*citcl? -  I 

DX: :i.5O 	Li 
tt' 2 1,  g;: 

c?.X: 223 3530 
7: Bc.I 7489/0 

you need not comply with this 
Subpoena it it requires your 
attendance at a place in Sydney 
and is served on you after the 
last day for service shown 
below. 
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- 

'rth ¶!ashool" refers to Compartments numbers 
in L:ashpool State Forest No. 355 and 

1, 700-713 inclusive in Billilimbra State Forest 
:tivities" refers to logging, harvesting f  

vities conducted by or,  on behalf of the 
-. - 	:.•, .' 	:nculedge. 

- . 	nl 3' --  .*-: ng, roading and burning plans and maps for North 
-ç 198O to date. 

1. 	 H ; -•r 	./ur plans for North Vashpool. 

t:ct 	 Plans for the Casino West Management Area 
XO t.)t tY 	to &2tt:. 

Ym.l 2rivixonmental Reviews for forestry activities in North 
:-i?6 Cctber, 1982 to date. 

r:etes, correspondence, memoranda and other records 
nn North %iashpool (including the collection and/or 
1&ting to 

.1 

vtrtc-brate 	una 
.n,ortebrate fauna 
.v,J!auna 
:vuat1c fauna 

(U 	hydrology 
rj) 	rainfall 

climate 
wind speed and direction 

() 	geology and soil types 
(Ic) 	erosion potential 
(1) 	water quality 
(m) 	archaeology 
Cu) 	anthropology 

visual amenity 
recreational use 
impact of torestry activities 
proposals to mitigate impacts of forestry activities 
fire management 

It) 	fuel management 
fuel loads 
ç.ound truthing of forest type maps 

used i'i the preparation at the 1980 ElS entitled "Proposed Forest 
Oper1ion in the Washpool Area." 

6. 	Ori.gr.al  i:nd copy timber licences and correspondence relating to 
u011oc'tia'i of quotas and recovery of ex-quota logs for North Washpool 
from 6 Octobr 1982 to date. 

7 	AlL ar 	dor 	- tod t Ja ary)Q85 	da"o assess volumes of 
I

I arL 	.- 	-trnber avat ]S1 .tor ha vèçing in the Coffs 
Rach.0 •t i -  ° i" 	flo 

c' <hfi ,.. 
* 
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-2- 

•zrtti 9ro. 1. January 1985 to date of hardwood and rainforest 
v.'i'c anila1e Sor harvesting in the Cc4fs Harbour Region in 

!ny o' t' ycars 1985 to 1995 inclusive. 

:ecordixi or rUcrring to approvals (including consents, 
c. ....t:' perm2an:L) by the Respondent for frestry activities in 

florit t::iooi f:o.i 2G October, 1982 to date. 

)cct,irt.. .erotding n; referring to decisions by the Respondent to carry 
out Cor:t 	act1.viti. 	in North Vashpool from 26 October, 19S2 to date. 

flocaQuntt recording or referring to final decisions by the Respondent to 
uncterta.LC and/or approvo of the undertaking of forestry activities in 
Worth t1ihroo1 from 26 october, 1982 to 2 February, 1986. 

rn,ar)arcience, reportc, notes, memoranda, submissions and other records 
reljtting to: 

(a) 	ticiber quotaE allocated to Big River Timber Company Pty Ltd 
("BRT'): 

vo1uies and types at timber extracted by BRT and Forests from 
which the tütber was extracted from 26 Novetnber, 1982 to date. 

-t 
vtp&ES 

'4 
'S ... 
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H D:12i4I4O 
üoI /tIflU IE 

tat4iorsert4/ 4~ tk CA 	j40 
bf ERUCE STEPHEN WOOLF 

ApplichCs Btljeftor, 

iOfl 	t - 

I. 	it yu,i Co rot cemply mith this Subpoena you may be arrested; 

S Ly ir:1çj:upb (c)(it), you are permitted to produce this Subpoena 
inI ohtat 6ocumntc and things to a clerk of the Court at 388 George 
Strort. c,dnty you may produce them to the Clerk by hand at the office 

cvl 6, at the place or by posting them to: 

xhibits Clerk 
Land & 1nvironment Court of 
New South Wales 
GPO Box 33 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

:j ete'cordance with paragraph (c)(ii); 

'n paraqr:ph (c) (ii), "days" means days other than Saturdays, Sundays, 
u,d other holidays; 

clocitinents and things produeed by you in accordance with this Subpoena 
m ay be returned by post to you at your address shown in the Subpoena 
but you may in writing on or attached to the Subpoena request that they 
be posted to you at another address given to you; 

any questions relating to the requirements of this Subpoena should be 
directed not to the Court but to the person who requested the issue of 
this Subpoena. 
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& WOOLF 
SOLiCiTORS 

10 Fl, 82 EUZASFTh StREET 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
Tt-iOE (02 M 8522 
?ACuii 02 Ui 3430 
DX I 58 SDNEY 

BRUCE WOOLP 
BALLS 

RLkN NIL IMAN 
LLtI. Op B Adrn,n. 
rAP S dc F &-s AIf 
Atcd Mti,n 

FAX 

( 

1R$E8$IF 
Rob.rton 	 tt yni prtduee by 9.00am, 19 September, 1990, a 

cparative 1st 	 .ithngs of the paragraphs of clause 5 of the 
Subpøena issued to th F:;ty Commission which list gives the following 
tnfot'mation. 

'r-.  

L.Atal Impact Statement to that item in 
- 	 :renee is in the LIS to that subject matter 

3. 	It these is a reere.e in the EIS, detail whether site specific survey 
work was done in re1tioI4 to that item. Was North Wahpool particularly 
referred' in reiit ion to that item? 

This hst i 	 t.nty to support the request for the Subpoena 
docuen a 

Ycurs 

Sr ct' St 

C6a1111 	frL 
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41 2000 

T; C0T ORDERS THAT you shall attend and 
p r:d u,~ o t tisSubpoena and the documents and 
t; &s'ribed in the Schedule:- 

(a) 	before the Court 

JICCVflL 	 (b) 	at Level 6, 
American Express Tower, 
388 George Street 
(cer King Street) 
S?tNEY NSV 2001 

' 	 on 	 e4( day of Qf 	i 1990 atTø 
an or, if notice of a later date is 
given to you, the later date at 
am and until you are excused from 
further attending; but - 

you need not attend or produce 
any document or thing on any 
day unless reasonable expenses 
have been paid or tendered t 
you. 

ustead of so attending, YO U  
may produce this Subpoena and 
the documents and things 
described in the Schedule to a 
clerk of the Court at the nbove 
place by hand or by post, in 
either case so that the clerk 
receives them no later than two 
days before the first date on 
whi ch you are required so to 
attend, specified for 
attendances. 

you need not comply with this 

To 

	

4 	' 	
Subpoena it it requires your 

	

f 	O4 	 attendance at a place in Sydney 
and is served on you after the 
last day for service shown 
below. 

Flu r1a 

RET: 	4R) 



'ipartmets numbers 
st No. 35S and 

::vc n F,i1b1imhra State Forest 
rt'rs to logging, harvesting, 

'rcd by or on behalf of the 

1 burring plans and maps for North 
tt) date. 

or North Washpoøl. 

Plans for the Casino West Management Area 

r'r 	 :it1 eviews for forestry activities in north 
h, 1C2 to dato. 

corrscndence, riemoranda and other records 
North Washpool (including the collection and/or 

	

ht 	relating to: 

Lthit' (.uni 

	

vr t. 	ate fauna 

ic iduna 

climat. 
(1) 	vind speed and direction 

geoioy and soil types 
k) 	erosion potential 
11) 	water quality 
(m) 	archaeology 
(ii) 	anthropology 
(c) 	visual amenity 

recreational use 
inpact of forestry activities 
proposals to mitigate impacts of forestry activities 
fire management 
futl management 

01) 	fu'l loads 
:ri trutbing of forest type maps 

.. tzdtjOT1 of the 1980 EIS entitled 'Proposed Forest 
.• 	ool Area." 

6. 	Ori:ai 	cpy th.r licences and correspondence relating to 
iOC: t 	and recovery of ex-quota logs for North Vashpool 

	

:t-: 	t 	date. 

7 	. 	 1 January,19a5o'dat •to assess volumes of 
avail 	f'Or natng in the Coffs 

Tar.ur Rco 	•iv ct the years.f9 	to-199S Ilusive. 
I 

4 



V 	of hardwood and rainforest 
Cofs Harbour Region in 

including conent, 
fDrstry activities in 

decis.cos Ly the Respondent to carry 
J 	'thçoL from 26 October, 19€2 to date. 

- 	 rfc-rrir;g to tizial decisions by the Respondent to 
't t 	undertaking of forestry activfties in 

.3ctober, 1982 to 2 February, 1986. 

notes, memoranda, submissions and other records 

tcated to Big River Timber Company Pty Ltd 

s ul timber extracted by BRT and Forests from 
Vr w- exrcted from 26 November, 1982 to date. 

• 	 jfl 	 I 
S 
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bf BRUCE STEPHEN WOOLF 
A;p 

with this Subpoena you may be arrested; 

, 	 i) you are permitted to produce this Subpoena 
1.7-Js and things to a clerk ot the Court at 388 George 

StlkeL, rij yo 	produce thee to the Clerk by hand at the office 
place or by post.ng thea to: 

at 6 E 1ciunent Court of 

Bcx 
N;•i 	2a01 

ih pr 	raph ((-) (ii); 

"1ays" means days other than Saturdays, Sundays, 

rduced by you in accordance with this Subpoena 
to you at your address shown in the Subpoena 

t; on or attached to the Subpoena recuest that they 
Le posted to you at another address given to you; 

any 	rtij to the requirements ot this Subpoena should be 
Co1rt but to the person who requested the issue of 

L'c 
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1'rederick Jordan Chairbers 
233 Macquarie Street 
Sydney N.S.W. 2000 

ere'ic:e c.n 10 September 1990 

r 	cir1sn about the precise terms of 
I 	 c:j 'cision 	Since our conference I 

: 	v of discusiotis with some 
the CdL-jiDaL papers In re'ation 

jJ)te.t Policy decision was as 

of rain forest timbers to Big 
vt 	 Fy Ltd from the 1982/3 year be halved to 
flY :ijffl 	I !Tft 	f 25, 300 cubLc metres. 	This was a 

. 	j quoti not a yearly quote and it 
rii':t. tot 

 
in total quota from 67,862 

mr 	t 	r. 33 May 3980). 

quota was proposod in the 
Assesrnent entitlec3 

1ns in the Washpool rea" (May 
7 Atachrnent 1) 	The propos1 
he Paper preerted by the Minister 
onrnenr to Cabinet on 25 October 

tcirg recor!imendacion 1(p. 
attica'it) 	Cabinet's 
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53 Liverpool St., 
Sydney NSW 2000 
Telephones: 
Office (02) 267-7929 
Shop 02) 267.7525 
Fax 	02) 264.2673 

The Hon. Nick Greiner 
Premier 
Parliament House 
Sydney 2000 
	

August 30th 1990 

Dear Mr Greiner, 

RE: FUTURE OF WASHPOOL WILDERNESS AREA, NORTHERN NSW 

The Society understands that the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NPWS) has recently completed its assessment of the 
nomination of the Washpool wilderness area under the 
Wilderness Act. We also understand that NPWS wilderness 
assessments are referred to Cabinet for its consideration. 

The future of the Washpool wilderness area is of great 
concern to the NSW conservation movement, particularly as 
7000 ha in the north of the area is under imminent threat 
from logging. 

You may recall that an earlier wilderness assessment by the 
NPWS for the Coolangubra wilderness area in south east NSW, 
was found to meet the criteria under the Wilderness Act but 
protection for the area was rejected by Cabinet. In 
considering the Washpool wilderness assessment the Society 
urges you to fulfil the Coalition's commitment to the 
Wilderness Act. 

The accompanying briefing paper on the Washpool issue is 
intended for your consideration in preparation for the 
Cabinet discussion. The Wilderness Society and the North 
East Forest Alliance would appreciate the opportunity to 
meet with you to discuss this issue before its presentation 
to Cabinet. 

Yours sincerely, 

64a& 
Margaret Robertson 
National Campaign Team 

WILDEQNE&S - the original and bcst of planet earth 
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MEDIA RELEASE 
PLEASE EMBARGO TO 6 A.M. MONDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 1990 

GREINER'S Cl-lANCE TO OUT-GREEN CARR? 

NSW Opposition Leader Bob Carr has confronted environmentalists, 
and provided the Greiner Government with a unique opportunity to 
out-green the ALP, according to The Wilderness Society and the 
North East Forest Alliance. 	 - 

The green groups responded today to Mr Carr's recent remarks in the 
Grafton Daily Examiner, where he said that the ALP would stand by 
its 1982 decision on forest boundaries which condones logging in 
the Washpool wilderness area west of Grafton, northern NSW. 

The groups said Mr Carr's comment is particularly significant in 
view of the State Cabinet decision expected this Tuesday1 on 
protection of the Washpool wilderness area for nature conserva Lion. 

Ms Elise Newberry, spokesperson for The Wilderness Society's 
Armidale Branch said: "Bob Carr's comments ignore the growth in 
public and scientific concern about forest and wilderness 
protection over the past eight years. 

"Mr Greiner now has an opportunity which, f or the environment's 
sake, he must take up. 

We urge Mr Greiner to recognise '  the international significance of 
the area as shown by the World Heritage listing of the rainforests 
of the Washpool National -  Park which continue into North Washpool", 
said Ms Newberry. -- 

This listing was not in place at the time of the Forestry 
Commission's 1980 EIS. The groups have obtained legal advice that 
the proposed logging operations in the area are illegal due to the 
inadequacy and obsolescence of this EIS. 

The groups say the NPWS.assessment of the area under the Wilderness 
Act is now complete and is expected to be presented to Cabinet on 
Tuesday. The North Washpool area was nominated by the Wilderness 
Society in December 1988. 

Mr John Corkill, for the, North East Forest Alliance, said: "the 
Coalition voted for the NSW Wilderness Act, introduced by Bob Carr 
as the Minister, and Mr Greiner now has the opportunity to go one 
up and demonstrate a greater commitment to wilderness protect:i.on on 
this issue than Mr Carr has been willing to give to date." 

"The future of North Washpool is a crucial test of both parties' 
professed support for wilderness protection", said Mr Corkill. 

For further information: 
Misc Newberry, TWS 	(02) 713 7294 h 
Haydn Washington, TWS (02) 969 9090 h 
John Corkill, NEFA 	(02) 660 3496 h 

267 7929 w 
267 7929 w 
247 4206 w 
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MEDIA RELEASE.,.. 
PLEASE EMBARGO TO 6 A.M. MONDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 1990 

GREINER'S CHANCE TO SAVE WORLD HERITAGE RAINFORESTS, 
LEFT OUT BY WRAN 

Tuesday's Cabinet decision on Washpool, a threatened wilderness 
area in northTeast  NSW, is an historic chance for Premier Nick 
Greiner to rectify a major mistake by the Wran Government in 1982, 
The Wilderness Society said today. 

Mr Richard Ledgar, Director of the Society said: "Startling new 
information shows that an internationally significant rainforest in 
Washpool, which should have been protected in a World Heritage zone 
declared in 1986, was in tact left out on the basis of Mr Wran's 
1982 decision." 

"Tuesday's Cabinet meeting is Mr Greiner's chance to show that his 
Government does care for our natural heritage - by protecting the 
entire North Washpool area as wilderness," Mr Ledgar said. 

"Washpool includes the 'Willowie Scrub' rainforest - the largest 
area of coachwood forest in the world - which was one of the major 
reasons for the region being placed on the World Heritage List in 
the first place." 

"Four years later, parks and wildlife experts including prominent 
ecologist Associate Professor Harry Recher, have confirmed that 
almost one fifth of this precious forest was left out of the 
protected area." 

The Cabinet decision will be based on a National Parks & Wildlife 
Service (NPWS) assessment of Washpool, conducted under the 
Wilderness Act following The Wilderness Society's nomination of the 
area in 1988. 

Although the Liberal and National Parties supported the Wilderness 
Act before they came to power, they are yet to protect any new 
areas. The last assessment to go before NSW Cabinet, Coolangubra 
wilderness in the South East Forests, was rejected out of hand in 
February 1989. 

- 	"Washpool is a special opportunity for Mr Greiner to show that, 
despite his track record, there is some depth to his new-found 
green colours," Mr Ledgar concluded. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
Richard Ledgar (018) 380 393 (03) 329 6045 h 
Haydn Washington (02) 267 7929 w (02) 969 9090 	It 
Elise Newberry (02) 267 7929 w (02) 713 7249 h 
A.J. Drown (02) 267 7929 w (02) 389 8797 h 
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MEDIA ALERT.... 	MEDIA ALERT. - -. 
TUESDAY, 4TH SEPTEMBER 1990 

FOREST ANIMALS AND SUPPORTERS 
SEEK PROTECTION FOR RAINFOREST HOME 

WHAT: 	COLOURFUL DEMONSTRATION FOR PROTECTION OF 
"NORTH WASHPOOL" FOREST, INCLUDING KOALA, 
KOOKABURRA, POSSUMS AND TALL TREES 

WHEN: 	TUESDAY, 4TH SEPTEMBER, 8.30 A.M. 

WHERE: 	STATE CABINET MEETING, STATE OFFICE BLOCK, CITY 
- PHILLIP ST ENTRANCE 

WilY; 	STATE CABINET IS TO CONSIDER PROTECTION OF 
"NORTH WASHPOOL" AS WILDERNESS, FOLLOWING ASSESSMENT OF 
THE AREA BY THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE UNDER 
THE N.S.W. WILDERNESS ACT. 

THIS VITAL AREA OF RAINFOREST AND NATIVE FOREST 
WILDERNESS IN THE NORTH OF THE STATE, NOMINATED BY THE 
WILDERNESS SOCIETY, IS NOW KNOWN TO BE OF WORLD HERITAGE 
SIGNIFICANCE. 

IT ALSO COMES AS THE FIRST MAJOR TEST OF PREMIER 
GREINER'S "GREEN" COLOURS SINCE HIS CABINET RESHUFFLE, AS 
THOUGHTS OF THE NEXT ELECTION START TO LOOM. 

CONTACT: Fuse Newberry (02) 267 7929 w 	(02) 713 7249 h 
A. J. Brown - (02) 267 1929 w 	(02) 389 8797 h. 
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Fax 02) 264-2673 

The Hon. Nick Greiner 
Premier 
Parliament House 
Sydney 2000 
	

August 30th 1990 

Dear Mr Greiner, 

RE: FUTURE OF WASHPOOL WILDERNESS AREA, NORTHERN NSW 

The Society understands that the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NPWS) has recently completed its assessment of the 
nomination of the Washpool wilderness area under the 
Wilderness Act. We also understand that NPWS wilderness 
assessments are referred to Cabinet for its consideration. 

The future of the Washpool wilderness area is of great 
concern to the NSW conservation movement, particularly as 
7000 ha in the north of the area is under imminent threat 
from logging. 

You may recall that an earlier wilderness assessment by the 
NPWS for the Coolangubra wilderness area in south east NSW, 
was found to meet the criteria under the Wilderness Act but 
protection for the area was rejected by Cabinet. In 
considering the Washpool wilderness assessment the Society 
urges you to fulfil the Coalition's commitment to the 
Wilderness Act. 

The accompanying briefing paper on the Washpool issue is 
intended for your consideration in preparation for the 
Cabinet discussion. The Wilderness Society and the North 
East Forest Alliance would appreciate the opportunity to 
meet with you to discuss this issue before its presentation 
to Cabinet. 

Yours sincerely, 

4ya e  6&L 
Margaret Robertson 
National Campaign Team 

WILDEPNE&S - the originS and be8t of planet earth 
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MINISTERIAL BRIEFING PAPER - WASHPOOIJ WILDERNESS - AUG. 1990 

The Wilderness Society (TWS) and North East. Forest Alliance 
(NEFA) believe the following crucial points should be kept 
in mind when considering the Washpool Wilderness Assessment: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1•1. 	The 1982 Wran Government's landmark Rainforest Decision 
.was concerned with rainforest, not wilderness. 
Political compromises included drawing an arbitrary 
line through Washpool's Willowie Scrub, the largest 
continàous stand of Coachwood forest in Austialia and 
the world. 

A decision 8 years out of date does not pre-empt a 
decision on wilderness protection. The Wildernesn Act 

H 	. . 	 1987, which was supported by the Coalition Parties in 
Opposition, requires a decision on wilderness values 
identified by NPWS. 

Despite unanimous support for the Act, the Coalition 
has been unconvincing in its commitment to the 
Wilderness Act. e.g Coolangubra Wilderness nomination. 

- . 	4. 	Projected disastrous job losses and 'profit reductions' 
have not odcurred following the 1982 decision. Economic 

-  consequences of North Washpool's protection projected 
by industry sources will reflect vested interests, are 
likely to be inflated and require independent review. 

Forestry Commission (FCNSW) evaluations of available 
alternative resources have been pessimistic and 
unreliable. Recent 1990 re-evaluations of resource 

• availability indicate greater alternative resources 
exist than have been previously disclosed. These re-
evaluations need independent review and verification. 

Legal counsel has provided written Advice on the 
validity of the 1980 Washpool ETS for proposed works in 
1990. It indicates that the EIS fails all the tests for 
an adequate EIS. Action is being commenced in the Land 
and Environment. Court to prevent pre-emptiVe works 
until the EPA Act is complied with. The probosed 
logging is not a legally available option at this time. 

Community support for protection of forest wilderness 
continues to be high. Without decisive action to. 
protect surviving wilderness, the Government canhot be 
recognised as adequately addressing the ecological 
imperative. 

'I. 
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An Environi1j01jil Impact Statement (EIS) for the whole of the 
Washpool ar'jp covering approximately 42 000 ha was produced by the 
Forestry Conjjjtssion (FCNSW) in 1980. 

This EIS was very severely criticised by the NPWS in 1981, by 
Department of Environment and Planning in 1982 and again in 1983 by 
Dr Fox, from the National Herbarium, in a review prepared for the 
DEP. All concluded the ElS was inadequate and did not meet 
requirements of Part \Tof the EPA Act. 

As part of the Wran 'Government's 1982 "Rainforest Decision' nearly 
28 000 ha was protected as Washpool National Park whilst a further 
7000 ha was made available to' the timber industry in Washpool and 
Billilimbra State Forests. This area, arbitarily ommitted, is known' 
as North Washpool. 

In 1985, Washpool National Park was declared 
under the NPW Act 1974 and was nominated for 
Listing. It was accepted and included in the 
of NSW rainforests in 1986 partly because of 
Willowie Scrub, the largest coachwood forest 
least 16 percent of the Willowie Scrub is in 
outside the Park. 

a wilderness area 
World Heritage 
World Heritage Listing 
the importance of the 
in the world. At 
North Washpool, 

The North Washpool area was nominated by the Wilderness Society 
under the Wilderness Act in 1988 to seek the secure protection of 
the whole of the Scrub and'to maintain the wilderness values of the 
greater Washpool ecosystem. 

When the Forestry Commission of NSW (FCNSW) was informed North 
Washpool's the wilderness nomination, it informed The Wilderness 
Society it was due to proceed immediately with roading operations 
into the nominated area. 

Interim protection was retjuested in January 1989, and again in 
March 1990, but was twice refused by Minister Tim Moore. 

Roading commenced into Desert Creek catchment (Washpool SF) and The 
Wilderness Society and NEFA, along with other north coast 
conservation groups, blockaded the roading operations in August 
1989. 

Roadwork was called to a halt and the blockade was lifted when 
FCNSW agreed to undertake an archaeological survey on the 

• ' Aboriginal sites in the area. A brief anthropological survey was 
• completed of part of the area proposed for logging. 

An 1100 ha Aboriginal Place, is proposed to be created in Washpooi 
, SF, yet no formal declaration or gazettal has occurred. Other areas 

of Aboriginal significance haven't been identified by FCNSW and 
will be threatened bypitposed works. 

Work was due to reCommence in August 1990 but after representation 
to the new Minister tot Forests, Gary West, and the Minister for 

* 	the Environment, Tim Moore, it was determined that work would not 
• ' 	proceed until the Wilderness Assessment by the NPWS had been 

considered by Cabinet.' • .. 	' 

Further contacts: Haydn Washington (TWS) 969 9090,' Elise Newbury 
(TWS) .267 7929 or"Jbhn Corlçill. (NEFA) 247 4206. 
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THE COLONG FOUNDATION FOR WILDERNESS LTD. 

Saturday September 1, 190 

TheHon Hick Greiner 
PremIer of t4ew South Wales 
Parliament House 
Macquarie Street 
SYDNEY HSW 2000 

Dear Fir Greinerl. 

Protection of the WflhDool Wilderness 

The Colong FoundBtion for Wilderness strongly supports the 
Washpool wild&rness nomination of 34,700 heotares submitted 
by the Armidale Branch of The Wilde*nesS Society. The 
Foundation requests that your Government immediately 
dedicate the Washpool wilderness under the Wilderness Act, 
1987. 

The Fouhdation's grounds for supporting Iedtotion of the 
entire wilderness, tholudtng its northern section are as 
follows: 

1. 	It contains the largest mosaic of warm ternperte 
rainforest dominated by Coachwood and its 
associates remaining in Australia and therefore 
the world; 

2: 	Taking the entire area with its nO!aIO of 
rainforests and moist eucalypt forests, this is 
the largeSt remaining undisturbed moist forest 
wilderness in northern New South Wales; 

the 1983 Deparznent of Environment and Plannthg 
study identified 501 plant species in Washpool 
area, 70 of which were rare or restricted,, or 
elsewise of botanical interest; 

The Desert Creek and upper Malara Creek oatchments 
shou]4be included in the wilderness areato 
protect the ostohinent and wilderness integrity of 
the Wi]lowie Scrub, a rainforest World Heritage 

f 
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Area - it;s intact nature excludes feral animals, 
such as the domestic cat and the fox; and 

	

54 	Thewilderness isone of the last refuges for the 
Eastern Native CaL, Long-nosed Potorco and Brush-
tailed wallaby. 

iTJ!aZ4Afl1LWn. 

The Colong Foundatibn calls to your attention two key 
elements of the rairiforest decision of 1982 as it affects 
the Washpool area The Washpool deollion was for a limited 
transition perthd and it was to permit technology change.' 

The Labor Government's 1962 agreepient with Big River Timbers 
was for a trañsitionary period of, about eight years. During.' 
that time, the company's rainforest log peeling technology 
was tobe replaced with hardwood peeling technology. 

The three forest ireasof Washpool to be affebted were 7(a); 
7(b) and 6(b), These ireas are in the top of the Washpooi 
wilderness, around. Washpool Creek and to the .iest. These 
areas were to be logged during the transitionary period. 

We understand thatthe transitionaryperiod has now expired. 

The fact that lo'gging has not occurred in his thontroversil 
area until recently indiátes these areas were not needed by 
Big River.  Timbers for the agreed purpose. 

Preservation of the WOhpoø'1 wilderness should take priority 
over what appears to be unnecessary logging operations by a 
company unwilling to change its technology within a 
reasonable period. 

Your State Governiuen€ should not support Big River Timbers' 
claim to scalp the northern end of the Washpool wildrnesa. 
The 7,000 or so hectares of pristine wilderness of Desert 
and upper Malara Creek, and the areas of lacred and 
historical significance to the local Bundajiung and Jakumbal 
aboriginal communities., 5houjd be protected as wilderness 
within the Washpool National Park. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Keith Huir 
Pojsot Officer 
Colonsjnw,dptjnn 

.1' 
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THE COLONG FOUNDATION FORWILDERNESS LTD. 
Wednesday Aug&st 29, 1990 

The Hon Bob Can 
Leader of the NSW Oppoaifrjoi 
Parliament House 
PAX NO 230, 2804 

I i 

,Dear1ir. 	Carl', 

hz±h Qdps Stats Poristn 	' 

The Colong Fdqnatj. requests olarifjoatjthn of your 
statement reported in the Graftor, EXEmine, that the 
Shadow. Cabinet will, not be alter North Coast state forest 
boundaries.  

Undel' this:pojjc 	thefore$twjlderne s  areas of Mann, 
Barrington,.New England, Washool ndGuypawkesQ1d be 
severely damaged by logging; If suoh'a policy were 
implemented on your election in 1982 1  Yo.irStateLabo 
Government wotild come ündir very strong criticism from 
Ooflsetvatjon organijat.jois, 	. .. 

• Pre4rvtjonof wilderness should baa priorityfor a 
political party which}asbuiltup community support for 
itS conservation inititives, 	. 

An.ovej, of the Forestry Comissjon issorely zeeded 
tp enable adequate pubijo reflejand assessmSnt of all 
forest resciarces•and forestry;operatjon s  All wilderness, 
wjld and. scenic riveri,.reorejtjon resources, oatohment 
headwaters and biodiversitys reources should be 
protece, e5pioia].ly those i state forest boundaries 
and ather Government regujatel5, 

Yo(rrepotted annonoement of afreee on etate forest 
boundaries wi11 if correct, immediately lose the State 
Labor OpPosition it's support amongst the environment 
movement, including that from Colong Foundation. (It 

• would be with,great reluctance that .1 will compile an 
article on this matter for thi nact Colong Bulletin which 
is to be ubiished by the second wóek of Sipternber) 

A. 

12.62 Goverithp 	Rainfornt fleo{- j Mn 

The ColonE Poundatjon calls to your attention two key 
elements of the rainforsat deciejo,, of 1992 asit affeot 

	

• 	the Washpoo]. area, The Washpoo]. decision was for a 
limited transition period and it was to permit technology 

'change, 	. 	..• 	• 

The Foundation understandn'thaj the Labor Govórnment's 
V 	••,, 	 r 	 . 	 . 	. 
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agripoment with Big Ajv6r tiinberj was for a 
transitionary priod of about eight years. During that 
time the. Company's rajnrorest log pee' mE technology was to be replaced with hardwood peeling technology 

• T1I6 
three forest areas of Wáshpooj to be. affeeted.wer'e 

7(a), 7(b) .atd 6(b). These areas are in thv top of the 
Washpoo]. wilderness, around Washpooi creek: and to the 
west. These arás were, to be logged during thi transitionary, period.'. .. ,. 

We understand that the tran 
expired. 	period has flow . 	 .• 	.. 	.. 	. 	 . 	

. 	 . 	 . 	
. 	 . 

The fact hat 
 logging has not' o'àoLlrred in, this 

. Confroverajal area until recently indioateè these areas 
were, not needed by Big iver Timbers for the 

ajveed purpose 

Preservation of the Washpooj wildet.ness should take 
priority' over, what appears to be 

unnecessary 1oggjg operations bya Qompany unwilljjg to ohange it'8 
tëohnoiogy within a r'eájojiable peridd 	., 	 . 

Your State Cpposjtjo ehould not Support Big River 
Timbers' claim to eoalp the 'northern 
.w 	 end of the Wasi].derne5s . 	. ,. 	

. 	 ., 	. ,,.. 	. 	. 	.
hpool'

, . 

Yours SinCerely, 	 I 

	

• :• 	 • 	 . 

H • 	Keith Muir 	• •N 	
H 	• 	 • •• 	• 	• 	.. 

• 	• 	 H 	 • 	• 	• 	 • • 	• C1onc Poundatj2, 	 •, 	 • , . 	

: 	 • 
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HOW TO ASK the PREMIER NICK GREINER to SAVE the NORTH WASHPOOL 
RAINFORESTS. 

To: The Premier 	 Print your name 
Parliament House 	 Print your address 
Macquarie Street 	 Suburb! Postcode 
Sydney, 2000 . 	 Today's Date 

Your letter can include any or all of the following points 

Dear Mr. Greiner 

• The NORTH WASHPOOL forests have long been reàognised as one of the 
States most pristine wilderness areas. 

• Your Government should honour its cornmittrnent to the Wilderness Act by 
supporting the National Park & Wildlife Service's assessment & 
recommendation for protection of North Washpool. 

You should ban logging, roading, burning off '& mining frorri the area 

Alternatives to proposed Forestry Commission lOgging of. the North 
Washpool RAINFORESTS & Old Growth forests, should be investigated as an 
urgent priority to defuse the curt:ent conflict situation: 

• The North Washpool forests are continuous with and as significant as the 
adjacent WORLD HERITAGE Washpool National Prk. 

At this time of growing concern for the environment, it is vital that 
rainforest logging, in N.S.W. be 'terminated immediately, and the last 
rernaininq wilderness areas be safeguarded for all time. 

This is your Government's chance to irriprove on the Wran Government's 
1902 decision to protect the State's rainfUrests, PLEASE ACT.NOW. 

Yours sincerei' 

(vour.siqnature) 

THANK YOU FOR WRITING YOUR LETTER, AND FOR 
A DONATION FOR ASTAMP 

If you would like more information or to getmore involved: 
Australian Conservation Foundation 
Forest Canrnaiqxi Group  

Meeting: Wednesday night, 6.30 p.m. 	'. 
39 George St, The Rocks. 
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LOGGING THREAT TO WASHPOOL WILDERNESS! 

In 1982, part of one of the largest areas of wilderness 
rainforest in NSW was protected in the - Washpool National 
Park - 70km north west of Grafton. And in 1986 this area 
was placed on the World HeritageList in recognition of 
its oustanding natural significance. 

However, the northern section of the area, 7000ha, was 
excluded from the national park as a concession to 
loggers, by an arbitary line on a map. 

Then, in January 1989, the Forestry Commission began 
building logging roads into a part of the North Washpool 
area, outside the National Park. Immediate action. by us 
is vital to stop logging' proceding. 

WHY LOGGING WILL AFFECT THE ENTIRE RAINFOREST AREA 

* North Washpool is a continuation of the wilderness area 
already declared in the Washpool National Park. If 
logging proceeds it will reduce the size, remoteness and 
most likely the naturalness of the whole wilderness area. 

* North Washpool acts as a "buffer zone" to the adjacent 
World Heritage Area, protecting it from intrusions such 
as fire, noxious weeds and feral animals. 

In particular, it helps protect the Willowie Scrub 
Coachwood forest. This is the largest Coachwood forest in 
the world and is also reported to be the largest 
remaining stand of any rainforest in NSW. The majority of 
Willowie Scrub is in the adjacent National Park, but it 
does extend into the area scheduled, to be logged. 

NORTH WASHPOOL IS IMPORTANT IN ITS OWN RIGHT 

* It has a rich diversity of habitats for wildlife, which 
include the Superb and Albert Lyrebirds, and the rare 
Native Cat and Porma Wallaby. 

* It contains two largely undisturbed water catchments, 
of which at least one qualifies as a wild river - these 
are now scarce in NSW. 

DO THE LOGGERS NEED NORTH WASHPOOL? 

* ,A study commissioned by the NSW Department of 
Environment & Planning (FORTECH 1982) showed that there 
was alternative hardwood timber resource for the loggers 
outside the North Washpool area 

• ,'4:'' 	 . 	•' 	., 	•:-rq4- 	. 	 •. 	' 	 - 'rt 
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7000ha of unprotected.wilderness to the north of Washpool National Park, between 
Grafton and Glen Innes in northern New South Wales, is currently under immediate 
threat from Forestry Commission operations. The area is the northern 
continuation of the 28 000ha Washpool National Park wilderness, separated by a 
border with no geographical or biological basis along Desert Spur fire trail. 
North Washpool comprises roughly the catchment of Desert Creek and the upper 
catchment of Malara Creek. It is notable for its total absence of human 
interference; logging, grazing, artificial fire regimes, chemical runoff, 
siltation, feral carnivores, noxious weeds, vehicular access, visual 
disturbance. It is perhaps the most pristine wilderness in New South Wales. The 
rainf&ests of Washpool National Park have been listed as part Of the New South 
Wales Rainforest World Heritage area. 

The Northern washpool forests cover part of the Washpool(SF355) and 
Billilimbra(SF815) State Forests, managed by the Forestry Cofrtmission in the 
Casino Forestry District and covered by the Casino West plan of management. 
According to the Forestry Commission they comprise 15% rainforest of both sub-
tropical and warm-temperate types, and 85% hardwood eucalypt forest. (mainly wet 
sclerophyll forest). However, given the Forestry Commission's narrow definition 
of rainforest (mesophyllic forest having less than 4% eucalypt content), a much 
greater percentage Is in fact rainforest. Much of the area shows a unique 
intergrading of different rainforest types, and of rainforest and wet 
stlerophyll forest. These intergradings are crucial to the representation and 
understanding of forest dynamics in relation to soil type, climate and fire 
pattern. Willowie Scrub, the largest rainforest in New South Wales and largest 
coachwood forest in the world extends into the unprotected area. North Washpool 
also acts as a buffer zone preventing fire and other incursions into Willowie. 
With the exception of one small area, all forests are in wilderness condition, 
and, having developed to their current status entirely through natural processes 
present unequalled opportunities for preservation and study. 

The Eastern Native Cat, in immanent danger of extinction, has been reported in 
the area, though this is unconfirmed by trapping. The Long-nosed Potoroo, Brush 
Tailed Wallaby, Parma Wallaby, Common Planigale and Rufus Rat-kangaroo are 
found. All are either rare or have suffered a serious level of habitat 
reduction. The area forms the range limit for a number of bird species; the 
northern limit of the range of the Superb Lyrebird, southern limit of the range 
of theAlbert Lyrebird and northwestern limit of the Powerful Owl. There is 
little knowledge of reptile, amphibian and invertebrate populations, but it 
seems that Malara creek contains significant communities. Faunal populations 
have survived intact due to the undisturbed nature of the entire wilderness. 

WILDEQNE&$ - the original and best of planet earth 

$9. 
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LETTER WRITING SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE CONCERNED FOR NORTH WASHPOOL 
WILDERNESS 

Please write to: Nick Greiner, Premier 0fN.S.W., 
Tim Moore, N.S.W. Minister for the Environment, 

or Ian Causley, N.S.W. Minister for Natural Resources, 

c!. parliament House, 
Macquarie Street, 
Sydney, N.S.W., 2000. 

The Wilderness Society's nomination for North WashpoOl to be identified as a 
wilderness area and protected for its wilderness values prompted the Forestry 
Commission to notify the Wilderness Society of its intention to road the area in 
preparation for logging as soon as possible. The Wilderness Society sought an 
environment protection order from the Minister for the Environment but this was 
denied despite the immediacy of the area's destruction. 

If North Washpool was saved from logging, it would provide a splendid inclusion to the 
total Washpool wilderness area. But it should not be seen as a mere addition to an already 
existing wilderness area. It should be recognised as having always been a part of that 
wilderness area. Its removal from the whole Washpool wilderness would therefore be a 
loss for the remainder. The WashpoOl National Park Wilderness Area would not 

then ; 
 have as much protection fromfire, feral plants and animals, and soils integrity 

maybe diminished. 

North Washpool's ecosystetS are continuous with those of the Washpool National Park 
Wilderness Area. The renowned coachwood forests of th e  Willovie Scrub extend into 
the North Washpool region to combine with fern and palm fringed creeks, low wild 
scrub and giant sentinel eucalypts to make up the natural beauty which deserves the 
respect of all those who share its world. 

The Liberal Party voted unanimously for the Wilderness Act in 1987. Since it has come 
ty should see it as a responsibility to act upon this vote 

to govern the state, the Liberal Par  
for wilderness protection 

I am writing to ask you to use all powers granted to you by your voters to saw North 
Washpool wilderness for its ovn sake and for that of the many many people who would 
then have the opportunity to benefit from its ancient beauty for many years into the 

future. 

• 	;y,i 	: 	 I 	
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Dear Fellow Conservationists, 

	

'a 	 I am writing to you with an appeal to help us save 
the North Washpool Wilderness This magnificent wilderness 
area is the "cap"I. on the Washpool National Park ,which was 
unfortunately ,  left outof the Park as a compromise to the 
timber industry iri the1982 Rainforest Decision At the 

	

'IN 	,time of writing this wilderness is facing roading and 
logging for both rainforest and Eucalypt timber.  

.4_,.tL.............. I 
it 	I ',r 	L 

I 	You will find an information kit with this letter which 
I 	 ' will tell you all about 'the wilderness and nature conservation 

values of North Washpool . The kit also contains some 
material to enable youto help us with this campaign with 
as little , or as muct,, effoçt as you can spare 

	

£ I 	 I 

qI 

We realise that time is precious for all epvironment 
groups as we all do our bit to slow down the destruction 
of, our planet so we, and North Washpool , will appreciate 
any assistance you can offer. 

7) 

	

'7 	 The kit contains a poster ,pamphlets, photos (for media 
and public display), éti±iqns, letter.writiflg ideas, a 
copy of our Wilderness Act nomination of the area and sumnary 
of this and an initial alternative timber strategy. Should 
you require more of any particular item please contact us 

ft 	' 7 	 7 	 II 

	

a' 	 I 

We would be pledsed to receive information about the 
campaigns/issues that your group is currently working on 
and will do our best to assist you If you would like to 
know more about the efforts being made to save North Washpool 
you can write to usor ring The Wilderness Shop on 

711155 
................. . • 	

7 	 I • 	 I ....................• 	 - 
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• 	For the-Wilderness,., • 	 • 
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N.E.F. A. 
NORTH EAST BRUSH BOX 

Lophosce,,,n :onfertus 

FOREST ALLIANCE 
SYDNEY: NSW Environment Centre, 39 George St, The Fthcks, 2000. Ph. 022474 206, Fx 02 2475 945 
LISMORE:The Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc, 88A Keen St, Lismore. 2480. Ph 066 213 278, Ex 066 219 420 

20.8.1990 
Mr Bruce Woolf, / 
Hillman and WoofLf, 
10th Floor, 
82 Elizabeth Street, 
Sydney. 2000. 

Dear Bruce, 

Retaining counsel - Mr T.F. Robertson 

Following a recent further conference with Mr Robertson, I 
wish to formally retain Mr Robertson's services,, as counsel 
to assist me and the North East Forest Alliance in providing 
advice and appearing on our behalf, in legal actions to 
protect the forests of the North East and to enforce NSW law 
as it applies to NSW forests. 

I request that you to write to Mr Robertson, and advise him 
of my intention to retain him, generally, for the above 
purposes and to seek his formal agreement to such a retainer. 

This letter formalises the verbal agreement which has been in 
place since January this year, when we commenced the Mount 
Royal State Forest case. 

Should you have any questions or clarification on this matter 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Thank you for your assistance. 

Yours sincerely, 

J.R. CORKILL 
Sydney Co-ordinator 



4.  

Milo Dunphy, Director, 	 16.8.90 
Total Environment Centre Inc, 
18 Argyle Street, The Rocks. 2000 

Dear Milo, 

Re: Washpool SF and Canopy Committee offer of support 

Please find attached a briefing document which is a short 
summary of where we're at with the campaign and the 
foreshadowed legal action and a copy of Tim Robertson's 
rather lengthy Advice to the Legal Aid Commission. 

I understand from Dailan Pugh that Canopy Committee of TEC 
has generously off erred up to $500 for NEFA towards the 
Washpool legal action. This offer is greatly appreciated, 
thank you. 

I confirm my verbal advice to you that I am the Applicant for 
the legal action and am the Sydney NEFA Co-ordinator, 
responsible for liaison with Sydney based groups, politicans 
and the NEFA legal advisors, T.F. Robertson and Bruce Woolf 
of Hillman and Woolf. 

It's also my role to handle the NEFA media through Sydney. 
Local co-ordinators also run local media throughout the north 
east, once they've checked with the NEFA network. 

Washpool is the third case NEFA has run, and I've been the 
Applicant for all these because of my demonstrable poverty. 
Both the others, Mount Royal and Chaelundi SF's have been 
successfully resolved and discontinued because the FCNSW has 
agreed to give the required undertakings to complete EIS's 
and pay our costs. Hopefully, Washpool will go the same way! 

At this stage NEFA does not need the Canopy funding urgently 
transferred to me, but who knows when this will be necessary. 
Perhaps TEC could continue to hold. these funds until it 
becomes necessary to draw on them. 

I would be happy to be advised of Canopy Committe's and TEC's 
requirements for expending or accounting for these funds, and 
the preferred method and timing for the transfer of these 
Washpool case funds to an account which I would operate on 
NEFA's behalf. 

Thanks for your support and assistance, 

For the Land, 



MEMO TO N.E.F.A NETWORK Re: WASHPOOL S.F. LEGAL ACTION 
From: John Corkill, Sydney NEFA co-ordinator. 16/8/1990 

Please find attached a copy of Counsel's Advice, Tim 
Robertson Barrister-at-Law, 	on proposed legal action 
challenging validity and adequacy of 1980 Washpool EIS. 
Please maintain this Advice securely within the NEFA network. 

In summary, Tim advises that the EIS is quite inadequate and 
fails all the tests of an EIS established under 'Guthega 
Development Pty Ltd V. Minister' (1986). (See para 20.) 

I have been granted Legal Aid to allow the preparation of 
this Advice. The Advice has now gOne to the Legal Aid 
Commission to inform consideration of extending legal aid to 
cover my application to commence proceedings to declare the 
1980 EIS invalid and order the preparation of an adequate EIS 
which complies with Part V of the EPA Act. 

An interlocutory injunction will be also applied for, to stay 
any works while the case is heard, if the FCNSW attempts to 
pre-empt the hearing of the case. 

I understand that the Legal Aid Commission is likely to 
continue legal aid to cover these proceedings. 

I would greatly appreciate comments on the strategic release 
of this Advice. Do we go ahead and commence the court action 
then tell the political players? Do we release the Advice to 
the political players, Moore, West, Hay and Greiner and ask 
them to require a competent EIS, forestalling any need for 
court action? 

By way of update on the situation: 
* West and Moore have agreed to a 4 week moratorium on works 
from 10/8/90, to allow NPWS 2 weeks to complete Wilderness 
Assessment and a further 2 weeks for Moore, West and Cabinet 
to consider declaring the wilderness. 

* Big River Timbers P/L have stirred things up locally and 
have called a major rally for Grafton, next Thurs 23/8/90, as 
a 'show of force' of outrage at the greenies etc. Claims have 
been made that Graf ton will 'die' if Washpool isn't logged! 

* Bruno Notaras (ERT) said on Radio 2LM that the 4 week delay 
will mean months longer delay because of likely wet weather. 

* Ex-Minister and local MP Causley has apparently said 
publicly that he will push the acceptance of logging of 
Washpool through Cabinet. He will refer to the 'huge' (?) 
rally as a mandate for logging presumably. 
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ILLMA 

11t 	T.I. 
1t rister 
tb floor 

?re.derick Jordan Chli BY 
233 llaequaxie Street 
SYDNEY NSV 2000 

Dear Tia 

iisz j cpRXIL - WkSPi 

I uriderstartd that Dailan Pugh has discussed the above with you with a view to 
!o might be taken to prevent the forestry Commission 

tons in the above area. This is a matter where, 
previously 5dvisei our client but that no acton 
r 	1l+it to datfr. 

I understand that you have indicated you would bc able s 	nslder this matter 
on tbc weekend of 14/15 3uly, 1990. I as therefore providing to you the 
ortginals ot the documents which have been provided to me to date. Could you 
please note that some of these documents have been borrowed by Mr Griffiths 
from the Department of planning library and some from the Total Environment 
Centre library. The documents are U followst- 

Notes and commetts by D. Pugh dated September, 1989; 

Bundle of maps accompanying Environmental Impact Statement in plastic 

folder; 

Department of Eivironment and Planning Envizonmental Pssessment of 

proposed forest operations in the Wasbpool area dated May, 1982; 

Subniion by the National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South 

Wales dated )larcb, 1981 in relation to Environmental Impact Statement 
of ?ore&ry Commission of NSV 

f. 	Veetatiori survey ol the Wasbpool area Northern New South Vales 

'irried mt by 4rilyn Fox dated 1983; 

6. 	Forestry Crnnmission of NSW Environmental Impact Statement for proposed 
£rets ocrtiott5 in the Washpool area date4 December, 1980; and 

./2 



Coue1) ii this matter and I indivatt that our client intensto seek lea1 
aid. Azdinqly, at this pt  we tin uidertkc no person!*l obligation in 
re1aton to any COU1 f. I this ii a problem for you, please iamediatftly 
return the Vdpers to w. 

Yours sincerely 

1rce Stephefl Woolf 



The Wilderness Resources 
of Washpool 

Washpool National Park, an ext-
ensive and mountainous area in 
•north-eastern NSW, constitutes a 
4arge, undisturbed natural system 
which is of high wilderness value. 
Following the long battle over 
continued logging in the region, which 
was then under State Forest tenure, 
Washpool was declared as National 
Parkin 1983. It was not until May 1985 
that 24 500 hectares of the Park were 
dedicated as wilderness by the State 
Government. Washpool is sufficiently 
untouched to make the rich assembly 
of plant and animal communities of 
high conservation value. Similarly, the 
naturalness and solitude of the area, 
combined with the diversity of natural 
features, provide excellent 
opportunities for wilderness recreation. 

Text and Photos 
by Elizabeth McLean 

Washpool represents one of the few 
large areas of NSW left in its natural 
state. Much of the country consists of 
a number of peaks over 1000m, with 
ridges and plateaus separated by 
steep gorges. The area contains a 
complex mosaic of, vegetation types, 
ranging from scrub to dry open grey 
gum and spotted gum through moister 
blackbutt, tallowood and blue gum to 
closed warm temperate and 
sub-tropical rainforest of coachwood 
and carabeen. 
The rainforest element has a 
discontinuous distribution but is 
generally restricted to the most 
protected, moist areas where deeper, 
fertile soils persist. The former 
Willowie Scrub Flora Reserve now 
within the Park supports the largest 

area of continuous rainforest. It is best 
developed along Malara, Willowie and 
Oorooroo Creeks, The warm 
temperate rainforest, dominated by 
coachwood (Ceratopetalum 
apetalum), is the largest stand of its 
type in Australia, a type which' is not 
found anywhere else in the world. The 
Willowie Scrub coachwood stand is of 
particular interest because it includes 
a number of seres ranging from 
mid-seral stage to a late or 
post-climax stage.' Dry rainforest is 
also of significance due to its poor 
conservation status in Australia. It is 
limited in extent, occurring on the 
middle, and lower reaches of 
Waslipool Creek. It is made up of the 
Shatterwood Association and includes 
red cedar (Thopa austrafjs) and flame 

Blue Gum Euca/yptus saligna Forest with an understorey of grass trees Xanthcrrhoea austra/i's and Ferns - Moogeni Rd. 
a 
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U ni brett a Fern. 

¶ 

The eearded DraqonAmptribokrrusbarbarut. 

intioducing visitors to a 'mini' 
Washpoot - allowing them to 
experience many elements of the vast 
wilderness which stretches 22 km 
away to the norlh. 

Allhough the area is targety 
undisturbed, there is some evidence of 
man, particularly in the south and east, 
due to forestry activity. Crazing along 
the wetern fringe of Washpoot since 
the 1 640s has also tuft its mark - 
largely in the form of clearing and 
burning. Tracks also penetrate the 
wilderness area. Although they are not 
estensive and are only accessible to 
4WD vehictes. Iheir presence has 
reduced the quality of the area. 

2 c'' 
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tree (Bruchychilon acenilollurn') The 
stands of red cedar along Washpool 
Creek probably represent the largest 
stends of this spectes left in NSW.' 

Wet sclerophyll forest is also well 
tepresented in Wassipool. Members of 
the blue gsrm.tatlovnrood-brush bor 

( Eucalyptus saligna-E. 
micrncorys-LoPhOStemOn cornelIus) 
association reach heights ot up to 
70m, making them some of the finest 
eramples.of such foreet in NSW. 

Dry screiophyll forest occurs only on 
drier sites. It consists of she New 
England blackbutl I E. andrearsii spp, 

campanula(a) association and the 
spotted gum ( F. ma culafa) 
association In the vicinity of Redbank 
Creek excellent ssands of spotted gum 
with an underttorey of burrawang 
palms (Macroaamia tawuerlrlt can be 
iound. this association is very poorly 
represented in reserves on the north 

coast of NSW. 
Shrubfend or heath is generally 
restricted to sleep, rocky outcrops at 
highe( elevations, they are also of 
high conservation value. The presence 
of dwarf cypress ,  pines ( Calttfnrs 

monficola) and Blue Mountains red 
mahogany SE. notabilis) represent 
intermediate locations of these 
species, which reach the easrein end 
of the Mcpherson Ranges. 

A redult of the diverstty of vegetatton in 
Washpool is the great degree of 
mising of one association with 
another. Warm tempe.eiu rainfojest 

a 'nisrotai' rote in this integration. 

Warm temperate rainforest merges to 
sub.lropicat rarnforett in the more 
protected, moister or richer altos, and 
to wet scierophylt associations where 
poorer conditions such as tire or 

togging persist. 
Over 500 plant species have been 
recorded from the Washpoot area. 2  

Many of these are of special botanical 
interest because they are considered 
to be primitive and therefore crucial to 
the ttudy of evolution of the Australian 
flora. Of the SOD species recorded, 70 
species are of high conservation value 
because they are rare or restricted or 
because this recording extends their 
known geographic range. 

Washpoot is also important as a 
wildlife habitat t,eceuse of the extent 
and variety of undisturbed plant 

communities. The most notable 
species include the Native Cat 
(Dasyurus vivernnus) and the Parma 
Wallaby (Macnopus parma) which 
have rate conservation status. The 
Potoroo (Potorous tridacrylus) and 
Rufous Rat-kangaroo (Aepyprymnus 
ru(escens) are well represented in the 
open forests of the area. The 
distribution of these species has 
significantly contracted since 
European setttement. 

The area is also of value scientifically 
since it represents the geographic 
timits of severat species. For esample, 
it represenis lv: aoufhP.rn timit of the 
fl6J.cro'aiiea Pigeon ii'tifrnnous 
reginal and the Atbert Lyrebird 
(Menura a/bea)), It represents the 

western limit of the Powerluf and Sooty 
Owls (NinOx slrenua and Tyro 
tenebnicosa) and the Azure Kingfisher 
Ceyx azureus). It  is the northern timrt 

of the Olive Whisuer (Pacitycephala 
olivacea), white the Superb Lyrebird 
(Menura novaeho/Iandiae) is at the 
northwestern edge of its range.', 

Due to the undisturbed nature of the 
forests there have been no reports of 
feral cats, foxes or introduced rats and 
mice. This has enabled Washpoot to 
remain one of the few strongholds of 
small wattabies, ground'nesting birds 
and marsupial predators.' 

The natutat habitat of Washpoot is also 
of conservation significance in 
providing movement and dispersal 
routes for migrating animal(, moving 
from and between the surrounding 
aiee: i'.cluding Gibraltar Range 
National Park and L'vrn0ivi State 
Forest. This should ensure that an 
adequate gene pool is maintained in 
the area The forests may also be 
important for animals, particutarly 
birds who may tnigrate over longer 
distances and rely on the forests for 
food, shelter or roosling sites. 

The Washpoot area provides exceltent 
opportunities for primitive recreation. 
Because of its sire and essentially 
natural state it can provide for a variety 
of recreationat putsuits inctuding 
bushwatking, canyoning. orienteerrng, 
rogaining, swimming, survival training, 
photography and nature studies-s 
BuohwaikiTrc i: prnbabty the most 
popular activity unoe, loRan in the 
area- Persons planning to walk in me 
witderness area must register with the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service 
before departure. 

Most watking is done without the use 
of tracks. The creeks provide the 
easiest watking opportunities. The 
gentler reaches of the creeks provide 
easy access due to the open banks 
and pebbly beds. As the creek 
gradient increases, the sleepoess of 
the banks and the size of the rocks in 
the bed increase. This requires more 
rock.hopping and creek bed watking 
than in the gentler stretches- In some 
cases targe boulders block the creek 
and it is necessary to either scrambte 
over them or detour around them. The 
steeper sections of some creeks, 
including Oorooroo. Wiltowie, Upper 
Desert and Lower Matara Creeks, cut 
through basement rocks. forming tight 
gullies and gorges with several 
water'tatts. These require careful 
negotiation by abseiling, swimming or 
detouring. 

Access to and between the creeks is 
provided by a number of ridges. The 
ridget are diverse enough to cater for 
a variely of bushwatkrng abilities. 
The three ma1oi ridges of the area 
divide the Matara and Washpoot 
Creek catchments. They are all 
interconnected and rise between 000 
and 1100 metres above sea level 
From these main ridges, smatter steep 
ridges drop down to she creeks 
Although they are steep there are no 
cliffs or rock outcrops and navigation 
is relatively easy due to the open 
nature of the vegetdtion Undutating, 
gentte ridges are found on she 
plateaux areas such as Wiftowie 
Scrub. The sparsity of the canopy here 
altows easy, flat walking but navigation 
may be difficult due to the tack of 
visible tandmaiks. 
A natural feature of interest to the 
bushwatker is the diversity and quality 
of vegetation. The dry hardwood 
forests. typicui of Iho tlnpes, allow 
easy walking duE to the open grass or 

- shrub understorey. The moist 
hardwood foresls may stow progress 
down due to the rainfotess shrubs and 
denser underslorey. while the 
rainforests allow relatively easy 
walking although the density of the 
canopy may prevent navigation by 
visible landmarks. 
the most difficult walking conditions 
are in areas of myrtle and viney scrub 
where, the shrubby understorey and 

- ,.. dere network of vines makes 
' - pros)réss stow and tedious. These 

patches are usually found on 
bed cites such as Haydena Trig 

where cyclone damage has rescued in 
impenetrable regrowth. 
Canyoning is another poputal 

'recreational pursuit in Washpool- 
-. , Surtabte sites are found on the steeper 

sections- of Oorooroo, Wilfowie and 
Desert Creeks. Waterralls range in 
height from 10— 30m and commonly 
occur in groups (for eaampte, 
Oorooroo Creek drops SOm over 70m). 
Rocks are rounded and provide safe 
abseiting conditions. Some slopes end 
in deep pools necessitating swimming. 
The unpolluted and clear waters of 
Washpoot 'Creek provide excellent 
conditions for swimming. 
The steep serrain. varied vegetation 
and absence of tracks in Washpoot 
provide good conditions for 
orienteering and rogaining. The 
solitude of the area provides ample 
opportunity for witderness training and 
survival. The density of the vegetation 
necessitates the . use of advanced 
navigational and bushcralt skills, 

the area is very attractive to, nature 
studies such as bird watching and 
plant identification due to the variety of 
geological, floral and faunat features. 
The natural beauty of Washpoot also 
provides plentiful subtects and 
inspiration for photographers, painters 

etc. 
Recreational facilities are kept to a 
minimum, they are centred atoog 
Coombadiha Creek in the south of the 
area- The three major rest areas, 
Coombadjha. Coachwood and 
Beftbird, cater for both day picnickers 
and campers. They are supptied with 
tables, campsites. ire'ptaces. pit 
toilets and water. The rest areas are 
linked by the alt-weather Coombadjha 
Road and short, graded watking tracks. 
These exceltenl visitor facilities aim at 

Wilderness as a resource has been 
greatly undervafued in Australia, and is 
only now becoming recognized as an 
important land use. The Washpoof 
wilderness is fortunate to have been 
recognized and declared as 
wilderness area by the State' 
Governmeot. This is the first step 
towards Its preservation as wilderness. 
The retention of its wilderness values 
will depend, however, on careful and 
etfic ient management. Active 
management, as well as protecting the 
area from the incompatible land uses 
mentioned above, will need to protect 
the area from other potentrat threats 
such as overuse , by recteationists. 
incompatible forms of recreation, 
weed and terat animal invasion and 

fire. 
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DRAFT AFFIDAVIT 

I ant the solicitor for the applicant. 

Washpool and Billilimbra State Forests lie north of 

Washpool National Park, south west of Casino and 

directly west of the village of Baryugil. Annexed 

hereto and marked "A"! is the 1 FOretry Commission 

Tenterfield State Forests Nap on which I have marked in 

3 	black felt pen approximately the area comprising 
aA 	Compartments 687-693 and 697-699 inclusive of the 	 F 

Washpool State Forest No. 355 and Compartments 695, 696 

L'\ \c 	" and 700-713 inclusive of the Billilimbra State Forest 

V 	 No. 815 ("North Washpool"). 

I have taped together the detailed Foestry Commissionj 

maps Of the said forests and marked North Washpool in 

yellow highlighter. Annexed ereto and marked(are 

\J oSe said maps 	 uj'Th 

4. 	I am informed by Dailan Pugh of the North East Forests 

and believe that the Respondent proposes to 

/ - 	conduct or permit forestry activities in North 
Washpool. Annexed hereto and marked"C'5 is a true copy 

of a press release dated 30 July 1990 issued by thei 

Respondent 3announcing the resumption of forestry 

activities in North Washpool. 



2 

I am informed by Dailan Pugh and believe that on or 

about 10 August the Minister for Natural Resources, the 

Hon. Garry West M.P. announced that forestry activities 

would not resume in North Washpool until Cabinet had 

decided the nomination of, inter alia, North Washpool 

for listing as a wilderness area under the Wilderness 

Act 1987. Annexed hereto and marked["D"jis a true copy 

of the [piess release dated 4 September 1990 issued by I 

/ the Hon. Nick Greiner,M.P., the Premier of New South 

Wales announcing Cabinet's decision that forestry 

activities resume in North Washpool. 

In 1979 the Respondent proposed to conduct forestry 

activities in the area now comprised in the Washpool 

National Park and part of North Washpool ("the Washpool 

area"). In 1980 the Respondent prepared and exhibited 

a purportedErWironmental Itnact Statement concerning 

forestry operations in the Washpool area. Exhibited to 

I 	me now and marked"l"Jis the said Statement. So far as 

I am aware the said Statement is the only Environmental 

Impact Statement for the Washpool area prepared or 

obtained by the Respondent purportedly in pursuance of 

its obligations under Part V of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 ("the Act"). 

-# 
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I have compared the map entitled "Washpool Area 

Proposed Logging Operations", annexed to the said 

Statement with annexure B to this affidavit for the 

purpose of ascertaining the degree of agreement between 

the area purportedly studied in the said Statement and 

North Washpool and I say that Compartments 679, 686 and 

687 of North Washpool were not studied in the said 

Statement. 

The said Statement was examined in the Department of 

/ 	
Environment,and Planning in accordance with section 

/ 	113(5) of the Act. Exhibited to me now and marked 

is the Levironihental  Ithict Assessment of the 

Departmentj dated May 1982. 

In 1981 and 1982 Dr Marilyn Fox and colleagues of the 

National Herbarium of New South Wales prepared a report 

to the said Department to assist it in assessing the 

V/ said Statement. Exhibited to me now and marked 5" is 

the published report entitled AVéetatioñ 	ve of 

7theWashpool Area, N'6rthern Nèi'i South Wales" 7 ------------------------------- 

On or about 26 October 1982 State Cabinet decided to 

reserve an area of land for a National Park in the 

Washpool area and to phase out rainforest logging 

throughout New South Wales by 1990. 
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on 14 December 1982 the Commissioner for Forests issued 

a purported' Environmental Imbact Assessment Report 

/ 	
1Proposed Forest Operations in the Washpool" 

1 

	

	
; AtzeaI1T a true copy of which is exhibited to me now and 
marked [" •4"7. 

In or about 1979 aManágement Plan for the Casino West] 

Management Area was prepared.? It has been amended in 

/ 	
1980, 1982, 1983 and 1987. So far as I am presently 

/ 	aware, it is the current Management Plan for forestry 

operations in, inter alia, North Washpool. Exhibited 

to me now and marked f"5"jis a true copy of the said 

Management Plan. 

In 1988 the Wilderness Society nominated North Washpool 

for declaration as a wilderness area under the 

H 

Wilderness Act 1987. Exhibited to me now and marked 
- 

 i L 6(a) 	s the Assessment Report on the - nomination I 

signed by W. Gillooly, Director, National Parks and 

Wildlife Service dated 28 August 1990. The Service 

also prepared. a report, being an inventory and / 

'evSlU&tiOn of natural and cultural heritage valUeã for 

North Washpool: Exhibited to me now and marked '6(b) - '7 

is a true copy of the said Report dated August 1990. 
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/ 14. Annexed to this affidavit and marked /"E" Is a true copy 

I' 	
of th&harVesting plan for Compartment 695/in North 

Washpool dated 7 August 1990. 

Annexed to this affidavit and marked F' is a true copy 

/ 	
of aThews report in the Northern Staf, a newspaper 

circulating in north-east New South Walesrdate6_6 

september 1990.1 

On 19 March 1990 I requested an undertaking from the 

Respondent on my client's behalf to refrain from 

forestry activities in North Washpool. Annexed hereto 

7' 

	

	
and marked ["Cf is a. true copy of my letter!. Annexed 

hereto and marked f"H' is a true copy of the 

!Respondent's reply dated 	 Annexed hereto and 
/ 

/ 	marked r'J a true copy ofHnyresponse dated ? 

17 	On 5 September 1990 I sent by facsimile a letter 7 
requesting an undertaking in similar terms. Annexed 

hereto and marked fl'J"J is a true copy of the original of 
the said letter. 

18. I fear that unless restrained by this Honourable Court, 

the Respondent will by its servant, agents, licensees 

and contractors road, log and otherwise degrade North 

Washpool without first complying with the provisions of 

Part V of the Act. 
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-- IN THE LAND 2Ui) 	 COURT. 

OF NW SOUTH WAISS 

No. of 1990 

301*4 ROBEP!? CORKILL 

Appticant 

FORESTRY COMMISSION OF 
NEW SOUTflMIs 

espondent 

AFFIDAVIT 

Deponett J0R14 WTLLTAI4 HcGARtTY 

HILLMAN AND WOOLF 
Solicitors 
10th k'].00r 
82 Elizabeth Street 
SYDNEY 2000 

DX: 2.558 SYDNEY 
PAX:(02) 223 3530 
TEL:(02) 221 8522 
flF 85W 

2. 	I have been requested 
by the Applicant in thewe 
proceedings to examine and 
report On the intention of 
the Fórostry Commission at 
140w South WaleD (FCNBW) to 
rocurne logging in the area 
known as the North 
Washpool Forest, with 
particular. rtforence to 
the, Harvsting Plan for 
compartment 695 of the 
sillilimbra State Forests, 
No. 815. 

P.2/S 

I, .YOHN WILtIAM McC9ARIfl 
of Karu', Dundarra Road, 
Anuidale in the Stato of 
New South wales,. Soil 
Scientist, say on oath as 
foilows 

1. 	I am qualified at a 
Bachelor of Science in 
Agriculture (flort), Master 
of Science in Agriculture 
and Doctor of Phil000phy 
attained from the Paculty 
of Agriculture of the 
University of Sydney. 
I. am a quaflfied soil 
scientist and expert in 
land dvslopment of 40 
years standing. I have 
been principally employed 
by'Universities, and have 
tazght courseS in soil& 
and soil conservation over 
many yeats, 	to rural 
science 	and. resourco 
management students. 
: have published papers 
and reports on noil 
connrvation and soils 
under forestg and have had 
practical experience in 
the planning of, and 
asscsament of the need 
for, erosiorts control 
measures 	for 	land 
dovolopinent (Thailan6, 
Malaysia, Ke!ya). I am a 
corporate member of the 
Austrliait Association of  
Agricultural Consultants. 

RttCIUCD PROM 61 2 273943 	
P. 
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I havo v.tnLed the North washpool area on two occasions, 
(August and Docønber 1989) to ascertain the general physical 
naturo of the a tea, the soils and the potential for erosion. 
I have exanined a number of other logged areaS of State 
Forests controlled by Forestry Conunission of NBW over the 
last two years. Opinions expressed in this affidavit are thus 
supported by supplementary knowledge of the soils, and 
management practices extant in eastern NSW, 

I have examined the Harvesting Plan for Compartment 695 
of the Sillilirnbra State Forest, Although I have not visited 
this area, it is obvious that this plan is inadequate in many 
respects in relation to the information required to assess 
the impact of reading and logging on soil erosion and 
degradation and consequent effects on water quality in this 
catchrnent. 
In my view the following cotisiderations indicate that logging 
should not be undertaken in the Compartment until a valid 
environmental impact study shows that permanent damage to the 
catchnent will not result. 

GEOLOGY 	The rock parent material for the soils is 
4escribed as a Biotite Adamellite. This lithological 
classification is derived from the Stanthorpe Adamellite map 
unit of the 1:250,000 Geological Map, Given the scale and 
detail of the geological map there can be no certainty that 
this particular rock type is the only or dominant kind 
present in the Compartment 695, 
The mineralogy (size, species, chemistry and degree of 
weathering) of granite parent materials greatly.influences 
the kinds of soils developed in this environment. 

SOILS The statement that soils in the Compartment are 
Biotite Adamellite has no scientifIc meaning in the context 
used. Soils vary considerably in their properties from ridges 
to valley bottoms for reasons such as drainage and natural 
erosion. 
Additionally, the nature of weathering of the granite rocks 
to give different saprolites will also determine the kind of 
soil developed on granite landscapes. While it appears that 
the soils in the Compartment have been claSsed as having, high 
erodibijity on the basis of perceived geology of tbo area, 
such soils could be extremely erodible or even moderately 
erodible, 
There is 	thus insufficient 	evidence to determine the 
erodibility class of the soils of this area either from the 
Harvesting Plan or from the Els prepared in 1980 (ZIS p.68- 
Proposed Forest Operations in the Washpool Area-
EnvIronmental Impact Statement, Forestry Commission of NSW 
December, 1980). 

SLOPE 	An examination of the Harvesting Plan for 
Compartment 695 (Page 7) revea.s, from the contours, that the 
area is rugged to steep, with many slopes exceeding 25 
degrees over distances of 100 metres or more. The eastern and 
southern boundaries of the watershed fall away in slopes that 
are, or exceed 20 degrees. Approximately 20 per cent of the 
area has slopes of this order. 
It is generally recognised that logging operations should not 
be undertaken on slopes exceeding 30 degrees according to the 

RCCCIUCb FROM 61 2 27594U 
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Standard 3oi1 ErosIon Mitigation Conditions of the Forestry 
'Commission of M6W (SENC) 
It is als) rerpilred that snigging should not be carried, out 
on slopes above 25 degrees. The Harvesting Plan shows the 
location of 5 dump sites along the southern ridge road above 
slopes exceeding 25 degrees and 5 dump sites above similar 
slopes on the eastern side. It can be inferred that the 
intention of the plan is to snig logs upsiope to these dumps. 
It is apparont that in the preparation of this plan that 
considerations of the effect, on soil erosion and sediment 
transport has boen neglected, irrespective of the erodibility 
classification of the soil. That the aren to be logged 
should bo clearly marked on the plan, wou34 seem to be a 
mandatory reguizoment of any plan. One can only conclude that 
logging is to proceed in the area without consideration of 
the perceived fxcigile nature of this particular landscape. 

iv) EROBIVITY This is a climatically derived term the 
parameters of which are used to evaluate the effect of 
intensity and duration of rainfall on soil movement. 
storms of high intensity and long duration are responsible 
for detachment, dispersion and suspension of soil aggregates 
and for associated run-of f to transport and deposit the 
suspended material. Data on the interaction of rainfall with 
soil, slope and vegetative cover is thus essential f or any 
valid evaluation of the effect of forest removal on soil 
erosion of any specific site, 
The SEMC, which were prepared for the Bornbala-Eden area and 
which have been adopted by the Forestry Connoission for use 
throughout NSW, are not considered suitable for areas where 
there is a high probability of more intensive storms of long 
duration. Thus, data for 5owraville (North Coast MSw) with 
annual precipitation of 1541 mm per annum, can be shown to 
have an expectation of storms about twice the intensity of 
those expected for the same duration at Bombala (Mccarity 
1988). 
Rainfall at Ewingar has been estimated at 1440 mm per annum 
in the ElS. The EIS however suggests that higher rainfall 
exists over the Washpool area for much of the proposed 
logging area (Page 74) and higher taint alls (exceeding 2000 
mm per annum) may be experienced close to the Gibraltar Range 
(Department of Environment and Planning, ?ore5t Operations 
Washpool 1982). 
It is likely therefore that even more intensive rainfall 
events could occur at highet elevations such as in 
Compartment 695, of Billilirnbra State Forest. The speculative 
nature of the climatic data presented in the EIS (see DEP 
1982), give little confidence as to the likely efficacy of 
the SEMC for this (DEP 1982), and other coastal areas, e.g. 
Mistake State Forests (HcCrity, 1988). 
From consideration of the inadequacies of the information 
supplied in the Harvesting Plan,, it is apparent that basic 
information on the erodibility of the soils on steep and long 
slopes when vegetation cover is removed has not been 
considered in relatiDn to rainfall intensities which are very 
likely to greatly exceed thbse on which the SENC was 
originally based. Until researdb has been carried out to 
obtain the relevsnt data, and to show that damage will not 
result, no logging should be permitted. 
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5. 	The discimajon and recommendation ntade above, for 
Compartment 65 would appear applicable to further logging 
operations in other parts of the North Washpool area. 
The 1980 ETB &u of little or no value in helping to evaluate 
Harvesting Plans because it is not site specific in relation 
to soils and some of the factors that control erosion. 
Neither usoful data on erodibility or erosivity are provided 
in the Efl and the paucity of soils information does not 
enable judgemonts to be made about the potential erosion of 
the area as a whole. 

6, 	until efforts are made to describe the existing physical 
etivironment in the catchmeats where logging is proposed, it 
will not be possible to evaluate the need . for further 
research on the likely impact of . logging in the North 
Waahpool area. 
such infonnat ion should form the basis for experimentation 
and monitoring that would enable the efficacy of the SEMC to 
be tested for the region. 

An inspoction of logging operations in the region 
indicates that frequently, at the conclusion of the 
operation, the current SEMC guidelines are not carried out in 
relation to measures designed to rehabilitate log dumps 
satisfactorily and prevent sediment movement to drainage 
lines. 

In view of the grays risk of erosion attached to logging. 
in the North Washpool area and my lack of confidence in the 
value of the 8EMC for the region, as well as in the follow up 
proceduros undertaken to ensure contractors adhere, to the 
conditions of operation, I would recoxnrend that no further 
logging be undertaken until a comprehensive and research 
oriented environmental imp&ct study has been undertaken, 

Affirmed and declared 

efore me at Armid.ale 

this g th day of September 1990 

s'aZt- 3 P 
QeAa/Justice of the Peace - 

) 
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1/ J. W. McGARITY 
M.$c.Agr.., Ph.D., MAAAC. 
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IN THE LAND AND ENVIRONMENT COURT, 

OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

No. 	of 1990 

JOHN ROBERT CORKILL 

Applicant 

FORESTRY COMMISSION OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT 

Deponent: JOHN WILLIAM McGARITY 

HILLMAN AND WOOLF 
Solicitors. 
10th Floor 
82 Elizabeth Street 
SYDNEY 2000 

DX: 1558 SYDNEY 
FAX:(02) 223 3530 
TEL:(02) 221 8522 
REF: BSW 

2. 	I have been requested 
by the Applicant in these 
proceedings to examine and 
report on the intention of 
the Forestry Commission of 
New South Wales (FCNSW) to 
resume logging in the area 
known as the North 
Washpool Forest, with 
particular. reference to 
the Harvesting Plan for 
Compartment 695 of the 
Billilimbra Staie Forests, 
No. 815. 

I, JOHN WILLIAM McGARITY 
of .'Karu', Bundarra Road, 
Armidale in the State of 
New South Wales, Soil 
Scientist, say on oath as 
follows: 

1. 	I am qualified as a 
Bachelor. of Science in 
Agriculture (Hons), Master 
of Science in Agriculture 
and Doctor of Philosophy 
attained from the Faculty 
of Agriculture of the 
University of Sydney. 
I am a qualified soil 
scientist and expert in 
land development of 40 
years standing. I have 
been principally employed 
by Universities, and have 
taught courseA in Soils 
and soil conservation over 
many years, to rural 
science 	and 	resource 
management students. 
I have published papers 
and reports 	on soil 
conservation and 	soils 
under forests and have had 
practical 	experience in 
the planning 	of, 	and 
assessment of the need 
for, 	erosions 	control 
measures 	for 	land 
development (Thailand, 
Malaysia, Kenya). I am a 
corporate member of the 
Australian. Association of 
Agricultural Consultants. 



I have visited the North Washpool area on two occasions, 
(August and December 1989) to ascertain the general physical 
nature of the area, the soils and the potential for erosion. 
I have examined a number of other logged areas of State 
Forests controlled by Forestry Commission of NSW over the 
last two years. Opinions expressed in this affidavit are thus 
supported by supplementary knowledge of the soils and 
management practices extant in eastern NSW. 

I have examined the Harvesting Plan for Compartment 695 
of the Billilimbra State Forest. Although I have not visited 
this area, it is obvious that this plan is inadequate in many 
respects in relation to the information required to assess 
the impact of roading and logging on soil erosion and 
degradation and consequent effects on water quality in this 
catchment. 
In my view the following considerations indicate that logging 
should not be undertaken in the Compartment until a valid 
environmental impact study shows that permanent damage to the 
catchment will not result. 

GEOLOGY 	The rock parent material for the soils is 
described as a Biotite Adamellite. 	This lithological 
classification is derived from the Stanthorpe Adamellite map 
unit of the 1:250,000 Geological Map. Given the scale and 
detail of the geological map there can be no certainty that 
this particular rock type is the only or dominant kind 
present in the Compartment 695. 
The mineralogy (size, speqies, chemistry and degree of 
weathering) of granite parent materials greatly influences 
the kinds of soils developed in this environment. 

SOILS The statement that soils in the Compartment are 
Biotite Adamellite has no scientific meaning in the context 
used. Soils vary considerably in their properties from ridges 
to valley bottoms for reasons such as drainage and natural 
erosion. 
Additionally, the nature of weathering of the granite rocks 
to give different saprolites will also determine the kind of 
soil developed on granite landscapes. While it appears that 
the soils in the Compartment have been classed as having, high 
erodibility on the basis of perceived geology of the area, 
such soils could be extremely erodible or even moderately 
erodible. 
There is 	thus insufficient 	evidence to determine the 
erodibility class of the soils of this area either from the 
Harvesting Plan or from the EIS prepared in 1980 (EIS p.68-
Proposed Forest Operations in the Washpool Area-
Environmental Impact Statement, Forestry Commission of NSW 
December, 1980). 

SLOPE 	An examination of the Harvesting Plan for 
Compartment 695 (Page 7) reveals, from the contours, that the 
area is rugged to steep, with many slopes exceeding 25 
degrees over distances of 100 metres or more. The eastern and 
southern boundaries of the watershed fall away.in slopes that 
are,.or exceed 30 degrees. Approximately 20 per cent of the 
area has slopes of this order. 
It is generally recognised that logging operations should not 
be undertaken on slopes exceeding 30 degrees according to the 



Standard Soil Erosion Mitigation Conditions of the Forestry 
Commission of NSW (SEMC). 
It is also required that snigging should not be carried •  out 
on slopes above 25 degrees. The Harvesting Plan shows the 
location of 5 dump sites along the southern ridge road above. 
slopes exceeding 25 degrees and 6 dump sites above similar 
slopes on the eastern side. It can be inferred that the 
intention of the plan is to snig logs upslope to these dumps. 
It is apparent that in the preparation of .  . this plan that 
considerations of the effect on soil erosion and sediment 
transport has been neglected, .irrespective of the erodibility 
classification of the soil. That the areas to be logged 
should be clearly marked on the plan, would seem to be a 
mandatory requirement of any plan. One can only conclude that 
logging is to proceed in the area without consideration of 
the perceived fragile nature of this particular landscape. 

iv) EROSIVITY This is a climatically derived term the 
parameters of which are used to evaluate, the effect of 
intensity and duration of rainfall on soil movement. 
Storms, of high intensity and long duration are responsible 
for detachment, dispersion and suspension of soil aggregates 
and for associated run-off to transport and deposit the 
suspended material. Data on the interaction of rainfall with 
soil, slope and vegetative cover is thus essential for any 
valid evaluation of the effect of forest removal on soil 
erosion of any specific site. 
The SEMC, which were prepared for the Bombala-Eden area and 
which have been adopted by the Forestry commission for use 
throughout NSW, are not considered suitable for areas where 
there is a high probability of more intensive storms of long 
duration. Thus, data for Bowraville (North Coast NSW) with 
annual precipitation of 1541 mm per annum, can be shown to 
have an expectation of storms about twice the intensity of 
those expected for the same duration at Bombala (McGarity 
1988). 
Rainfall at Ewingar has been estimated at 1440 mm per annum 
in the EIS. The EIS however suggests that higher rainfall 
exists over the Washpool area for much of the proposed 
logging area (Page 74') and higher rainfalls (exceeding 2000 
mm per annum) may be experienced close to the Gibraltar Range 
(Department of Environment and Planning, Forest Operations 
Washpool 1982). 
It is likely therefore that even more intensive rainfall 
events could occur at higher elevations such as in 
Compartment 695, of Billilimbra State Forest. The speculative 
nature of the climatic data presented in the EIS (see DEP 
1982), give little confidence as to the likely efficacy Of 
the SEMC for this (DEP 1982), and other coastal areas. e.g. 
Mistake State Forests (McGarity, 1988). 
From consideration of the inadequacies of the information 
supplied in the Harvesting Plan, it is apparent that basic 
information on the erodibility of the soils on steep and long 
slopes when vegetation cover is removed has' not been 
considered, in relation to rainfall intensities which are very 
likely to greatly exceed those on which the SEMC was 
originally based. Until research has been carried out to 
obtain the relevant data, and to show that damage will not 
result, no logging should be permitted. 



The discussion and recommendation made above, for 
Compartment 695 would appear applicable to further logging 
operations in other parts of the North Washpool area. 
The 1980 ElS is of little or no value in helping to evaluate 
Harvesting Plans because it is not site specific in relation 
to soils and some of the factors that control erosion. 
Neither useful data on erodibility orerosivity are provided 
in the EIS and the paucity of soils information does not 
enable judgements to be made about the potential erosion of 
the area as a whole. 

Until efforts are made to describe the existing physical 
environment in the catchments where logging is proposed, it 
will not be possible to evaluate the need for further 
research on the likely impact of logging in the North 
Washpool area. 
Such information should form the basis for experimentation 
and monitoring that would enable the efficacy of the SENC to 
be tested for the region. 

An inspection of logging operations in the region 
indicates that frequently, at the conclusion of the 
operation, the current SEMC guidelines are not carried- out in 
relation to measures designed to rehabilitate log dumps 
satisfactorily and prevent sediment movement to drainage 
lines. 

8 	In view of the grave risk of erosion attached to logging 
in the North Washpool area and my lack of confidence in the 
value-of the SEMC for the region, as well as in the follow up 
procedures undertaken to ensure contractors adhere to the 
conditions of operation, I would recommend that no further 
logging be undertaken until a comprehensive and research 
oriented environmental impact study has been undertaken. - 

Affirmed and deálared 

Before me at. Armidale 

this th day Of September 1990 

) 

) 

) 

J. W. McGAPAITY 
M.Sc.Agr., Ph.D., MAAAC. 

Solicitor/Justice of the Peace 
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The discussion and recommendation made above, for 
Compartment 695 would appear applicable to further logging 
operations in other parts of the North Washpool area. 
The 1980 EIS is of little or no value in helping to evaluate 
Harvesting Plans because it is not site specific in relation 
to soils and some of the factors that control erosion. 
Neither useful data on erodibility or erosivity are provided 
in the EIS and the paucity of soils information does not 
enable judgements to be made about the potential erosion of 
the area as a whole. 

Until efforts are made to describe the existing physical 
environment in the catchments where logging is proposed, it 
will not be possible to evaluate the need for further 
research on the likely impact of logging in the North 
Washpool area. 
Such information should form the basis for experimentation 
and monitoring that would enable the efficacy of the SENC to 
be tested for the region. 

An inspection of logging operations in the region 
indicates that frequently, at the conclusion of the 
operation, the current SEMC guidelines are not carried out in 
relation to measures designed to rehabilitate log dumps 
sãt±sfactorily and prevent sediment movement to drainage 
lines. 

In view of the grave risk of erosion attached to logging 
in the North Washpool area and my lack of confidence in the 
value of ,the SEMC for the region, as well as in the follow up 
procedures undertaken to ensure contractors adhereS to the 
conditions of operation, I would recommend that no further 
logging be undertaken until a comprehensive and research 
oriented environmental impact study has been undertaken. 

Affirmed and declared 

Before me at Armidale 

this 	th.day of September 1990 
J. W. MCGARITY 

N.Sc.Agr., Ph.D., MAAAC. 

Solicitor/Justice of the Peace 



Standard Soil Erosion MitigatiOn Conditions of the Forestry 
Commission of NSW (SEMC). 
It is also required that snigging should not be carried out 
on slopes above 25 degrees. The Harvesting Plan shows the 
location of 5 dump sites along the southern ridge road above 
slopes exceeding 25 degrees and 6 dump sites above similar 
slopes on the eastern side. It can be inferred that the 
intention of the plan is to snig logs upslope to these dumps. 
It is apparent that in the • preparation of this plan that 
considerations of the effect on soil erosion and sediment 
transport has been neglected, irrespective of the erodibility 
classification of the soil. That the areas to be logged 
should be clearly marked on the plan, would seem to be a 
mandatory requirement of any plan. One can only conclude that 
logging is to proceed in the area without consideration of 
the perceived fragile nature of this particular landscape. 

iv) EROSIVITY This is a climatically derived term the 
parameters of which are used to evaluate the effect of 
intensity and duration of rainfall on soil movement. 
Storms of high intensity and long duration are responsible 
for detachment, dispersion and suspension of soil aggregates 
and for associated run-off to transport and deposit the 
suspended material. Data on the interaction of rainfall with 
soil, slope and vegetative cover is thus essential for any 
valid evaluation of the effect of forest removal on soil 
erosion of any specific site. 
The SEMC, which were prepared for the Bombala-Eden area and 
which have been adopted by the Forestry Commission for use 
throughout NSW, are not considered suitable for areas where 
there is a high probability of more intensive storms of long 
duration. Thus, data for Bowraville (North Coast NSW) with 
annual precipitation of 1541 mm per annum, can be shown to 
have an expectation of storms about twice the intensity of 
those expected for the same duration at Bombala (McGar/'ity 
1988). 
Rainfall at Ewingar has been estimated at 1440 mm per annum 
in the FIS. The ElS however suggests that higher.rainfall 
exists over the Washpool area for much of the proposed 
logging area (Page 74) and higher rainfalls (exceeding 2000 
mm per annum) may be experienced close to the Gibraltar Range 
(Department of Environment and Planning, Forest Operations 
Washpool .1982). 
It is likely therefore that even more intensive rainfall 
events could occur at higher elevations such as in 
Compartment 695, of Billilimbra State Forest. The speculative 
nature of the climatic data presented in the EIS (see DEP 
1982), give little confidence as to the likely efficacy of 
the SEMC for this (DEP 1982).,, and other coastal areas. e.g. 
Mistake State Forests (McGarfity, 1988). 
From consideration of thd inadequacies of the information 
supplied in the Maflp.gment Plan, it is apparent that basic. 
information on the erodibility of the soils on steep and long 
slopes when vegetation cover is, removed has not been 
considered in relatipn to rainfall intensities which are very 
likely to greatly exceed those on which the SEMC was 
originally based. Until research has been carried out to 
obtain the relevant data, and to show that damage will not 
result, no logging should be permitted. 
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Blockade 
plan for 
Washpool 

Conservationists are preparing 
to set up blockades to stop the 
Forestry Commission going ahead 
with the logging of north Washpool 
and will seek a court injunction to 
stop all work in the area. 

The Wilderness Society and the 
North East Forest Alliance 
(NEFA) are challenging the valid-
ity of the environmental impact 
statement (EIS) prepared in 1980 
for the logging of the area. 

Mr John Corkill, of the NEFA, 
said conservationists would be 
arguing for an entirely new ELS 
because they felt the 1980 state-
ment was concerned not with the 
area now proposed for logging. 

Cabinet decided on Tuesday to 
stick by a 1982 Labor Government 
agreement whereby 7,000 hectares 
of north Washpool would remain 
available for the timber industry. 

In his first public statement on the 
decision, the Minister for the Envi-
ronment, Mr Moore, who supported 
saving the north Washpool area as a 
national park, said that contrary to 
rumours he had never considered 
resigning over the issue. 

But Mr Moore said the area 
deserved to be saved from logging 
and he was disappointed. 



Minister blames Opposition for defeat 
By environment writer BRIAN WOODLEY 

FACING defeat in the NSW catchment on the edge of the lent weakness in Cabinet - 
CL 	Cabinet today over his po_ Washpool National Park set either he can get a position 

posal to give wilderness pro- aside for logging eight years through or he can't, but he 
tection to part of a State for- ago was worth preserving, can't blame the Opposition 
est. the Minister for the Envi- Instead, he said, his Cabinet for it." 
ronment, Mr Moore, yester- opponents would be able to Setting the ground for his 

'day blamed the Leader of the use 	the 	argument against own debate within the shadow 
Opposition, Mr Can, him, 	following 	ill-timed Cabinet today on the issue, he 

\ 	 Moore. 	in conflict ri marks by Mr Carrthatthe claimed Mr.  Moore had relied 
With the Minister for Resour- 

- 
Opposition did not favour ex- on incomplete reporting of his 

C.) 	ces. Mr West, on the issue, panding those areas already comments. 
told The Australian he had protected 	in' 	the 	State's Today's Cabinet meeting is 
hoped to use a "bipartisan" northern forests. said by political sources to be 
argument to persuade his fel- Mr Can immediately struck likely to adopt Mr West's pro- 
low ministers that.a 15,600ha out at the minister's "flatu- logging stand. 
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1] 
Mr Tim Moore, 
Minister for the Environment, 
Level 20, 
Westfield Tower, 
ioo william Street, 
East Sydney. 2011. 

Dear Tim, 

5th September, 1990 

Re: Cabinet decision on North washpool Wilderness assessment 

Though we are deeply disappointed at Cabinets' decision to 
refuse to protect the North Washpool wilderness area, I write 
to personally thank you for your presentation recommending 
the recognition of the wilderness values of the area and the 
incorporation of the area into the washpool National Park. 

Tim, I am sure that you are as unhappy about the outcome of 
your colleagues' deliberations as we, though I know that you 
are unable to publicly confirm or give vent to these 
feelings. 

The North East Forest Alliance and other environmental groups 
are not similarly constrained in this matter and will be 
vocal in criticising the decision and the Cabinet as a whole. 

Please do not interpret these criticisms as a failure on our 
behalf to recognise the èf fort made by you, or those of your 
colleagues who supported you in yesterdays Cabinet debate and 
ballot. . 

Since Cabinet confidentiality prevents us from identifying 
these supporters of wilderness, perhaps you could thank your 
colleagues on our behalf and tell them that their efforts are 
appreciated, notwithstanding that they were unsuccessful. 

Two matters remain to.. be clarified regarding yesterday's 
Cabinet decision: 

will the NPwS wilderness Assessment Report be released 
publicly? If so, when? May we, NEFA, be issued a copy as 
soon as possible please? 

The Aboriginal Place to protect the significant cultural 
values within Washpool SF, recently promised by then 
Minister Causley, was not a part of the 'statqs quo' of 
1982. Will this Place still be declared by you as the 
Minister administering the NPW Act? 
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NEFA understands that there are other areas within the North 
Washpool, area of 	similar 	significance, 	as 	areas of 
secret/sacred traditional value, 	which have not been 
disclosed yet to FCNSW or their consultants. 

I am not entitled or qualified to comment on these values but 
have been told that they exist, and cannot be revealed 
casually or inappropriately, possibly not even until they are 
actually threatened. 

Will the NPWS pursue further investigations of the cultural 
significance of the North Wa•shpool area, beyond the already 
identified area as a matter of priority? 

NEFA would, be pleased to be advised of the situation 
regarding both these matters at your earliest convenience. 

Thank.you for your assistance in these important matters. 

Yours sincerely, 
For the Land.... 

J.R. CORKILL 	 I 

Sydney Area Co-ordinator, NEFA. 
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MEDIA REJJEASE. -. 

GREINER'S CHANCE TO SAVE WORLD hERITAGE RAINFORESTS, 
LEFT OUT BYWRAN 

Tuesday's Cab:inet decision on Washpoo]., a threatened w.].l(Ierness 
area in north-east NSW, is an historic chance for Premier Nick 
Greiner to rectify a major mistake by the Wran Government in 1982, 
The Wilderness Society said today. 

Mr Richard Ledgar, Director of the Society said: "Startling new 
information shows that an internationally significant rainforest in 
Washpool, which should have been protected in a World Heritage zone 
declared in 1986, was in fact left out on the basis of Mr Wran's 
1982 decision." 

"Tuesday's Cabinet meeting is Mr Greiner's chance to show that his 
Government does care for our natural heritage - by protecting the 
entire North Washpool area as wilderness," Mr Ledgar said. 

"Washpool includes the 'Willowie Scrub' rainforest - the largest 
area of coachwood forest in the world - which was one of the major 
reasons for the region being placed on the World Heritage list in 
the first place 2' 

"Four years later, parks and wildlife experts including prominent 
ecologist Associate Professor Harry Recher, have confirmed that 
almost one fifth of this precious forest was left out of the 
protected area." 

The Cabinet decision will be based on a National Parks & Wildlife 
Service (NPWS) assessment of Washpool, conducted under the 
Wilderness Act following The Wilderness Society's nomination of the 
area in 1988. 

Although the Liberal and National Parties supported the Wilderness 
Act before they came to power, they are yet to protect any new 
areas. 	The last assessment to go before NSW Cabinet, Coolangubra 
wilderness in the South East Forests, was rejected out of hand in 
February 1989. 

"Washpool is a special opportunity for Mr Greiner to show that:, 
despite his track record, there is some depth to his new-found 
green colours," Mr Ledgar concluded. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
Richard Ledgar 	(018) 	380 393 (03) 	329 6045 h 
Haydn Washington 	(02) 	267 7929 w (02) 	969 9090 h 
Elise Newberry 	(02) 267 7929 w (02) 	713 7249 h 
A.J. 	Brown 	(02) 	267 7929 w (02) 	389 8797 h 

a- 
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GOALPOSTS HAVEN'T MOVED -GREINER DISORIENTED ON FIELD OF PLAY 

Claims that environmentalists had 'moved the goalposts', made 
by Premier Greiner in announcing Cabinet's decisions to 
refuse wilderness protection for North Washpool and permit 
logging, were today rejected by North East Forest Alliance. 

"Our goals are the same now as they were ten years ago - an 
end to rainforest logging, now! ; protection of the remaining 
wilderness areas; protection of representative samples of all 
native flora and fauna in secure Reserves; and a timber 
industry based on sustained yield", said NEFA spokesman, Mr 
John Corkill. 

"Cabinets decision fails to met any of these goals. If Mr 
Greiner thinks the goalposts have moved its because he's 
disoriented on the field of play, he's playing way out of 
position", he said. "Maybe he thinks he's on our teamH' 

Mr Corkill said it was Mr Greiner who had attempted to "move 
the goalposts" with his 'New Environmentalism' statement 
released earlier this year. 

"Mr Greiner has reneged on his 'social contract' with future 
generations of NSW citizens, . made when the Wilderness Act 
passed into law with the support of both Coalition parties in 
1987", he said. "Not once has he honoured this contract". 

Mr Greiner had claimed in a media conference following the 
Cabinet decision that the government was bound to honour a 
'social contract' entered into by the then Wran government to 
permit logging in the Washpool and Billilimbra State Forests. 

"Why is Cabinet bound by a decision made by a Cabinet, three 
governments previous, of a different political persuasion?" 

"We believe Cabinet has ignored 8 years of new, relevant and 
compelling information about the natural values of the area: 
* the World Heritage values of the adjacent National Park and 
rainforest which extends into the North Washpool, (1986); 
* the significance of 70 species of rare, restricted or 
otherwise notable plants, (1983); 
• the important Aboriginal cultural values (1990); 
• the .cxitical habitat provided by North Washpool for 
endangered mammal species, e.g. Eastern Native Cat, (1990); 
* the areas importance as pristine Wilderness (1990)" he said 

"None of these facts were known 8 years ago, despite Mr 
Greiner's misleading claim that all the areas' values were 
known in 1982," said Mr Corkill. 

Mr Corkill said NEFA rejected the notiion that the timber 
industry's long term security was now guaranteed by access to 
North Washpool's rainforests and old growth forests. 

"When these are cut out, where will they cut then?" . . .ENDS. 

For more info: Ph John Corkill (02) 2447 206w, (02) 660 3496h 
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GOALPOSTS HAVEN'T MOVED -GREINER DISORIENTED ON FIELD OF PLAY 

Claims that environmentalists had 'moved the goalposts', made 
by Premier Greiner in announcing Cabinet's decisions to 
refuse wilderness protection for North Washpool and permit 
logging, were tQday rejected by North East Forest Alliance. 

"Our goals are the same now as they were ten years ago - an 
end to tainforest logging, now!; protection of the remaining 
wilderness areas; protection of representative samples of all 
native flora and fauna in secure Reserves; and a timber 
industry based on sustained yield", said NEFA spokesman, Mr 
John Corkill. 

"Cabinets decision fails to met any of these goals. If Mr 
Greiner thinks the goalposts have moved its because he's 
disoriented on the field of play, he's playing way out of 
position", he said. "Maybe he thinks he's on our team!'t 

Mr Corkill said it was Mr Greiner who had attempted to "move 
the goalposts" with his -'New Environmentalism' statement 
released earlier this year. 

"Mr Greiner has reneged on his 'social contract' with future 
generations of NSW citizens, made when the Wilderness Act 
passed into law with the support of both Coalition parties in 
1987", he said. "Not once has he honoured this contract". 

Mr Greiner had claimed in a media conference following the 
Cabinet decision that the government was bound to honour a 
'social contract.' entered into by the then Wran government to 
permit logging in the Washpool and Billilimbra State Forests. 

"Why is Cabinet bound by a decision made by a Cabinet, three 
governments previous, of a different political persuasion?" 

"We believe Cabinet has ignored 8 years of new, relevant and 
compelling information about the natural values of the area: 
* the World Heritage values of the adjacent National Park and 
rainforest which extends into the North Washpool, (1986); 
* the significance of 70 species of rare, restricted or 
otherwise notable plants, (1983); 
• the important Aboriginal cultural values (1990); 
• the critical habitat provided by North Washpool for 
endangered mammal species, e.g. Eastern Native Cat, (1990); 
* the areas importance as pristine Wilderness (1990)" he said 

"None of these facts were known 8 years ago, despite Mr 
Greiner's misleading claim that all the areas' values were 
known in 1982," said Mr Corkill. 

Mr Corkill said NEFA rejected the notion that the timber 
industry's long term security was now guaranteed by access to 
North Washpool's rainforests and old growth forests. 

"When these are cut out, where will they cut then?" .. .ENDS. 

For more info: Ph John Corkill (02) 2447 206w, (02) 660 3496h 
SYDNEY: NSW Envirorul%bnt Centre, 39 George St. The Rocks, 2000. Ph. 02 2474 206, Ex 02 2475 945 
LISMORE:The Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc. 88A Keen St, Lisniore. 2480. Ph 066 213 278, Fx 066 219 420 



NORTH WASHPOOL FORESTS - FACt SHEET - SEPTEMBER 1990 

Time is running out for the unprotected rainforests & old-growth forests 
of North Washpool, 70 km north-west of Graf ton: 

State Cabinet HAS DECIDED to permit logging of this pristine wilderness - 
one of the few remaining large areas of undisturbed native forest in North-
east N.S.W. 

The Washpool forests contain the renowned Coachwood (Ceratopetalum 
apetalum) rainforests or the Willowie scrUb, the largest forest of this 
type in the world. A richness or vegetation communities from warm 
temperate to sub-tropical rainforests & eucalypt doftiinated wet 
scierophyll forests combine with fern & palm fringed creeks to form a 
wilderness almost totally devoid of human interference, feral predators & 
noxious weeds. 	 H 

In 1982, 28,000 hectares of these forests were declared National Park by 
the then Wran government. However, in a cynical decision to appease local 
timber & political interests, the Park boundaries were arbitrarily drawn 
to exclude approximately 7,000 hectares or the Northern Washpool forests 
into which the Coachwood rainforests extend. In 1986 in recognition of 
its International biological significance, the existing Washpool National 
Park was listed as part of N.S.W.'s World Heritage Ráinforest Area. 

Due to the pristine nature of the larger Washpool wilderness, a rich 
diversity of flora & fauna has remained intact. Rare & threatened .species 
of fauna include the Powerful Owl, the Albert Lyrebird, Eastern Native 
Cat, Parma & Brush-tailed Wallabies, Long -nosed Potoroo & Rufous Rat-
kangaroo. Very little is known about the areSs reptile, amphibian & 
invertebrate popUlations. Over 500 different plar'it species have been 
recorded, 70 of which are regarded as either rare, restricted or 
geographically significant. 

In additiOnNortb Washpool contains the two undisturbed water• 
catchments of Desert &. upper Malara Creeks, and areas of sacred & 
historical significance.to the local Bundajalung &Jakumbal aboriginal 
communities.. 



The N.S.W. Wilderness Act was passed in 1987 wltft the Unanimous support 
or the Liberal & National parties, however to date it has not been used to 
implement any new reserves. 

in January 1989, soon after a nomination from the Wilderness Society to 
protect North Washpool, the Fores.try Commission began pushing new. 
logging roads iiito the area )  despite the availability of alternative 
hardwood & rainforest understory resources outside the forests under 
nomination. 

Only blockades & legal actions by local conservationists highlighting the 
inadequate & out of date Environmental Impact Statements & logging 
practices belOg used by the Forestry Commission have prevented further 
Incursions. 

Last month, the.new State Minister for Resources, Mr. West, declared a 4 
week moratorium on logging activity in North Washpool to permit National 
Parks & Wildlife Service assessment of the Wilderness values of the area. 
This arrangement expires on Friday 7th September, so only concerted 

,action from environment & political groups and the general public will 
convincethe Greiner government to satisfactorily protect these important 
forests. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

Write or Fax letters to - 

The Premier, Mr. Nick Greiner(02) 231 1110 
The Minister for Resourcs, Mr. Garry West (02) 251 1442 

All c/- Parliament House, Macquarie Street, Sydney, 2000 

Produced by the Forest Campaign Group of the Australian Conservation 
Foundation (ACE), (02) 247 4285 

For MORE INFORMATION please contact - 

The Nature Conservation Council (02) 247 2228 
The Wilderness Society (02) 267 7929 



NEWS RELEASE - FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH - 6.9.1990 

GOALPOSTS HAVEN'T MOVED -GREINER DISORIENTED ON FIELD OF PLAY 

Claims that environmentalists had 'moved the goalposts'; made 
by Premier Greiner in announcing Cabinet's decisions to 
refuse wilderness protection for North Washpool and permit 
logging, were today rejected by North East Forest Alliance. 

"If Mr Greiner thinks the goalposts have moved its because 
he's disoriented on the field of play, he's playing way out 
of position", he said. "Maybe he thinks he's on our team!" 

"Our goals are the same now as they were ten years ago - an 
end to rainforest logging, now!; protection of the remaining 
wilderness areas; protection of representative samples of all 
native flora and fauna in secure Reserves; and a timber 
industry based on sustained yield", said NEFA spokesman, Mr 
John Corkill. "Cabinet has failed to meet any of these goals" 

Mr Corkill said it was Mr Greiner who had attempted to "move 
the goalposts" with his 'New Environmentalism' statement 
released earlier this year. 

"Mr Greiner has reneged on his 'social contract' with future 
generations of NSW citizens, made when the Wilderness Act 
passed into law with the support of both Coalition parties in 
1987", he said. "Not once has he honoured this contract". 

Mr Greiner had claimed in a media conference following the 
Cabinet decision that the government was bound to honour a 
'social contract' entered into by the then Wran government to 
permit logging in the Washpool and Billilimbra State Forests. 

"Why is Cabinet bound by a decision made by a Cabinet, three 
governments previous, of a different political persuasion?" 

"We believe Cabinet has ignored 8 years of new, relevant and 
cothpelling information about the natural values of the area: 
* the World Heritage values of the adjacent National Park and 
rainforest which extends into the North Washpool, (1986); 
* the significance of 70 species of rare, restricted or 
otherwise notable plants, (1983); 
• the important Aboriginal cultural values (1990); 
• the critical habitat provided by North Washpool for 
endangered mammal species, e.g. Eastern Native Cat, (1990); 
. the areas importance as pristine wilderness (1990)" he said 

"None of these facts were known 8 years ago, despite Mr 
Greiner's misleading claim that all the areas' values were 
known in 1982," said Mr Corkill. 

Mr Corkill said NEFA rejected the notion that the timber 
industry's long term security was now guaranteed by access to 
North Washpool's rainforests and old growth forests. 

"When these are cut out, where will they cut then?" . . .ENDS. 

For more info: Ph John Corkill (02) 2447 206w, (02) 660 3496h 
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5 september 1990 

Deir Ptvi.Jc.':, 

Wafl)poolwjldern 

Tho tJV'r ojr. . :uciaty wishes to record its dir 	tji.ri. .j. 	e,iørnay with the failure p:utzr: I'n :.iicSrnggs yesterday, 

ext:eme 
of NSW Cabinet to 

ka tic rrJ, .;;jrl Cornrilunity organination in Australia solely 
piotection of wild and natural places, we 
aa a disaster for the environment at a stEca. 	t'ti'.. crd international level. 

9i ctre 	
cr'ncorned that Your90Vernmentla treatment of all 

wilderness assessments to date 
:,I3a and Washpool} has undermined all confidence ' 	 g coinmithent to the Wilderness Act, which you 

your explanation of the decision was •'r;r•:. 	c 	a 'coejal contract', when its effect is to 
of th rego'ember inMtr. 	to fulfil c: 	cchcd in 1982, The Wran Government decision rr.iL: 'I tii aict-year industry transition program, to eno 'n 'r 	rLt2try repoltded to public concern by moving out of t}ic;.,o fcrcj, 

T2t period will expire next month, without any c'n th itutry's pan.. 

Thic d ±)Mian vindicates our level of caution Wit , On Sunday 24th Has, aco, YOU attempted to placate public concern by 
tQP place a moratorium over some native forests in lwrthcz1 )!eW. 

Th& oif0c4-  of yesterday•g decision is to put the clock back on 
proLctjon acroas Australia. Australia's ability 

to nøei: protection of native forests internationally, such as thosc, of Mdlayaf a and the Amazon, is now further compromised by 
your got'ornn'3 andorseient of the logging of rainforest 
wjlc]p3 ttjthin our own borders. 

The W' 160"000  Society  seeks 
hops that these concerns can ae 

Yours sincerely, 

flk 
Richard Leclgar 
Director 

meet with you urgently in the 
addressed, 

CC Mr Carry West MLA 
Mr Tim Moore MbA 
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PRESS RELASB 

State Counci' 
P.O. Box A96 
Sydney South 2000 
Telephone: (02) 264 7994 
Facsimile: (02) 264 7160 

National Parks bctiy rejects logging of Washpool State Forests 

The National Parks Association of !'ISW stands firmly behind the NSW Minister 
for the Environment, Mr Tim Moore, 'on his proposal to protect the 
outstanding Codotwood rainforests of North Washpool, to the west of Grafton. 
The Creinet-  Government's rejection of its own Environment Minister's 

proposal to add thO North Washpool and flhllilimbra State Forests to the 

World tteritage washpool National Park, in favour of logging has appalled the 
Association. 

Mr Peter Morgan, fron IqPA's Crafton-based Clarence Valley Branch, and NPA 
immediatc pan President, has condemned the State Government's decision. 

'It is quite clear from this rejection that no teal consideration has been 

givon to the assessment and recommendations for the North Washpool 

Wilderneos ra the National Parks and Wildlife Service, the only government 

authority in the state skilled in the protection of nature conoervat ion 
values 0 , Mr Morgan said today. 

'The credibility of the Greiner Government as environmental managers has 

been comiletely shattered with the decision to log the North Washpool 
Wilderness. 0  

'This is the first time the Miltitter for the £nvirorunent, Tim Moore has 

taken a strong stand on a significant issue outside Sydney and he has been 

deserted by his Liberal Patty colleagues.' 

'The Premier's moratorium on the sell-off of Crown lands last month was a 

welcome decision, but it appears that some factions in the coalition 
Government are determined to destroy every national park proposal in a 

desperate and futile effort to prop up our declining forestry industry. With 

this latest decision, the Nationals have restored their ascendancy over the 

Liberal Part:' in the management of the States diminishing natural areas and 

the future of the natural environment looks as bleak as ever', he said. 

'It is time for Mr Greiner put aa end to his Government's environmental 

thuggery and reform it into a government with vision by making the proper 

decisions to conserve our natural resources for future generations,' 

Contacti John Clarke, Acting Director (02) 264 7994 (w), (02) 744 1916 (1,) 
Peter Morgan (066) 42 4579 

r 	- 	- 



TflAL ASDWATVON OF FOREST INDUSTRIES LTD. 

P3sirnfle:(39) 273 368 SQptemb; 1990 	. 	 ( 00) am 2483 . 

The nxegutii 
Mfl uncel the indusuy'c ouYport for the Inaugural September '1. National 

"Government's around Austialja are faced, rtsht now, with six decisions which affect our fttures. We want to mske stwt they et  them right, for the sake of both our forests and our country 1 "h said.The daeieiofls pending in the next few weeks are: 
* the futuro of 1h3 South East forests of NSW; 

Prase: Island in Queensland; 

* national ewne logclna in Last Gippsland; 
1og1ng in northern NSW: 

Tnsmanio) tirnb thdustry strategy; 
S 

Dr Bain &id thô ii4titry had already been squee2ed down to les.s than 30 per cent of Austra!ia'u pub!Thly-own4 native forests,We  canrt afford to los, any more. "Our forests are being 
sustalnably mnwcd to both produce timber end to maintain the ecological values of the forest," ho gaid, 

But littlo by ifttteghe area we hatvest has been drastically reduced,The community deserves a proper balari e2 prsewod and disturbed forests. This mean that, at some stage, we must 
deczde thae cnouh In enough. We believe that stage has now been reached, but we are still being pre3u?od to lock up foresto on all fronts, "  

National Timber SoUdarity Day would demonstrate that the forest industry was unitS on this issue in cities and town aoun4 Australia. 

"For two hours. from 9am to 11am - the entire lndustrywlll unite in suppón of those who are under thtaat rltht now, and those who.maybe under threat In the future," he said, 
This would include close-downs, blàckades of highways, rallies and stands in timber towns, 
banner disp?ay, ibrott tours,and public isttrmation programs, 

"THe will be the first time in the industry's history that such a sense of solidarity has been 
demongrated. 	 . 	. 

5Out message is that  our forests tire well managed and neither the community nor the  economy can afford to AllOw a campaigit of misinformation to squeeze our industry any further," 
For Anther informatiom Peter Perkins (O'j 273 2483, AR (06)251 $540or Teresa Mannlx (06) 
273 2483, Ali (06) 297 7935, 

Industry House . 	
. 	 Queen Victoda Terqace National CIrcu,t 	 . 	

2600 
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TUEBDAY 4 OflSmEg 1990; 

The 141160enbc Cociety t4ay coñdgnrned th NOW Cabinet • 000110 to  Open up. to ;lpig Ôñé  of the State's last 
ootc, e'r'a±flor,st of World $ritage 

In thO kats 4 x north-east, 

A. J. Ez'àyaáSd, "tosys deàiejon not to. p?otot •t!io 1I 01001 wSderneam flies in. the face at an • bcientujc koI1loddo 	 about thi • thlvli?onnlQht,u 	 •• 	. 

'Tho broinoir OoVothjnrjnt $e ignored a two year asesasment by the Notjoo1 olo 	Wildljf.g@*vjce the[lftstorjc t'GCQnflofl6atj011 og I vironmont: Minister TiM, Moore 1  and unSvoroc, coaupunity ;  cona 	e$t the ion Of our wild 'native 

"ThSc 

 

obbohine 4edic4on roVeg that the tsaegh end burtil montciity.cthQ 118tiona Party continues to drive the 
Goinor 06vornmot'0 a!t."Mr Brqwn aajd. 	. 

Tho W.1dotnoQQ ooiøty. wPjz is Auetrazs,'m only natioza1 
community Orpnioctjon wbrkjn soisly for the pro;ection of wild and tlutunl Places, prbmia to.cont.nue the Waehpocg, compj 	ft.to coUrts, the community, anS throun non- • vSol&nt diroct atidn',tho forects. 

Mr - Oroiner 	bOjnd Premier Wran'o 1982 decion. on tio northotn rainjoraits, is to put back the °flSton2QntQz ]$ 	 an the scientific and 	.. 	 • 1, POlitioul OvQnts that haYG happen 	since,, Thcluding the. World floritQg hating Cf:theare; andthe Government's Own &uart of
.  tho NOW tfl4erae Act," 

a hirho.jc dto 	ths 1.32 decSainaa a CO1flombo tO1OflQ3 	
Qet the ttmbez iidu.oery OLt of rai!nforeato like WOhpoot.- a.deciajo that 

	

41nV. wi4it." 	: 	. • 	. 
to c bluok, y'eojtte eflionmsnt in New South Wa3, - th day e. u i 1 Q1JtSnnocis10 that the community can aeopt flat ior,,' 	Cono.udoa, 	r 
ZtW*i2zc54no1ft 	r 

	

.'r;Aø YScrn, .; 1O):9 7ôà9 	 3Q0 Btlfl h. 	. ortot, 	 (O8) 39Q an. 
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Oovenunent's around Ausuilia are faced, right now, with sic decisions which affect our Astures. 
We want to make sure they pt them right, to: the sake of both our forests and our counvy,"h, 
said,'The deolsions pending in the next Tow weeks am: 

• he ftatura of the South East forests of 1(5W; 

• Vrsser Island in Queensland; 

• national estate loglng in East Gippsiind; 

• lcgglnglnnonhernfl$W; 

• Tasmaitia'; timber industry strategy; 

• topical limbS Imports; 

Dr Bali said the Industry had already bean sueazed down to less than 30 per out  of 
Australia's publicly-owned native forests.We can t afford to lose any more, 'Our forests are boing 
sustalnably Managed to both produce timber and to maintain the seclogjcal •vaiues of the 
forest, he said. 

'But little by little,the area we harvest has been drastically reduced,Tbe community deserves a 
proper bali(n of preserved and disturbed (crests. This mean that, at some $tags, we must 
decldti that enough  to  enough. We believ, that stage has now been reached, bufwó are still 
oethg pressured to lotk up forests on all fronts." 

Witlonal Timber Solidarity flay would demonstrate that the forest industry was united on this 
issue In cities and town around Australia. 

"For two hours. from 91m to 11am - the entire Industry will unite in suppàrt of those who are 
under threat right now, and those who miybe under threat in the fttture, he said, 

Thlswotild Ineludeclose-downa, blàkadesof highways, rallies and stands in timber towns, 
- tanner displays, forest tours,ind public information programs. 

'This will be the first time In the industry's history that such a sense of solidsrllyhu been 
-4enwnuated. 

• 

 

Our message Is that our forests are well thsnaged and neither the community north. economy 
can afford to allow a campaign of mlslnf&mstlon to squeeze our industry any further." 

Por f\gther infbnnatlon: Peter Perkins (06) 273 2493, AR (06)2515540 or Teresa Mannlx (06) 
273 2483, hE (06) 291 793L 

P.O. Box 18$ 
. . 	 . . 

	 Queen VtOI& ten" 

% 	 . 	
. 	 Canbers. ACT 2600 
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ha .:wixd.rnIs, 80csty tâ4ey candenned ths Un CabineC decision to open up to logging oiie f the Stat.'. list Wfldirness area, araintoregt of World flefltag, eignifioence, in the State's  north-east, 
Spokesperson . 1. Orown saidi •9'oay.'e decision not to. protect the Washpool wildernas flies in the react all cieflSjjc knowlsdds and oownunity,  ØnViDOflneht, 	 concern shout the " 	 . 	 - 

"The, Stainer Governni,nt Its ignbred a two year aslessinont-by the !Jetionfl Parks :e Wildlife service, the historic t000lnmendatjon of Environment Minister Tini Moore, and universal coniqiunity concern over the loss of our wild flatly, 
forçst heritage," 	 p  

"This shocking dedinon ro'vos that the 'slash ahdburr' 
mentality of the National Petty continues to drivethe 
Oikein.r Oov.rnment, e9en4," Mr Brown said. 

The Wildern.,, Sooiety, which is Austra tiji's only national 
wild ari comnun.ty oranueation'warki solely for the protectionof 

ural places d nat , promised to contnu. the Washpool campUgp jn.the courts 1  the community, and through non-.vloient .irsct' action -Sn' the forest.. 
F 	

' "torqr Oret1e'to hide behind Premier Wraps 1982 dscjai. 	1 on ts northern rainforeete, is to put beck the eflv1rosnta1 olooja  and inore all the scientifia and 
pOlitica' events that hay, happened since,. ihO ludind the World Heritaqeljatjng.or the tree, sndthe Government's own support of,  the NeW Wildez'rt.s Act," 	 . 

"Whit, a historic step, the 1982 deciejón wfl a politjcfl comproraiss to create an light -year plento, Qet the timber industry out of raitforeèts like Wflhool 
- a. decieiotj that no longer b.sr any we1git." 

"Tbdy is a b1aok4ayfDsJ%. S*vjto.nt in New gojarji Wajeg 
- thp day of a disntrtjty diciston that the community 	

: neither. eo0t.or.icno!s,. Nc1.8roncoo.iad.,. 	
:.:P.  7VR'$!R INPO$Atxo$t 

Col) laY f6bg w. 	(0 -01 389 8707 h. ..' . . Mn-ret RobertsOn 	
. (18)'380 393. . 
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Mr Hick Grelner PItA 
Premier of New South Wa]es 
Parliament Rouse 
$.XWix NSW a000 

Dear Premier, 

58 Liverpool St., - 
Sydney NSW 2000 
Telephonc,, -. 
Office 02 267-7929 
Shop 02 267-7525 
Fax 02 264-2673 

5 September 1990 

The Wilderness Society wishes to record its extreme 
• 	

disappointmand dismay with -the :failure of NSW Cabinet to 
• protect Washpool wilderness yesterday. 

As the only natiorai community 	 in Australia solely 
conceryied.wjth the protection of wild and. natural places, we 
regard the decision as a disaster for the environment at a 
state, national and internatiohal leveL 

We are deeply concerned that your governujent's treatment of all 
National Parka & Wildlife Soryice wilderness afloessnento to date 
(Coolangubra, Genoa and Washpool) has undermined all confidence 
in your..government'g commitment to the Wilderness Act, which you 
supported in:1987, 	 . 

We are distuzbed that yoür.eicplanationof the decision was 
couched in terms of a 'social contract', when its effect is to 

• endorse the 	
to fulfjl 

the 'agreement' reachedin 1982.. The Wran Government decision 
• provided for an eight-year industrytransj0 program, to 

• ensure the industry responded to:publ.ic concern by moving out of 
these forests. That period will expire next month, without any 
action on the industry's part. . 

This decision vindicates our level of:cau*ion when, on Sunday 
• 	24th May 1990, you attempted to placate public concern by 

appearing to place a noratorium.over some native forests in 
northern NSW. 	 . 	. 

The effect of yesterday's decision is to put the clock back on 
environmental protection acrosa.Aijstralia, Australia's ability 
to seek protection of native forests internationally, such as 
those Of Malaysia and the Amazon,. i nowfurther.compromiaod by. 
your government 0endorseiqent of the logging of rainforest 
wilderness within our: own borders,. 

The Wilderness Society seekato meet wiüi you urgently in the 
hope that these coàcerns can be addressed. 

Yours sincerely, . 	. 

T 
Richad bedgar 
Director 

,1 

cc Mr Garry West PItA 
Mr Tim Moore MbA 

5 september 1990 	 PnatbnarksssociationofflSw(nc, 
Stale Counci 
P.O. Box A96 

PRESS RELEASE 	 Sydney South 2000 
T&ephone: (02) 264 7994 
Facsimile: (02) 264 7160 

National Parks body rejects logging of Wasbpool State Forests 

The National Parks Association of NSW stands firmly behind the NSW Minister 

for the Environment, Mr Tim Moore, on his proposal to protect the 
outstanding Coachwood rainforests of North washpool, to the west of Graf ton. 

The Greiner Government's rejection of its own Environment Minister's 
proposal to add the north Waehpool and Billilimbra State Forests to the 

World Iteritage Washpool National Park, in favour of logging has appalled the 

Association. 

Mr Peter Morgan, from tWA'S Grafton-based Clarence Valley Branch, and tWA 

immediate past President, has condemned the State Goverrusent's decision. 

'it is quite clear from this rejection that no real consideration has been 

given to the assessment and recccusendations for the North Waehpool 

Wilderness from the National Parks and Wildlife Service, the only government 

authority in the state skilled in the protection of nature conservation 

values', Mr Morgan said today. 

The credibility of the Greiner Government as environmental managers has 

been completely ahattered with the decision to log the North Washpool 

Wilderness.' 

'This 15 the first time the Minister for the £nviroriment, Tim Moore has 

taken a strong stand on a significant issue outside Sydney and he has been 

deserted by his Liberal Party colleagues,' 

'The Premier's moratorium on the sell-off of Crown lands last month was a 

welcome decision, but it appears that caine factions in the coalition 

Government are determined to destroy every national park proposal in a 
desperate and futile effort to prop up our declining forestry industry. With 

this latest decision, the Nationals have restored their ascendancy over the 

Liberal Party in the management of the State's diminishing natural areas and 

the future of the natural environment looks as bleak as ever', he maid. 

'It is time for Mr Greiner put an end to his Government's environmental 

thuggery and reform it into a government with vision by making the proper 

decisions to conserve our natural resources for future generations.' 

Coatte John Clarke, Acting Director (02) 264 7994 (w), (02) 744 1916 (tO 
Peter Morgan (066) 42 4579 
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THE SOUTH EAST FOREST ALLIANCE 
Cl- Total Environment Centre 

18 Argyle Street 
Sydney 2000 

Telephone: (02) 27 4714 

Secretary, 
NSW Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee, 
Parliament House )  Sdneq 

INQUIRY. INTO FORESTRY COMMISSION 1990 

'He submit, the toll owi n to the Cornrni ttee, with apologies for 1 ateness. 

The South East Forest All lance isa an ad hoc affiliation of non-government 
environment groups c.ohcerned about the forests of 5outh eastern 
Australia. Our members include major national organisations, the peak 
conservation groups of New South 'Hales, and also organisations based in 
the ACT as well as in the South East of New South Wales. 

The South East Fbrest Al il ance maintains: 

that restructuring of the Forestrg Cornrnissipn and Forest Industry is 
necessary; 

retention of remaining high i:nnservatior value old grov?'th and 
wilderness includbig National Estate areas listed for native I orest 15 

vital; 

the timber inUustr EtUl d be rectruc:tureu to provide re.l anc:e in 

p1 ant a t I 0 

arid export wt:t:r hppng mak:es nol long-term economic or 
en'v'i ronrniental sense 

These point.s have been put fori'iard ty.  a number of our papers and in 
discussions on rnanl4 oc:c:aslons, as well as in auo-'...'sual material and 
p a rn p t'i 1 e ts.  

Your Cornrriittee has heard evidence tr- omn two people associated With 

constituent member ;lroupC: of the Allarice - Mr John Carner - on, Resource 
Ecorujmist and ionciflta.nt to the Au;rralian Coriserv5tion Foundation and 



The South East Forest Alliance also draws the attention of the Committee 

to the recent presentation to the Resources Assessment Commission 
Inquiry into .Austral las Forest and Timber Resources by Mr. Jim 
Somerville. He identified in some detail the very high profitability of the 
Harris-Daishowa woodchip export operation (see copy attached). 
The continuation of such profitability accr!ing to private offshore 
1 riterests suggests that the Forestry Commissi or -i has failed to exercise 

its reponsi bi 1 ity to ensure an adequate finahci a] benefit to New South 
Wa] es when conducting the regular price reviews of pulpwood which are 

part of the accepted contractual process. 

Further )  in evidence presented to t h e ResoUrces Assessment c:orrmission 

hearings, the Forestry Commnissi on revealed in onswer to persistent 

questioning that the Commission has not 1 .
4et achieved a sustainable yield 

situation frorn the indigenous forests of New South Wales, substantiating 
claims bythe Alliance that our old growth forests are being rriined. 
The South East Forest Alliance maintained this failure to safeguard our 

capital is contrary to the public interest. 

The Alliance has also. found the NSW Forestry Conrirn issi on to have little 
real commitment to genuine public invol vemnent. The Commission appears 
to have seen the Alliance and local people who have questioned aspects of 
Commission operations as the enerny. This frame .of mind has 
contributed to the cOnfrontation in the south east, nther than the 
develOpment of innovative options to resolve the issue. The very 
expensive Operation Fedgum police response to the peaceful protests of 
Ynanq hundreds of concerned people was one outcome, of this approach. 

A~ , 

Anne Reeves 
Consultant 
71 August 1990 

I, 
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HARRIS-DAISHOWA (AUSTRALIA) flY LIMITED I 5. 

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 	- 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1989 

Note 1 	1989 1988 ,isl 

OPERATING PROFIT BEFORE .11114- 

INCOME TAX 2 17,390,379 15,715,546/14 

INCOME TAX EXPENSE ATTRIBUTABLE 
TO OPERATINd PROFIT 	 . 3 8,041,775 	. 7,661,883 

OPERATING PROFIT AFTER INCOME TAX 9,348,604 8,053,663 .1 

RETAINED PROFITS AT THE BEGINNING 
OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 2,969,680 	. 2,916,017.1 

- 12,318,284 10,969,680 

FUTURE INCOME TAX. BENEFIT AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1(c) 1,972,057 

TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION 14,290,34. 1 10,969,680 " 

DIVIDENDS PROVIPED. FOR OR PAID 7,000,000 . 	 7,000,000 1' 

7,290,41 . 	 3,969,680 11 
AMOUNTS TRANSFERRED TO RESERVES 14 	- 1,000,000 I 	1,000,000 

RETAINED PROFITS AT THE END OF .. 
THE FINANCIAL YEAR 	. 6 1 290,341 2,969,680A 

ef - .. 	 . 

. 

7-a 	. 7-" .75- 

. /isec.t.,j 	.. .. 
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HARRIS - DAI5floq (AUSTRALIA) PTY LIMITED 	
M. 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 1989 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash 
Re c e ivab 1 e & 
Inventories 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 

Note 

5 
6 
7 

1989 
$ 

19,985,021 
6,836,615 
6, 454, .443 

33,276,079 

1988 /1S7 
$1 

m 
16,882,918 
2,587,936 
7,028,740 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 
Property, plant and equipment 
Investment 
Other 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 

TOTAL ASSETS 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Creditors and borrowings 	 11 Provisions 	 12 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 

8 
9 

10 

6,135,263 
400 

3,258,079 

393,742 

fL 669 ' 821  

6,419,644 

129,085 

6,548,729 fri 

33, 048, 323 5'2 

3,109,621 
22, 669,859 

25,779,480 

3,406., 234 
16,933,832  .   

20 ,340,066,f-c 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Creditors and borrowings 
Other 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 

11 

 

9,492 
.129,085 

138,577 &/ 

20,478,643pg 

12,569, 680(o.5 

7 1 500,.000 75 
2,100,000 •1 
2,969, 680 2-q 

12,569,680 ,f&.5 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

NET ASSETS 

SHAREHOLDERS. EQUITY 
Share Capital 
Reserves 
Retained Profits 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS. EQUITY 

13 
14 

25,779,480 

16,890,341 
= = = = = = = = = = 

7,500,000 
3,100,000 
6,290,341 

1 6,890,34j, 
= = = = 

Capital and leasing commitments 
Contingent liabilities 

15 
16 

5,000,000 
.,500,000 

122,000 
1,500,000 

The accompanying notes form part of these accounts. 



HARRIS-DAISHOWA (AUSTRALIA) PTY LIMITED 5. 

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE ACCOUNTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 1989 	(cont/d) 

NOTE t 	STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES (cont/d) 	-. 

d) 	Employee Benefits 

Provision 	has 	been made in 	these 	accounts 	in 

respect 	of 	the 	Company's, liability 	for annual 

leave and 	long 	service 	leave 	at 	balance date. 
Long service.,leave is accrued in respect of all 

employees with more than five years' 	service.. 

NOTE 2 	OPERATING PROFIT BEFORE TAX 
1989 1988 	M' 1  

$ 

The operating profit before 
income tax is arrived at 
after: 

CREDITING AS REVENUE 
3533,842 2,394,631 	3.0, 

Interest - other 
. 

Profit on sale non-current 
' 	43,851 136,235 -2 

. assets 

CHARGING AS EXPENSE 
. 147,972 131,045 •/ Interest - other 

Loss on sale of.non-current assets 	11,816 - 

Depreciation 
81,098 78,432  'to 

- buildings 
- plant and equipment 881,318 859,317 ..s 

Transfers to provisions .. 
85,752 92,910 Q . - employee benefits 	 . 

450,000 . 	(11,000)(-3) 
- major maintenance 

3,900,000 2,400,090 5 
- road maintenance 

9,272 . (125,953) .oC  
. - workers compensation 

395,000 .  (15,000) 
-. bad debts 
Auditors' remuneration 

42,000 .. 36,000 03 
- auditing . 

29,300 11,886 .e47 . - other services . . 

OPERATING REVENUE . 
82,515,170 	. 74,462,039 ' 

Sales Revenue 
Other operating revenue 

.. 31533,842 :2394631 3-0  
- interest redeived 
- proceeds of disposal of . 

229,991 
. 

293,508 
fixed assets 
-- --------------------- 86,279,003 . 	77,150., 178 (*4 

• C5td 	dWg 	 . 	. 	•' 

. qq. fly 

5cL(NC Paa PE& 	dF f< 	%c/fl •77 2 
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23-33 flIOGE STREE1 

NEW SOUTH WAItS 
	

SYDNCY 2000 

MiNISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

Mr. J. Angel, 
Assistant Director, 
Total Environment Centre, 
18 Argyle Street, 
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000 00. 

SEEp 1985 

Dear Mr. Angel, 

I refer to your letter of 28th November, 1984 enquiring about rainforest 
timber supplies to Big River Timbers. 

Ansers to your specific questions are provided in the numbered 
order prescntcd by you as follows:- 

1. 2 407 cubic metres net log volume, obtained 
from Bilhilimba State Forest during 1982/83, 

2, 2 400 cubic metres and 448 metres net log 
volume from BillilImba and Ewingár State Forests 
respectively for 1983/84.. 

Approximately 1 000 cubIc metres net log volume. 

6 260 cubic metres net log volume per annum. 

The Company has already commenced to cut hardwood 
species and utlilse them In its plywood manufacturing 
at Craf ton. It is understood that Big River Timbers 
expect the transition period to extend over a number 
of years, however, the Forestry Commission has not 
agreed to any specific timetable for completion, to date. 

Yours sincere 

for 



28th November, 1984. 

The Hon. J. Croslo 
Minister for Natural Resources 
Parliament HonG 
SVUNY 	20I0. 

iJear FiiMtar, 

Rio River Tlpib.!n 

	

i 	g tt orquire about the rainforest timber supplies available 

to jAg cve 	3cra 

 
and would begrateful for infomatiOflOT)thQ, 

s 6'iThc. of timber in the 1982/83 quota year and quantity. 

2. 	rcr ourco of tiniberin the 1983/84 quota year and quantity. 

3, 	!" 	stpliQB at present outside araa ib 6b, la (North Uahpoo1) 

	

- 	 L13lQ to Big River Timbers. 

P.Yar 1c:or'g quota and. opo thoir licence. 

yii Mer ibB to switch to nonrainfoSt timbers 
&j etab10 araed to by tM Foroflry &1vn1Q1310n. 

Yur9 faithfully, 

Li P 

ACUftItMlt U?Oter  ........ L 	 ... 
Toth nvirotmant Contre. 
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w''5! 	FO ttCA OOVCPN't 
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E,wCUiVU fljtt)t, 
	
W..A l l

icncct iroüuctzMsociation Ltd., 

p.o. ic QThb, 
Qucfl VSCtOrLC ui14ing, 
S?D14fl'.d,S.W. 2001.  

I He 	f"4k __j 

Deat l'S. icrdari, 

i eter again to your letter of 2nd December, 1982, concerning 

te i'c;.lç oI rnambors of your Association with the Minister for Planning 

0nd Ei\.irc.Cit cnd myself on 28th October, 1982. regarding Cabinet's 
aoinun on :.infozests. 

uith zospct to alternative timber sources to those within 
tsutiunai Parks, t can confin' that Cabinet has agreed that all 

Lt.On,including the posible use of a state environmental 
.;1icy or, if necessary, special legislation, be taken to ggure 

cct u;'r 	i:enativos era made available for loggthg. The logging of 

tct
in all State Forests and other Cro-trber lands will 

tc ha under the control of the Forestry Cotniszion. 

I cjca that assurances are S  necessary to permit industry to 

•y ;tAtiflU3 with those investments necessary to maintain its 

v 1  anii you may care to also approach my co3.leagl3e, -the Minister 
L 	•:- c:nng end ymvironmont, with whose portfolio certain of these 

Gvcrllp. 

With rosPact to alternative rainforest volumes, specifically 

t?aoPO b '01 and Hastings areas, it was agreed that these are to be 
as available to industry on a volume rnher than time control 

previded that an increase in the period over which the volumes 
are tatilised does not result in job losses. 

z will be happy to receive submissions from the industry on 
L'ceth '.±o Rantings and Barington tops areas and have been plQasqd to 

eeivc caverul such cthmisaiona to date. 

With respoct to future resource investigations, the Forestry 

ci1tA.;EiiCfl 

 

will continue to seek industryviews and provide reasonable 

ct:;3ttit03 
2ør input. Again, you may care to approach my colleague. 

tc ;thietcr for p.anning and Environment, on this matter. 

Yours faithfully, 

- 	 - 

GQBDON), 
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28th November, 1984. 	 . 	 23-33 ORIDGE SIREE) -  
NEW SOUTH WALES 	

SYDNEY 2000  

MIF4ISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

The Hon. J. Crosio 
Minister, for Natural Resources 	

Mr. 3. Angel, 
parliament House, 	 . 	. 	 . 	

Assistant Director, 	 . 	 I 	- SYDNEY. 	2000. . 	-. 	 . 	 - 	- 	. 	 Total Environment Centre, 	 . 	 J FE 	1985 
- IS Argyle Street, 

nar,Plinister, - 	- 	...... 	 . . 	 SYQNE. 	N.S.W. 	2000 00. 	 - - 	
Big River Timber!  

'I em writing to enquire about the rainforest timber supplies available 

to pig 
River Timbers and yould be gratecui.cor.inqottietbot1;omthe. 

-tollowing;-t  

1. Their source of timber in the 1982/83 quota year and quantity. 

i: their sóurce 	ber in the 1983184 quota year and quantity. 

Timber 'supplies. .at.pnsent outside areas ib.i 6b,' la (North Woshpool) 

andva1ltble to Big River Timbers. 	 - 

Big River .iimbsr't quota :dcov0hi l r icence. 

S. - Proposais bythg Rier Timbers to switch to non.rainforest timbers 
and -any timetable agreed ,t&by the Forestry Cowidision. - 

Yours faithfully, 

Dear Mr. Angel, 

I refer to your letter of 28th November, 1984 enquiring about rainforest 

timber supplies to Big River Timbers.' 

Answers to your specific questions are provided In the numbered 
order presented by you as follows:- 

2 407 cubic metres net log volume, obtained 
from Bilillimba State Porest durIng 1982/83. 

. 2 400 cubic metres and 448 metres net log 
volume from Billiliniba and Ewingar State Forests 
respectively for 1983/84.- 

Approximately 1 000 cubIc metres net log volume. 

6 260 cubic metres net tog volume per annum. 

The Company has already commenced to cut hardwood 
species and utilise them In its plywood manufacturing 
at Oral ton. It is understood that Big River Timbers 
expect the transition period to extend over a number 
of years, however, the Forestry CommissIon has not 
agreed to any specific timetable for completion, to date. 

Yours sincere 	- 
Total Environment Centre. 
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28th November, 1984. 	 - 	 23'33 BRIDGE STRELI 

- 	 - 	 NEW SOUTH WALES 	
SYDNEY 2000 

MINISTER FOR NATURAL RFSOIJRCES 

The Hon. J. Croslo 
Minister for Natural Resources 	

Mr. J. Angel, 
parliament House. 	 ' 	

Assistant Director, 	 I 	' SYDNEY 	2000. 	H 	 . 	' 	 Total Environment Centre, 	 FEp 1985  
IS Argyle Street, 
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000 00. 

Big River Timbers 

1 1Im writing to enquire about the reinforest tinber supplies available 

to ,Big River Timbers and Mould begrateful for •lnortationOn;tht-. 

.foUowiflg:.. i 

i. Their sourceof timber in the 1982/83 quota year and quantity. 

'Their sáurce bt timbein the 1983/84 quota year and quantity. 

TImber supplieS.St : Pflsat outs S areas ib '1.6b,la (North Washpool) 

andvailSble to Big River Timbers. 

BIg 
River-timber'$ quota dopyof.their licence. 

p 0posa i s by igRiVerT1m5 to switch to nonrainfOreSt timbers 

and 'any timetable agreed] to by the Forestry COIITIIIUIOn. 

Yours faithfully. 

Dear Mr. Angel, 

I refer to your letter of 28th November, 1984 enquiring about rainforest 

timber supplies to Big River Timbers, 

Answrs to your specific questions are provided In the numbered 
order presented by you as follows:- 

2 407 cubic metres net log volume, obtained 
from SillUlmba State Forest during 19821*3. 

2 400 cubic metres and 448 metres net log 
volume from Billilimba and Ewingar State Forests 
respectively for 1983(84,. 

Approximately I 000 cubIc metres net log volume. 

6 260 cubic metres net log volumeper annum. 

The Company has already commenced to cut hardwood 
species and utilise them In its plywood manufacturing 
at Graf ton. It is understood that Big River Timbers 
expect the transition period to extend over a number 
of years, however, the Forestry CommIssion has not 
agreed to any specific timetable for compiCtion, to date. 

Yours sincere 
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ceec0t'  
N.S.W. Forest prod%CcS hssociationt1t&, ADA  

P.O. BOX Q145, 
een 'VictOtU Building, 

syDNEY. N.s.W. 200 1 - 

1711e 
Dear M. jordan, 

t refer 
again to your letter of 2nd December, 1982,concerning 

the meeting of members of your Association with the Minister for planning 
and Environment and myself ón28th october, 1982, regarding Cabinet's 

decision on rainforests. 

with respect to alternative timber sources to those within 
proposed National Parks, I Can confirm that Cabinet has agreed that all 

use of a state environmental necessary action, inclu6ing the possible  
p3.anniflc policy or, if necessary, spccial legislation. be 

 taken to ensure 

that such alternatives are 
made available for loggthg. the logging of 

these areas and in all State Forests and other Crown-titttr lands will 
continua to be under the control of the Forestry Cortission. 

I 
agree that assurances are, necessary to permit industry to 

confidently continue with those investments necessary to maintain its 
viability, and you may carS to also approach my colleagl3et the Minister 
for planning and Environment, with whose portfolio certain of these 

matters oveilap. 	 . 	. 

with respect to alternative rainforest volntes, specifically 
in the washpâol and itastingc areas, it was agreed that these are to: be 
regarded as available to industry on a voltre rather than time control 
basis, prévided that an increase in the period over which the volumes 
are utilised does not result in job losses. 

xviii be happy to receive submissions, from the industryon 

th the stings and Barr,ington tops areas and have been plascd to 
receive several such submissions to date. . 

With respect to future resource inve.stigatioflS's the:ForestrY 
commission 411 continueto seek industryviewsftfld 

provide' reasonable 

opportunities for. input. Again, you may care to approach my:col'leagUO 

the Minister for planning and Environment, on this matter. 

Yours faithfully, 

• 	. 	 . 	'. 	.. 

GORDON), 
. 	 . 	:.. ..Ministetfrtacal'Governrt 

and Lafl4!.. 
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;civeDir6ct0r 	
Msociatiofl Ltd.,  

P.O. 30X Q1450 
ueen victoria Bujiding, 	

J 	-H 

SYDNE'i. N.S.W. 2001.  

I File 

tear Mr. jordan, 	 - 

t refer 
again to your letter of 2nd December, 1962,.concerniflg 

the meeting of members of yoir Association with the Minister 
for Planning 

ctober, 1982, 	
thet'5 

and Environment and myself on 28th o 	 grding.Cab  

decision on rainforestS. 

with respect to alternative timber sources to those within 
proposed National Parks, I can confirm that Cabinet has agred that all 
necessanh action, including the possible use of a state environmeflt&l 
planning policy or, if necessary, special a.egislation, be taken to ensure 
that such alternatives are made available for logging. The logging of 
these Areas and in all State Forests and other Crowntiaber lands will 
continue to be under the control of the Forestry cotission. 

I 
agree that assurances are, necessary to permit industry to 

confidentlY continue with those investentS necessarY to maintain its 
viability, and you may care to also approach my colleague,, the Minister 
for planning and Environment, with whose portfolio certain of these 

matters vrlap. 
With respect to alternative rainforest volries, specificallY 

in the WashpàOl and Hastings areas, it was agreed that these are to be 
regarded as available to jndustry on a voltrte rather than time control 
basis, provided that an increase in the period over which the volumes 
are utilised does not result in job losses. 

I will be happy t0 receive 
submigs ions . from the jndustryOn 

both the Hastings and Barrington ropi areas and have been pleased to 

receive several such submissions to date. 

With respect tofuture resource investigations, the Forestry 
coirMasion #.11 continue to seek industryviews and provide- reasonable 
oppOrtunitiøB f or. input Again, you may care to approach my colleague, 
the Minister for planning and Environment, on this matter. 

YoUr$ faithfully,. - 

(.R .GQRDON), 
niniste ortocalGover 

and Lands. 



a The Honourable Richard Jones, M.L.C. 

Legislative Council, 

Parliament House, 

SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000. 

Telephone: (02) 230 2858 

PRESS RELEASE 

4 September 1990 

WASHOUT ON WASHPOOL 

"Today's Cabinet cave-in to logging interests led by Garry West, shows the 
Government's total insensitivity to environment issues whenever these 
conflict with dollars," said Democrat Richard Jones, MLC. 

"The fact that the scientific report on Washpool State Forest from the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service, which offered four different options 
on preservation of this unique area, was overruled by National Party 
pressure, repudiates the Greiner Government's attempts to project a green 
image for the next election, 

"The Labor Opposition is no improvement. Already Bob Carr has promised to 
allow the logging to go ahead in the Washpool area, only to be contradicted 
by Shadow Environment Minister, Pam Allan, in the wake of public pressure. 
The track record of both Liberal and Labor parties is the same: Much 
environmental rhetoric, followed by cave-ins to vested interests at the 
slightest pressure. What the people of New South Wales need is a party 
with some backbone. 

"Environment is not an issue that will go away. It is the most important 
issue ever faced by the human race. There is no room in modern politics 
for parties which are prepared to sell out the environment to vested 
interests, and the very survival of our children and ourselves depends on 
taking these issues seriously. From the performance of the obsolete 
traditional political parties at Federal, State and Local levels, it is 
clear that they will never protect the environment so long as someone can 
make money from destroying it. 

"The Australian Democrats have always stood up 
areas, based on rational scientific studies. 
reject the voodoo economics which destroys 
today's profits. Only when these issues are 
realistic terms will there be any hope for 
society and civilisation," concluded Mr Jones. 

for protection of wilderness 
The Australian Democrats 

ur future for the sake of 
recognised and addressed in 
the future survival of our 

Protect our Environment -- Use Recycled Paper. 
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Pam Allan. M.P. 
• 	

Memberfor Wentworthville 

Shadow Ministerfor Environment 
and Women's Affairs 

september 4, 1990. 

GOVERNMENT BACKDOWN ON NORTH WASHPOOL 

"The government's decision to log North Washpool is another 
backdown on the environment," shadow Minister for 
Environment, Pam Allan, said today. 

"The Nationals clearly set the government's policy on 
conservation." 

"Mr. Moore hasn't delivered on penalties against industrial 
polluters and hasn't delivered on forests. 

"No wonder he's known today as Old Huff and Puff: the Minister 
for Hot Air. 

"Mr. Greiner has not even indicated the Forestry Commission 
will have to do an environmental assessment before logging. 

"The government should release the National Parks and Wildlife 
Service's wilderness assessment of North Washpool so the 
public can see the basis for their decision. 

"Labor will consider its position on the 1982 boundaries in 
the light of scientific data about the conservation values of 
North Washpool. 

"In the meantime there must be no logging in North Washpool. 

"A scientific assessment in 1983 found that the whole Washpool 
area including North Washpool contained 'the largest warm 
temperate rainforest dominated by Coachwood in Australia'. 

"As the party which introduced Australia's first Wilderness 
Act, we are committed to conservation of remaining wilderness. 

"We also recognise the need to conserve significant Aboriginal 
sites. 

"In the light of such data the Opposition will consult with 
conservationists and the industry to determine if revision of 
boundaries is justified." 

PAM ALLAN, M.P. 	 PH.: 230 2115 

SHADOW MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT 
	

(H) 636 2806 
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THE COLONG FOUNDATION. FORWILDERNsS LTD. 
• 	Wednesday Auguit 29 1990 

The Ron Bob Can 
Leader of the NSW Opposition. 

• 	Parliament Mouse 	•• 
• FAX NO 230, 2804 	 • 

,D,arHr Carj,. 	. 
• 	

NOflh Cdaa± State Poist 	. 	. 

I .  

I .  

The Colorig Föindat ion requests 
0
1arifjoatjej of your 

statement reported in the Grafton Exàminei', that the 
Shadow Cabinet will. not be alter  
boundiries 	 Nprth Coast state forest 

• 
 

Undel' this policy, the forest wi1dernes areas of Mann, 
.Sarrington, New England., Washool and Guy Pàwkeswou],d be 
severely damaged by logging If such a policy ,tere 
implemented cnyour ilection in 1992 0  YO,uState Labor 
Gàvernment would oome under very strong criticism fru 
donservatjon organisatjs 

Pres:,rtjonoi wilderne5s should bet priorityfor a 
political party whichhas,.bujjt up community support for 
it!S conservation initiatives. 	, ,• 	•.• 

An ove'}iaul of the Forestry Comissionis sorely needed 
to enable adequate public review and assessment of aU 
forest'resouroes and forastry.operatjons A.11 wilderness, 
wild and scenic riveri,.recreatjon resources, oatohment 
• headwaters and biodiversity resotiroes should be 
proteted, especially those in state forest boundaries 
and other Government 

of afreage 'y state forest 
boundaries will; if correct, immediately lose theState 
Labor Oprositian .its.supprt.amongst the environment 
movement, including that from Colong Foundation. (It 
would be with,great reluctance' that 1 iill compile an 
article on this inattor for thi next Colong Bulletin'. which 
is to be published by the second wéelc of SSpternber) 

182Goverime.ni Rainforest Dscfsion 

the Colong Foundatjon calls to your attention two key 
elements of the rainforait decision of 1882 as it affects 
theWashpool area. The'Washpooj decision was for a 
limited transition periodand it 
change. 	 was to permit technology 

: . 	 . 

The Foundation understa, . nd's'thai the Labor Govárnments 

18 ARGYLE STREETSYbNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES • AUSflALIA 2000 TELEPHQIqE 274714 

............. ., 	• 
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The Hon. Nick Greiner MP, 
Premier and Treasurer, 
Parliament House, 
Macquarie Street, 
Sydhey. 2000. 

Dear Mr Greiner, 

Re: Conduct of the 

DRAFT ONLY >> 
31 October, 1990 

Commission of NSW (FCNSW 

I am an Applicant before the Land and Environment Court in 
proceedings to restrain the FCNSW from further roading 
logging and associated activities in the North Washpool 
forests being WashpoolSF No 335 and Billilimbra SF No.815. 

In the course of proceedings in the court a number of 
alarming disclosures have been made which reflect very 
seriously on the conduct of the FCNSW. 

Not least of these is a fir.ding from His Honour Mr Justice 
Hemming that there has been a history of unlawful rainforest 
logging in the North Washpool forests. He says: 

"However, it is obvious that since 1982 the Commission 
has approved logging of rainforest areas in North 
Washpool in breach of the E.P.& A. Act. It was 
ultimately conceded by Counsel for the Commission that 
all rainforest areas were expressly excluded from areas 
to be logged in the 1980 environmental impact 
statement." 

"Notwithstanding such express exclusion, the Commission 
authorised rainforest logging within North Washpool. I 
am satisfied that, cntil the institution of these 
proceedings, it was the intention of the Commion to 
authorise such logging in rainforest areas to resuMe." 

Information was exposed in the court hearing which causes me 
to believe that the FCNSW misled the Cabinet, when you and 
your colleagues considered. the North Washpool wilderness 
nomination at Cabinet's meeting of 4.9.1990. 

.2/. 
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Crucial and relevant documents were whheld from Cabinet by 
FCNSW which, I contend, had Cabinet ..1d considered them would 
have had an important bearing on the outcome of Cabinet's 
consideration and its ultimate decision. 

Cabinet was not told that 33,000 m3 of alternative quota 
quality sawlog timber resource was available and uncommitted. 

This information was contair.ed in two reports: 

* 10.1.19.89 from Peter Paunovic, District Forester, Casino to 
John Bruce Regional Forester, Coffs Harbour. - titled 'Casino 
West Management Area, Richmond Range Working Circle, 1986 
Assessment' which indicatec. 12,253 m3 of uncommitted sawlogs 
were available. 

* 29.5.1990 from John Bruce, Regional Forester, Coffs Harbour 
to the FCNSW Secretary - titled 'Casino Management Area, 1988 
Assessment, Determination of Yields' which indicated 21,000 
m3 of uncommitted sawlogs were available. 

Cabinet was not told that the only company logging 
rainforest, Big River Timbers P/Il, would be prepared to trade 
in its rainforest quota for plantation pine timber. 

This information was contained in a memo, dated the day 
before Cabinet met, 3.9.1990, from John Bruce, Regional 
Forester, Coffs Harbour to the FCNSW Secretary - titled 
'Rainforest Loqqinq - Biq River Timbers P/L'. 

These are most serious ominissions on the behalf of the FCNSW. 

Mr Greiner, I request Cabinet to reconsider the wilderness 
dedication of • North Washpool in the light of this new and 
relevant information. 

The rainforest timber is not required and there is plenty of 
alternative hardwood quota cuality sawlogs available. 

Why must the North Washpool wilderness be destroyed? 
Why would you continue to refuse to operate the Wilderness 
Act, 1987, which your coalition helped enact, when there is 
no need to log this area? 

I believe that the FCNSW had a sinister hidden agenda of 
wanting to destroy wilderness areas in NSW as quickly as 
possible so that they woui.d be 'put beyond doubt', and be 
unable to be dedicated in t9 future. 

The FCNSW are opposed to c(6ihg another hectare to National K Parks because 	they areAstiii  smarting about the 1982 
.3/. 
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rainforest park dedications 

Yet according to FCNSW Annual Reports, approximatelj 360,000 
ha.s of native forests have been dedicated since the 1982 
park decision, twice the 180,000 ha area lost by that 
landmark Wran government initativq. 

This is fact which FCNSW rarely quotes since it proves the 
lie of shtinking forest resources. 

Apart from t.heir actions in misleading Cabinet I believe, that 
senior staff of FCNSW tried to misinform the Land and 
Environment Court in an attempt to improperly influence the 
understanding of the Court and hence affect its judgement. 

Senior officers of the Commission appear to have made a 
decision not to refer the relevant and important documents, 
identified above, to the Lard and Environment qourt for the 
hearing of the North Washpool injunction. 

It was my legal team and I who discovered these documents in 
FCNSW files gained under subpoena and it was my counsel who 
tendered them to the Court, not the Commision. 

Certain senior officers of the Commission did not advise a 
consultant economist, Ms Diana Gibbs, of the availability of 
alternative hardwood sawlogs or of the non-necessity of 
rainforest logging when they briefed her prior to the 
preparation of her sworn evidence. 

The failure to refer 
resulted in her giving 
dire consequences for 
North Washpool area was 
not have been arrived 
the facts. 

these relevant documents to Ms Gibbs 
unreliable evidence to the Court of 
he north coast timber industry if the 
not to be logged: That evidence could 
at if she were in full possession of 

Under cross-examination by my counsel, Ms Gibbs admitted that 
she relied on documents provided by FCNSW and on information 
supplied to her by north coast timber companies. She was not 
aware of documents relevant, to her evidence until my counsel 
drew them to her attention. 

Her opinion of consequences was therefore shaped by the 
information provided, or not. provided, by FCNSW. 

There appears to have been a deliberate intention by certain 
senior FCNSW officers to direct her evidence by withholding 
documents which did not support the Commission's preferred 
view: that North Washpoolmi.st be logged. 

- . .4/. 



Because of these circumstances, His Honour Mr Justice Hemming 
said in his judgement: 

"However, the extent to which financial hardship will be 
suffered by licensees in the relatively short time to 
final- hearing was, to say the least, unsatisfactory and 
unpersuasive." 

A serious question arises as to whether these seniot FCNSW 
officers entered into a conspiracy to withhold these 
documents from Cabinet and the Court. 

This is a matter • which requires proper examination to 
determine whether there has been a very serious breach of the 
duties and requirements of these senior public servants. 

Finally, . evidence in the form of Harvesting Plans for 
Compartments 679,. 688, 694 and 695 and the Logging History 
Maps for the Washpool ar.d Billilimbra State Forests was 
tendered to the Court which indicated that logging had been 
underway in these compartments years before a Harvesting Plan 
had been.brought into being. 

When prepared, several 	of 	these 	Harvesting 	'Plans, falsely 
described the 	compartments as 	being 'unlogged' 	(Compartment 
679) or there being 'no evidence of recent logging' 	(694). 

'prima I allege that these Plans and Maps are 	facie' evidence 
to that FCNSW staff have falsely recorded information which they 
.., know to 	be 	indorrect, 	in 	an 	attempt 	to 	conceal earlier 

unlawful logging. 

Aside from the issue' of unlawful logging, the issue of making 
16 false entries arises. Such an activity, making false entries, 

is 	an 	offence 	under 	Section 	45 	of 	the Forestry Act and 
carries a penalty of not exceeding $500. 

I formally 	request that 	you commence 	proceedings under the 
Forestry 	Act, 	against 	the 	authors 	of the said Harvesting 
Plans, where false en€ries were made. 

Further, I would draw 	to your 	attention the 	fact that this 
penalty 	$500 	is 	a 	paltry fine, quite incongruous with the 
seriousness 	of . the 	offence, 	and 	is 	unlikely 	to 	be 	an 
effective 	deterrent. 	It 	is 	a 	classic case in point why a 
Forestry Act for the 1990's is required. 

Mr Greiner, in 1982 the Wran Cabinet refused to trust FCNSW 
and engaged FORTECH a's forestry consultants to report on 
available timber resources. In 1990, it has been shown that 
the FCNSW has attempted to mislead the Government and the 
Land and Environment Court. . 

p 
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You will continue to have your trust betrayed if you continue 
to place confidence in the FCNSW when the community and the 
Land and Environment Court do not. 

His Honour said, in concluding his judgement: 

"Regrettably, there is conceded to be a history of 
departure by the Commission from not only its own 
approvals in the logging of this area, but apparently a 
continuous avoidance of the obligations imposed by the 
E.P.& A. Act. In such circumstances it is difficult to 
have confidence that, tnless restrained, the Commission 
will observe its statutory functions." 

As I understand it, His Honour is saying what individuals and 
groups have been saying for years, viz: 'the FCNSW cannot be 
trusted' 

It is instructive to note the reaction of the FCNSW to the 
judgement of Mr Justice Hemming made under the authority of 
the Land and Environment Co1.rt. 

The Forestry Commissioner, Dr Drielsma, has continued to deny 
any wrong-doing and does not. accept that the 'findings and 
judgement of His Honour on the matters quoted above are 
relevant, given that a full hearing to examine a broad range 
of matters is scheduled for early 1991. 

This refusal to accept the rule of law cannot be tolerated. 

You should not make a similar error, and ignore the 
circumstances currently pert.aining. The serious case to be 
tried in 1991 is focussed or. the adequacy of the 1980 EIS and 
the need for a new EIS if logging is to proceed in North 
Washpool forests. 

The court will not examine the alleged misconduct of FCNSW 
staff in failing to accurately brief Ms Gibbs, the, improper 
conduct of senior staff in withholding crucial documents from 
Cabinet, or numerous examples of mal-administration such as 
false entries, breaches of harvesting prescriptions and the 
like. 

Sir, I believe that you must now act decisively to regain the 
proper management of our public ' forests through a total 
transformation of the FCNSW, lest our public forests continue 
to be mis-managed and unlawfully logged. 

This should be done without the pomp and media circus which 
accompanied the release of the purported 'forest strategy' at 
Bellangry SF. You should not again attempt to portray legal 
imperative as virtuous initiative. . . .5/. 
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The steps in regaining the proper administration of NSW 
public forests must be: 

* a reconsideration of 	the North Washpool wilerness 
nomination and a renewal of the commitment to operate the 
Wilderness Act, 1987 impartially; 

* an immediate full public inquiry into the operations of the 
FCNSW generally and, in particular, its attempts to mislead 
the Cabinet and the Land and Environment Court; 

* the repeal of the 1916 Forestry Act; and 

* the introduction a net Forestry Act for the 1990's and 
beyond, drafted through public consultation procedures.' 

It is my belief that if these steps are not taken; the 
credibility of your government will be identified with the 
credibility of the FCNSW, to your lasting disadvantage. 

The community at large is very well inf,ormed of }  and 
significantly alarmed about )  the ongoing crisis in forest 
management and will readily support realistic and tangible 
changes in the administration and management of NSW forests. 

If you 'do a Water Board' on the FCNSW, as I believe is 
necessary, the public will applaud you for a sensible and 
long overdue initiative. 

I am most anxious to have these vety alarming mat±ers 
appropriately addressed. 1 therefore seek an interview with 
you and your senior staff to be advised as to the action you 
propose to take in response to my requests. 

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter. 

Yours sincerely, 
For the Land... 

J.R. Corkill 
Sydney Area Co-ordinator 

cc. 
The Hon. Garry West, 
The Hon. Tim Moore, 
The Chairman, Public Accounts Committee, 
The Chairman, Backbench Environment Policy Committee, 
The Chairman, Backbench Natural Resources Policy Committee. 
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DEAR JOHN, 

THE EXPECTED LOVE LETTER FROM KERRY PIDCOCK. 

HAVE BEEN ASKED TO RESPOND IN SIMILAR POINT BY POINT FORM 

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. HAVE ENCLOSED AN EXAMPLE OF HOW 

I WILL-WORD IT. 

SUDDENLY THOUGHT THAT I SHOULD CHECK WHAT POINTS YOU 

FEEL SHOULD BE INCLUDED ..... HAVE ALSO ENCLOSED A COPY FOR 

DIALAN PUGH INCASE YOU THOUGHT HE MIGHT HELP. 

HOPE YOU DON'T. MIND ADDING YOUR BIT .... 

C- 
GREG HOY. 
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Yours faithfully, 
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EJ TIMBpp PIT. LIMITFn 	'- 

cc. Australian Journalists Association. 

P.S. It would be appreciated if a copy of this letter could be pas thairn 
- Bob Sanmenaille £puty Ciairm 

- Wendy 	
sed on t

McCarthy, N nbers of Board of Directors 
- 

Neville Boni, Lin Amadio, John Spiller, John Cleary, Prof. Richard Harding and Dianne Foggo. 



New South Wales Goverilinent 

Forestry Commission of 
Forestry House 
95-99 York Street 
Sydney N.S.W.  
Box 2667 G.P.O. Sydhey 

The Managing Direqtor, N.S.W. 2001 
Big River Timbers (Veneer) Pty. 	Ltd., 	Telegrams: Newloresla Sydney 
Trenayr Road) 	- Telex: Forcom 21657 
Junction nih, 37750 (MD) 
GRAflOK. N.S.W. 	260 Our reference: 

- 	 - 

- 	 Your reFerence: 
- Telephone: 234 1567 

- 

	ExtensIon: 	609 - 

L. MoratDJ 

lst July, 1983 

Dear Sir, 

Reference is made to your letter of 11th May, 1983 outlining 
certain aspects of your future operations as they have been affected by 
the Government's recently announced Policy on Rainrorests. Before con-
sideration can be given to the details of future supply it is necessary 
to estahiisWa clear understanding of the Government's decision as it 
affects your company and, in consequence, the manner in which your con-
pony proposes to plan its future operations. 

Relevant sections from the public document released by the 
Government were S 

"1. That the remaining allocation of rainforest timbers to Rig 
River Timbers Pty. Ltd. from the 1982/83 quote year be halved 	 - Vt 

to a maximum volume of 25 300n 3 . The Government will Assist 
Rig River Timbers in obtaining alternative non-rainforest tim- 	 J 
bers during an eight year transition from rainforest timbers. 

2. That the proposed 25 30Dm 3  allocation of rainforest timbers to 
Rig River Timbers Pty. Ltd. be obtained from Area 6b and Area 
yb or Washpool or other possible alternate areas." 
These decisions were subsequently modified through Ministerial 

action to the extent thati 

Areas available from Washpool were extended to include Area 70 

Any volumes of raimforest timber obtained from Areas 6b, 
70,and 7b  in addition to the 25 30Dm 3  may be allocated to your 
Company, provided such additional timbers are obtained having 
regard to the environmental safeguards.proposed by the 
Forestry Conriission in its E.I.S. for the Washpool area. 

Your company will not be restricted to the eight year tran-
sition period from rainforest to non-rainforest species pro-
vided such extension does not result in Job lossen. 

My letter of 10th January, 1983 conveyed this information to 
you. 

_!t?visio!1LGovernmei! _assistance to yo!r_companyasspeci_ 
oto development ofiecnologyand 	i £o aiEFiative sources 

of süiurjeiiEjiin private ownership in order to make up the short-
f11béiüiithi j'iild fIóIIi Areas 6b, 70  and 7b  and the untaken part of 
the Ceemiission's ions  term supply arrangement with your Company. This 
quantity wa 57 021m5 in total at the beginning of 1982/63. The 
"Rainforest Fund" was establiahd for these purposes. 
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In implementing these policies the Commission is prepared to 
enter into a wood supply agreement with your company to make available 
timber resources to complete its commitment of about 55 000m3 at the 
beginning or the 1983/84 quota year. The period or such an Agreement 
would beQ years if the supply was taken at the rate of 1 000m3  per 
annum, however the Cbrreission would be prepared to settle for a period 
of 10 years, it your company chose to spread its rate of cut over that 
time. 

Any extension of the Agreement beyond this period would be 
subject to re-negotiation of its terms particularly in regard to 
resources then availakle from Crown sources and the acceptability or 
such arrangements to the Coenission. 

In providing assistance in the transition from the use or 
rainforest to non-rainforest timbers the Commission would need to have 
more information on the timbers you propose to use to carry on your 
industry arter the Crown log allocation is exhausted. You will appre-
ciate that since there is no commitment to continue supply or Crown 
timber beyond that time, any transition into the use of non raintorest 
species would need to be attuned to those resources expected to be 
available to you from private property sources and, therefore, the 
Commission would see its obligation as supplying you with species in 
the interim that would meet this longer term plan. 

Further consideration or detail in supply arrangements and 
agreements will now await consideration of the matters raised herein. 

Naturally the Commission's local officers, mmd those in its 
Marketing Division at this office would be available to discuss any 
aspects arising in these regards. 

- - 	Tours faithfully, 

G. S. LUOTON, 
Secretary, 

per(.- 



New South Wales Government 

Forestry Commission ofN.S.W 
Forestry House 
96- 99 York Stree 

The Managing Director 	
Sydney N.S.W. 	__________ 

Big River Timbers fl 	
Box 2667 G.P.O. Sydney 

	

y. Ltd., 	 N.S.W. 2001 
,  

Tresayr Road, 	 telegrams: Newlorests Sydney 
Carts Creek Junction, 	 Telex: Forcom 21657 

' GRAFTON, N.S.W. 2460 	. 
Our reference: 31750 (lv) 

• 	 Your reference: 

Tslepho4e: 234 1567 

	

- 	 Exteóglon: 610 - - 	
Mi. o'Neill 

Dear Sir, 

	

	 10th January, 1983 

Ret Government Decisions on Rainforests 

Reference is made to the Government decision in relation to 
Washpool which states in part! 

"WAS SPOOL 

That the remaining allocation of rainforest timbers 
to Big River Timbers fly. Ltd. from the 1982/3 quota 
year be halv!d to a maximum volume of 25 300m 

The Government will assist Dig Rivet Tinbers in 
obtaining alternative non-rainforest timbers during 
an eight year transition from rainforeot timbers. 

That the proposed 25 300m 3  allocation of rainforest 
tinberg to Big Rivgr Timbers Pty. Ltd. be obtained from 
Area 6 and Area 7 of Washpool or other possible 
alternative areas." 

At the discussions with affected industries at Grafton on 
10th November, 1982 you sought clarification of your brushwood entitle-
ment particularly in rggard tg the inferred limitatio of the available 
resources from Areas 6 and 7 of Washpool to 25 300m 

Clarification of this question had been sought by the Minister 
for Local Government and Lands and, in confirmation of the discussions 
with Ftrestry Coimnission officers in Sydney on 15th December, 1982, it 
is advised thati 

the volume guaranteeto Big River Timbers 
?ty. Ltd. is 25 30Dm including the current 
quota year, and, 

any volumes ge rainforegt timbers obtained 
from Ar5as 6 , 7a and 7 in addition to the 
25 30Gm may be allocated to you, provided 
such additional timbers are obtained having 
regard to the environmental safeguards proposed 
by the Forestry Coninission in its R.I.S. for 
the Washpool area. 

It is advised also that Big River Timbers Pty. Ltd. will not 
be restricted to the eight year transition period from rainforest to 
non-rainforest species, provided that extension of the transition 
period does not result in job losses. 

Yours faithfully, 

G. S. LUGTON, 
Secretaçy. 

- pert /1 
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PERMANSUT .4GaICULTCJ 
FUEL. WOOD (7.9%) 

(1.0%) 

NINC (t3%) 

FORESTAY (5.5%) 

* 

MAIN CAUSES OF RAINFOREST DEGRADATION 

• (Qa& Jroin .Wvs% 1983 k PAO, :987) 

SUBSISTENCE FARMING (03.4%) 

Rates of !efr9gt!titt (:91-19E) fnr selectadtrotai ocuttr±e 

000ha 

Thdnssia 0.75 	 903 

Ma1yzia 1.2! 	 255 

0.70 	 91 

c'zr:e: Re;t:o, 1988, ;. 7-5: World 3k. 
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COUNTIESOFCLIvEANDDRAKE  
COFFS HARBOUR AND GLEN INNES FORESTRY REGIONS 

1:25 000 
METRES 	

i 	
KILOMETRES 

L S—I — I— I—I 	 I 
tim 	 500 	 0 	 I 	 7 

State 	Forest 	boundary 	..................................... - 	- Road Underpass ... Overpass ... Level crossing 

Timber Reserve boundary Fence ... Fence on boundary .............................. / 
Flora Reserve ... Forest Preserve boundary ...... - F-F- 	Gate ... Stock grid .......................................... 

National 	Park 	boundary 	............... . ................... - 	 Transmission line ... Telephone line ............... 

Compartment boundary ...................... ....... ....... .Fire tower ... Forestry camp ... Sawmill g 

Forest 	type 	boundary 	....................................... .....Camping area ... Picnic area ............................. S 	- 

sealed surface - first class 
______________ Building ... Church ... Post Office .................... a 	+ 	I) 

All weather 	sealed surface - second class 
Quarry 	... 	Gravel 	pit ........................................ 0 

roads 	loose surface - first class 
Darn ... Waterhole ... Overhead tank ................ —c-- 0 	. 

loose surface - second class 
____________ 	Stream ... Swamp ............................................. _-__._= • = 

Dry weather roads - loose surface 
Sand 	Mud 

Four wheel drive track Landmarkboulder...Cave .................................... 
5nr,dar, 	Can. t 

ass 
Vineyard ... Orchard ... Plantation .................. 4  

Road excluded from State Forest -. 	Contours ... 	High cliff ...................................... 

Railway - multiple track ... Siding ... Station III ii 	ii 	ii o+— 	Contours approximate ... Low cliff ................. 
Railway - single track 	... Tunnel ..................... . 	Horizontal control point ... Spot height A 

COMPILATION NOTE 

Compiled by Mapping Branch Forestry Commission of New South Wales from the standard topographic map dated 1916 and large scale forest maps, 
supplemented by field revision in March 1985. Place names are approved under the provisions of the Geographical Names Act, 1966, with the exceptiàn I 
of Oorooroo Falls. 

Roads and tracks on private property should not be used without the owner's permission. Gates and grids across the road, or absence of fencing on one 
or both sides, indicate that the road may be on private property. 

— -___..... 	
MAP PRODUCED DECEMBER 1986 

roegsr TYPES 

TRANSVERSE MERCATOR PROJEcI10N 

AUSTRAI.INS MAP GO ZONE % 

Height.... lea 

macnail ID era,eee 

TNGN MN 

II' 21 

D.  U' 

V.al nan. at sang 
for 1110 

MIC eSap +03' £ . 

Yellow carabern - Crabapple - Semafrea 
Corkwuud - Silner sycamore 

Palm 

Coachteogd - Crabapple 

My rile 

Myrtle - Viney Scrub 

Viney scrub 

Dry Blackburn 
Site height generally a 30m 

Ory Blackbesnn 
Site height generally 	30m 

Tallnm'wnnd - Sydre-y Blue Gum 

Talloawsood — Sydney Bite Grunt 
Site height generally a 40m 

T,ileenauud — sydney Blue Gem 
Sine bright generally a 40m 

Inland Brush en, 

Narrowleared Wirite Muhogagy - Red Mafregany - 
Grey ironbark - Grey Gem 

Grey Gum - Grey I rn,rbark - kWnig, Mahngany 
Site height generally a Thm 

Grey Gem - Grey ironbark - While Mahogany 
Site height generally a 25m 

Grey Gum - Grey Ironbark - Whine Malroguny 
Regeneran•inn Site height generally a 25m 

Grey Gum - Grey Irunbark - Whine Mahngany 
gageneranunn Site heighn generally a 25m 

2/3 rormn Red Gem - Grey GumlGrey Iranhark - 
Roaghbaeked Apple - 

Sponged Gem - Grey lrogibark(Gray Gum 
70/74 

Sputied Gem - Grey ironbark/Grey Gang 

23 
Site height generally a 30m  

Sponged Gum - Grey Ironbark/Grey Gem  
Site height generally a  3Dm  

Spotted Gum - Grey iruebark/Grey Gum 
Regeneration She haighi generally a 3Dm  

Spoln.d Gum - Grey Ironbark/Grey Gum 
Regeneration Site height generully 	3Cm  

Furnnt Red Gem  

New Englrnd Sarnegybark  
She heithr 25m  generally a 

New England Sgniugybark 

4Th 

Site height generally a 25m  

New England Rlacbbunr nes. 
Site height generally 	a 25m  

New England Blackhetl 
Sit, heigha generally a 25m  

I nasa 

I I 
Silnerlauved ire,rbaek  

Agriculoue.l Peetare. and 	trand  

Sami-cinred  

Rock  

General forcer type descnipniem are gino in Raaerch Net. 11. __________ 
I 	I F nreoi typos occurring on this aieeen .rc ahgwm theta ........ 

Fall forest type descriptions are given in Resource, Report Ne 153 and N.C. File No 15279 
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Is. 
4W OOTh MAIn 

MINISTER FOR TOURISM 
MINISTER FOR LANDS AND FORESTS 

Ms M Robertson 
The Wilderness SoGiety NSW 
53 Liverpool Street 
SYDNEY 2000 

p 

Dear Margaret, 

During his absence from Sydney today the Minister asked me to 
acknowledge your letter this morning about the wilderness 
nomination for the North Washpool area. 

Mr West has read your correspondence and he said he will give It 
close attention for the discussion of this Issue by Cabinet. 

Unfortunately, Mr West's commitments preclude a meeting with 
Society representatives before the Cabinet meeting on 4 September. 

Yours, sincerely 

(U. HERSCHEL) 	3/57 Executive Officer 

Level 12, First Chicago Housc, 33 Pitt Strcct, Sydney Australia, 2000 
Telephone: (02) 2518498 Facsimile: (02) 251 1442 

... 	 . 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

- 	 WILDERNESS BILL 1987 
MISCELLANEOUS ACTS (WILDERNESS) AMENDNT BILL 1987 

SECOND READING SPEECH 

MR SPEAKER: 

I MOVE THAT THESE BILLS BE NOW READ A SECOND TIME. 

TODAY I OFFER THIS PARLIAMENT, THIS COMMUNITY, A HISTORIC 

CHOICE. 

DO WE AS A NATION ON THE EVE OF THE 200TH YEAR OF EUROPEAN 

SETTLEMENT CONTINUE TO DESTROY, PIECE BY PIECE, THE GREAT 

NATURAL AREAS OF OUR COUNTRY? 

WILL WE CONTINUE TO BE UNMOVED BY THE FACT THAT MANY OF THIS 

G 
	NATIONS PLANTS AND ANIMALS ARE THREATENED WITH OBLIVION? 

OR DO WE RESOLVE THAT THE VERY FIBRE OF THIS CONTINENT SHOULD 

BE TREATED WITH GREATER RESPECT, THAT OUR MUCH DIMINISHED 
I,  

WILDERNESS SHOULD BE PROTECTED AND THAT OUR COUNTRY SHOULD 

EARN A REPUTATION FOR ITS EXCELLENCE IN ITS APPROACH TO 

CONSERVATION? 

IN JUST TWO CENTURIES BETWEEN 50 AND 60 PERCENT OF THE 

FOREST WHICH EXISTED IN AUSTRALIA PRIOR TO EUROPEAN 

if 
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/ 	

( 	
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SETThEMEJT HAS BEEN CLEARED OR SEVERELY I-WDIFIED. IN NEW 

SCUTB WADES THE SITUATION IS WORSE; BE'IWE4 60 AND 80 PER 

CENT CF NATIVE FOREST HAS GONE. MOST OF NEW SOUTH WALES HAS 

EITHER BEEN MODERATELY OR HIGHLY MODIFIED BY EUROPEANS. SOME 

AREAS HAVE SUFFERED GREATLY. OY AB.JT 25 PER CENT OF THIS 

STATE' S ORIGINAL PAINFOREST REMAINS. 

AS AT 19S4, 76 PLANT SPECIES WERE CONSIDERED EXTINCT AND 203 

ENDANGERED THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA, IN N. S.W. 275 SPECIES OF 

PLANTS AIC PRESUMED EITHER EXTINCT CR THREATENED. 

MORE THAN HALF OF THE LAND USED FOR AGRIcurn'r:RE IS NW IN 

NEED OF TREATMENT FOR EROSION. 

IN THIS STATE 20 SPECIES OF MAMMALS ARE EXT INCE, AND ANOTHER 

7 1VE ARE. FACING EXTINCTION. 

I Co NOT WISH THE RECITAL OF' THIS TRAGJC LITAflY TO BE 

INTERPRETED A A CRITICISM OF OUR PIONEERS OR THE RURAL 

COMMUNITY; WHAT WAR LONE WAS CoNE FOR THE YjOST PA-ST IN 

UNDERSTANDABLE IGNORANCE AND TO SERVE THE VITAL TASES OF 

SUPPr,YINO FOOD AND FIBRE TO A GROWING NATION. rl  

HcScEVER, IF WE FAIL IN THE TASK NOW BEFORE US; IF WE DO NOT 

ACCE VP Tif F RED ION SIC IL IT? TO PROTECT SOME OF WHAT REMAINS, 	- 

THEN WE MUST suniiY AND P.IGH'ILY EXPECT THE CONDEATION OF 

THIS AND FUTURE GENERATIONS. 

:1 



THE MArTER OF WILDERNESS PROPECTION srnIKEs AT THE HEART 

9 	OF THIS CONUNDRUM BECAUSE WILDERNESS IS THE TOTAL AND ABSOLUTE 

EMBODIMENT OF THE AUSTRALIAN ENVIRONMENT. STILL IN A LARGELY 

NATURAL SJAT.ITQFFERSNO CONCESSIONS; NO COMPROMISES. 

UNLIKE MANY OF OUR FINE NATIONAL PARKS WITH THEIR BITUMEN 

ROADS, CAMPING GROUNDS, AMENITIES, WALKING TRACKS, 	- 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND THE LIKE, WILDERNESS STANDS AS 

A STARK REMINDER OF WHAT ONCE WAS. IT REMINDS US OF THE 

ANCIENT LIFE OF THIS CONTINENT. 

THE GREAT AMERICAN NATURALIST AND PHILOSPHER, 

HENRY DAVID THOREAU, ONCE SAID THAT IN WILDNESS IS THE 

PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD. IN AUSTRALIA, WILDERNESS IS ALSO 

SURELY A SOURCE OF OUR PATRIOTISM. AUSTRALIAN HISTORY IS 

• STORY OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN IMMIGRANT PEOPLES AND 

• CONTINENT WITH UNIQUE LANDSCAPES, PLANTS AND ANIMALS. 

IF WE LOSE OUR FEEL FOR THIS GRAND OLD CONTINENT IN ITS 

NATURAL CONDITION, THEN WE LOSE SOMETHING OF OUR CHARACTER 

AS A PEOPLE. THE CASE FOR CONSERVATION IS FOUNDED THEREFORE 

ON PATRIOTISM. OUR COMIIITMENT TO PROTECTING OUR WILDERNESS 

IS A MEASURE OF OUR MATURITY AS A NATION AND PRIDE IN OUR 

IDENTITY - 

WHAT OF WILDERNESS IN NEW SOUTH WALES? 

ON THE BEST AVAILABLE ESTIMATE IT IS CONTAINED TN 36 AREAS 

WHICH TOGETHER COVER. BARELY FOUR PERCENT OF THE STATE. 

LESS THAN HALF IS ALREADY PROTECTED WITHIN OUR PARK SYSTEM 

AND MOST OF WHAT IS NOT PROTECTED FACES THREATS TO ITS 

EXISTENCE FROM A RANGE OF ACTIVITIES. 

El 



4.  

THIS GOVERNMENT IS COMMITTED TO THE PROTECTION OF WILDERNESS 

WHEREVER POSSIBLE. 	 - 

THAT IS A CONCERN AND COMMITMENT SHARED BY ALL REASONABLE 

PEOPLE. 

' THE LEGISLATIVE SCHEME NOW PROPOSED ENVISAGES THAT WILDERNESS 

• 	 AREAS MAY BE IDENTIFIED AND DECLARED OVER THREE DIFFERENT 

CATEGORIES OF LAND. 

FIRST, WILDERNESS AREAS MAY BE IDENTIFIED AND DECLARED OVER 

LANDS RESERVED OR DEDICATED UNDER THE NATIONAL PARKS AND 

WILDLIFE ACT, 1974. 

AREAS MAY BE ID:N'r IFIED AND DECLARED OVER 

PRIVATE OR CROWN LEASEHOLD LAND WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF A 

CONSERVATION AGREEMENT VOLUNTARILY EWTEPED INTO BY THE OWNER 

OF LAND WITH THE MINISTER ADMINISTERING THE NATIONAL PARKS 

AND WILOL I FE ACT, 1974 
. 

V3 WILDERNESS DECLARATION WILL BE 

-U4DE IN RELATION TO SUCH LANDS UNLESS AND U.N. 	 A CONSERVATIO' 

AGREEMENT HAS BEEN NiTGOTIAT:ED 

THIRD, WILDERNESS AREAS MAY BE IDENTIFIED AND DECLARED OVER 

PUBLIC LAND WHICH IS OWNED BY OR UNDER THE CONTROL OF A 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OR STATUTORY BODY AND WHICH IS THE 

SUBJECT OF A WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BY 

• 	 . 	 -. 
• 	 •. 
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r 	THE MINISTER ADMINISTERING THE WILDERNESS BILL WITH THE / 

RESPONSIBLE MINISTER OR STATUTORY BODY, AS THE CASE MAY BE. 

AGAIN, NO WILDERNESS DECLARATION WILL BE MADE UNTIL A 

WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENT HAS BEEN FINALISED. 

THE OBJECTS OF THE WILDERNESS BILL ARE TO PROVIDE FOR THE 

PERMANENT PROTECTION AND PROPER MANAGEMENT OF WILDERNESS 

AREAS WITHIN T!-i IS STATE AND TO EECCATE THE PUBLIC IN THE 	
Ia 

APPRECIATION, PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF WILDERNESS. 

No 
THE WILDERNESS BILL PROVIDES THAT AN AREA OF LAND SHALL NOT 

BE IDENTIFIED AS  WILDERNESS BY THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL PARKS 

AND WILDLIFE U?EJESS IT POSSESSES CPTAIN CHARACTERISTICS. 

THESE ARE THAT THE AREA IS, TOGETHER WITH ITS PLANT AND 

ANIMAL COMMUNITIES, IN A STATE THAT HAS NOT BEEN 

SUBSTANTIALLY MODIFIED BY HUMANS AND THEIR WORKS OR IS 

CAPABLE OF BEING RESTORED TO SUCH A STATE, IS OF SUFFICIENT 

SIZE TO MAKE ITS MAINTENANCE IN SUCH A STATE FEASIBLE, AND IS 

TM 

	

	
APPROPRIATE SELF-RELIANT RECREATION. IN FORMING AN OPINION AS 

CAPABLE OF PRCVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOLITUDE AND 

TOTHESE MATTERS, THE DIRECTOR MAY CONSIDER, AMONGST OTHER 

RELEVANT CIRCUMSTANCES, THE PERIOD OF TIME WITHIN WHICH THE 

AREA COULD REASONABLY BE RESTORED TO A SUBSTANTIALLY 

UNVODIFIED STATE AND WHETHER, DESPITE DEVELOPMENT WHICH WOULD 

OThEF1ISE RENDER IT UNSUITABLE, THE AREA IS NEEDED FOR THE 

?'IANAG EMEN TOF AN EXI STING_OR PROS ED WILDERNESS AREA. THE 

DIRECTOR MAY. ALSO CONSIDER ANY WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS 

RECEIVED FROM ANY PERSON IN RELATION TO WHETHER THE AREA 

SHOULD BE IDENTIFIED AS WILDERNESS. 
IA 

'I  



UNDER THE WILDERNESS BILL, ANY PERSON, BODY OR bRGANISATION 

MAY SUBMIT A WRITTEN PROPOSAL TO THE bIRECTOR OF NATIONAL PARKS 

AND WILDLIFE THAT AN AREA OF LAND BE IDENTIFIED AS WILDERNESS. 
	- - 

THE NOMINATING PERSON, BODY OR ORGANISATION NEED NOT BE THE 

OWNER OF THE LAND CONCERNED BUT, IF THE NOMINEE IS NOT THE 

OWNER, THE DIRECTOR SHALL NOTIFY THE OWNER ON RECEIVING THE 

PROPOSAL. WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER RECEIVING ANY SUCH PROPOSAL, 

THE DIRECTOR IS REQUIRED TO CONSIDER THE PROPOSAL AND MAKE 

A RECOMMENDATION TO THE MINISTER AS TO WHETHER OR NOT THE AREA 

SHOULD BE PROTECTED AS. A WILDERNESS AREA. 

WHEN AN AREA OF LAND OUTSIDE THE PARK SYSTEM HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED 

AS WILDERNESS AFTER I::/E.STIGATION BY THE DIRECTOR, THE MINISTER 
4.., 

MAY ENTER INTO EITHER A WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENT IF 

THE LAND IS PUBLICLY OWNED 
OR CONTROLLED OR A CONSERVATION 

AGREEMENT IF THE LAND IS FREEHOLD OR THE SUBJECT OF A CROWN 

LEASE OR OTHER TENURE. 

A PROCEDURE INVOLVING PARTICIPATION BY THE PUBLIC AND THE 

NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ADVISORY COUNCIL WILL PRECEDE 

FINALISATION OF ANY WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENT 

THE WILDERNESS BILL ENUMERATES THE TYPES OF TERMS WHICH 

WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENTS MAY CONTAIN. THE BILL ALSO 

REQUIRES THAT THE DIRECTOR SHALL KEEP A REGISTER CONTAINING 

COPIES OF CURRENT WI - LDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENTS WHIÔH WILL - 
-, 	 . 	 . 

- .4,- 

BE OPEN FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION. 
- 	 . 	

- 	---:- 	
1• 

P•NEITHER WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENTS NOR CONSERVATION 
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AGREEMENTS IN RESPECT OF WILDERNESS SHALL BE INCONSISTENT 

WITH THE PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGEMENT OF WILDERNESS WHICH ARE 

SET COT IN  THE WILDERNESS BILL. THESE PRINCIPLES ARE THAT A 

WLLDERNESS AREA SHALL BE MANAGED SO AS TO RESTORE, IF 

APPLICABLE, AND TO PROTECT THE UNFCDIFIED STATE OF THE AREA 

AND ITS PLANT AND ANIMAL COMMUNITIES, TO PRESERVE TEE 

CAPACITY OF ThE AREA TO EVOLVE IN THE ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT 

11UNAN INTERFERENCE, AND TO PERMIT OPLRTUNITIEs FOR SOLITUDE 

AND APPROPRIATE SJFRFLIANT RECREATION. 

THE DECLARATION OF TJAND RESERVED OR DEDICATED UNDER THE 

NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ACT OR UNDER A WILDERNESS 

PROTECTION AGREEMENT AS A WILDERNESS AREA MAY BE VARIED BY 

NOTIFICATION PUBLISHED IN THE GAZETTE BUT SHALL NOT BE 

Rr/OKED EXCEPT BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT. A WILDERNESS DECLARATION 

RELATING TO A CONSERVATION AREA MAY BE VARIED OR REVOKED BY 

GAZETTE NOTIFICATION BUT A COPY OF ANY NOTIFICATION REVOKING 

A DECLARATION MUST BE TABLED BEFORE BOTH HOUSES OF 

PARLIAMENT. 

A DECLARATION OF LAND AS A WILDERNESS AREA UNDER EITHER THE 

WILDERNESS BILL, OR THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ACT WILL 
V 

NOT, EXCEPT AS OThER•lISE PROVIDED BY ANY AGREEMENT UNDER 

EITHER PIECE OF LEGISLATION, AFFECT ANY EXISTIFfl INTEREST IN 

THE LAND INVOLVED. 

4' 

IT IS PROmSED THAT THE WILDERNESS BILL SHALL BIND THE CRflfl4 	 Ti 
PROVISION IS MADE THAT A STATUTORY AUTHORITY, AS THAT TERM IS 

BROADLY DEFINED, SHALL NOT CARRY OUT DEVFZJOPMENT IN A 

4, 
1r 

rM 
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DECARED WILDERI4ESS AREA COVERED BY A WILDERNESS 

PROTECTION AGREEMENT OR A CONSERVATION AGREEMENT UrEss IT HAS 

GIVEN WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE MINISTER AND OTHER AFFECTED 

PARTIES AND IT 

HAS RECEIVED WRITTEN NOTICE FROM THE MINISTER CONSENTING TO 

THE DEVELOPMENT. THE MINISTER MAY 

CONSENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT ONLY IF THE MINISTER IS OF THE 

OPINION THAT THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT AUVERSELY 

AFFECT THE AREA AND, WHERE A WILDERNESS PROTECTION AGREEMENT 

IS INVOLVED, THE MINISTER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE STArUTGRy 

AUTHORITY CONCERNED HAS CONSENTED TO THE DEVELOP1T. 

WHERE LAND LEASED 	- 

UNDER THE CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION ACT 1913, THE QJOSER 
.4. - ' 

SETTLEMENT ACTS OR THE WESTERN LANDS ACT 1901 OR ANY ACT 

REPLACING THEM HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AS WILDERNESS BY THE 

DIRECTOR AND THE DIRECTOR HAS GIVEN NOTICE OF THIS 

ID:NTIFICATIo' 	TO Th 	MINISTER ADMINISTERING THE ACT UNDER 

WHICH THE LAND IS LEASED, 	THE WILDERNESS BILL R!UIRE5 THAT 
Aw 

TEA 	MINISTERWILL CONSULT WITH THE MINISTER ADMINISTERING 

THE WILDERnESS ACT BEFORE APPROVI 	ANY CHArtE IN USE OR THE 

CONliERSION, 	SALLE OR DISFCSAI. OF THE SUBJECT LAND. 
/ 

THE C%MATE NISCELLMJEWS ACTS (WILDERNESS) AMENDMENT BILL 

PROIOSES THAT THE ENVIRONMENT PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT - 

1979 WILL BE AMENDED TO RUtRE THAT.DUE CONSIDERATION BE 

ACCO DED TO THE EFFECT OF ANY DEVELOPMENT OR A9TIvITY ON ANY 

DECL kRED WILDERNESS AREA. 43e3 DEVELOPMENT CONSENTS SHALL 

::# 	

.t. 	

-. 	 •••. t- ' .-. • . 	 . 	 - 	- 	- 	
- 

- 
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/ 	NOT BE GRANTED UNDER THAT ACT TO DEVELOPMENTS OR ACTIVITIES 

UNLESS ANY CONSENTS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OR ACTIVITY REQUIRED 

UNDER THE WILDERNESS ACT HAVE BEEN OBTAINED. I AM PRESENTLY 

CONSIDERING A PROPOSAL TO ENSURE FURTHER PROTECTION OF 

WILDERNESS AREAS BY MAKING DEVELOPMENT LIKELY TO EFFECT 

WILDERNESS 'DESIGNATED DEVELOPMENT' UNDER PART IV OR "PRESCRIBED 

ACTIVITY" UNDER PART V OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND 

ASSESSMENT ACT. 

PROVISION IS ALSO MADE FOR THE PREPARATION OF PLANS OF 

MANAGEMENT OF LAND WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF A WILDERNESS 

PROTECTION AGREEMENT. AGAIN, THESE PLANS, AND PLANS OF 

MANAGEMENT FOR WILDERNESS AREAS IN PARKS THAT ARE PREPARED 

UNDER THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ACT, MUST BE CONSISTENT 

WITH THE PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGEMENT OF WILDERNESS TO WHICH I 

HAVE REFERRED ABOVE. 

A PROCEDURE IS LAID DOWN FOR PREPARATION AND ADOPTION BY THE 

MINISTER OF PLANS OF MANAGEMENT FOR LAND COVERED BY WILDERNESS 	.' 

PROTECTION AGREEMENTS. THIS PROCEDURE INVOLVES THE 

PARTICIPATION OF THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE COUNCIL. 

THE WILDERNESS BILL REQUIRES THAT WHERE A PLAN OF MANAGEMENT 

HAS BEEN ADOPTED, IT SHALL BE CARRIED OUT AND GIVEN EFFECT 

TO BY THE DIRECTOR AND THE OTHER PARTY TO THE AGREEMENT AND, 

IF APPLICABLE, THE STATUTORY AUTHORITY ON WHOSE BEHALF THE 

AGREEMENT WAS ENTERED INTO. 

THE WILDERNESS BILL LAYS DOWN A PROCEDURE FOR RESOLUTION OF 

ANY DISPUTES WHICH MAY ARISE BETWEEN THE MINISTER ADMINISTERING 

THE LEGISLATION AND A STATUTORY AUTHORITY OR MINISTER 

RESPONSIBLE FOR A STATUTORY AUTHORITY IN RELATION TO MATTERS 

ARISING THEREUNDER, 

PROVISION IS MADE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A WILDERNESS FUND 

FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADMINISTRATION OF THE WILDERNESS ACT. 

A REQUIREMENT HAS ALSO BEEN INSERTED THAT, IN PREPARING THE 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 

THE DIRECTOR SHALL REPORT ON THE STATE OF -AREAS IDENTIFIED 

AS WILDERNESS AND ON MATTERS RELATING TO WILDERNESS AREAS, 

4 
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/ 
PROV SION IS TO BE MADE IN BOTH THE WILDERNESS ACT AND NATIONAL 

PARK AND. WILDLIFE ACT FOR ANY PERSON, INDIVIDUALLy OR ON BEHALF 

OF 0 HERS: TO BRING PROCEEDINGS IN THE LAND AND ENVIRONMENT 

COUR7 FOR AN ORDER TO REMEDY OR RESTRAIN A EREACH OF THESE 

PIECES OF LEGISLATION, WHETHER OR NOT ANY RIGHT OF THAT PERSON 

HAS CR MAY BE INFRINGED BY OR AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THAT BREACH. 

THE LAND AND ENVIRONMENT COURT ACT IS ALSO BEING AMENDED TO 

ENAB E THAT COURT TO DEAL WITH PROCEEDINGS ARISING AS A RESULT 

OF I SERTION OF THE LOCUS STANDI PROVISIONS. 

THIS GOVERNMENT, WHICH HAS PIONEERED ABORIGINAL LAND RIGHTS, 

BELI-VE5 THAT WHERE ABORIGINAL LAND CLAIMS ARE SUBSTANTIATED, 

BOTH THEY AND THE GOAL OF NATURE CONSERVATION PROTECTION CAN 
BE MrT. THIS SHOULD BE ACHIEVED BY AMENDING THE NATIONAL PARKS 

AND WILDLIFE ACT TO PROVIDE THAT IMPORTANT NATURAL LAND, 

INCL DING WILDERNESS AREAS, GRANTED TO ABORIGINES UNDER THE 

LAND RIGHTS LEGISLATION CAN BE LEASED BACK BY PERPETUAL LEASE 

AND -ANAGED BY THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. THE,, 

WILDERNESS BILL, OF COURSE, ALREADY PROVIDES THAT VOLUNTARY 

PROTFCTION AGREEMENTS MAY BE ENTERED INTO WITH ABORIGINAL LAND 

COUNCILS. 

THE CGNATE MISCELLANEOUS ACTS (WILDERNESS) AMENDMENT BILL 

PROPSED VARIOUS AMENDMENTS TO THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE 

ACT, 1974, AND CERTAIN OTHER ACTS AS A 'CONSEQUENCE OF THE 

PROPOSED ENACTMENT OF THE WILDERNESS ACT. 

IN ADDITION TO THE MATTERS TO WHICH I HAVE ALREADY REFERRED, 

THE COGNATE BILL CONTAINS AMENDMENTS TO THE NATIONAL PARKS 

AND WILDLIFE ACT MAKING PROVISION FOR THE RECOGNITION AND 

PROTECTION OF WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS AND ENABLING INTERIM 

PROTECTION ORDERS TO BE IMPOSED. 

- 	
;- 	 • . 	 - 	 1 'yr 	.1.t:. 	 ',/ 	,. 	. 	 -- 

r 	3.l..' 	t 	it 	 1 •i , 	St 	-4 	 1 	 •--. 	 4 
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IT IS PROPOSED THAT THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ACT WILL 

PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR MAY, BY NOTIFICATION IN THE 

GAZETTE, DECLARE ANY RIVER OR PART OF A RIVER WITHIN LANDS 

RESERVED OR DEDICATED UNDER THE ACT TO BE A WILD AND SCENIC 

RIVER. -1J SUCH DECLARATION MAY BE VARIED OR REVOKED BY THE 

DIRECTOR BY FURTHER GAZETTE NOTIFICTION. 

IT IS ALSO PROPOSED THAT A STArJTORY AUTHORITY SHALL NOT 

CARRY OUT DEVELOPMENT IN RELATION TO A WILD AND SCENIC RIVER 

UNTIL IT HAS CONSULTED WITH, AND CONSIDERED ANY MY/ICE GIVEN 

DY THE MINISTER ADMINISTERING THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE 

ACT IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT. 

A NEW PART IS TO BE INSERTED INTO THE NATIONAL PARKS AND 

WILDLIFE AC? DEALIb WITH INTERIM PROTECTION ORDERS. 

THIS PART PROVIDES THAT THE DIRECTOR MAY RECOMMEND TO 

THE MINISTER THE MAKIY OF AN INTERIM PROTECTION ORDER IN 

RESPECT OF LAND HAVING NATURAL, SCIENTIFIC OR CULTURAL 

SIGNIFICANCE OR IN RESPECT OF LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

CARRYING OUT ANY OF THE DIRECTOR'S 1WERS, AUTHORITIES, 

DUTIES OR FUNCTIONS R ELATING TO FAUNA OR NATIVE PLANTS. 

ORDERS MAY BE MADE IN RESPECT OF BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

14 AN OS. 

THE MINISTER IS EMPOWERED, AFTER CONSIDERATION OF THE 

DIRECTOR'S RECOMMENDATION, TO MAKE AN INTERIM PROTECTION 

ORDER INtRESPECT OF THE LAND COVERED BY THE RECOMMENDATION. 

THE ORDER TA±USS EFFECT ON THE DATE OF ITS PUBLICATION IN THE 

GAZETTE OR ON SUCH LATER DATE AS THE ORDER SPECIFIES. THE 

- I 

/ 
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TRMS WHICH ORDERS MAY CONTAIN, BE11C TERMS RELATING TO ThE 

H PRESERVflI0N, PROTEIOu AND MAINTENANCE OF LAND, ITS FAUNA 

AND PLANTS AND ANY RELIC OR PLACE SUBJECT TO THE ORDER, ARE 

TO BE SET OUT IN REGULATIONS. 

THE MINISTER IS NOT RUIRED TO NOTIFY ANY PERSON BEFORE 

MAKING AN ORDER. HOWEVER, AFTER THE ORDER HAS BEEN PUBLISHED 

IN THE GAZETTE, THE MINISTER IS RUIRED TO CAUSE NOTICE TO 

BE GIVEN TO ANY PERSON WHO APPEARS TO BE AN CWNER OR OCCUPIER 

OF THE AFFECTED LAND, THE. NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE 

AEWI$ORY COUNCIL, THE CQUNCfl OF THE LOCAL GJERNMENT AREA IN 

WHICH THE LAND IS SITUATED AND ANY OTHER PERSON WHO THE 

MINISTER CONSIDERS SHOULD BE NOTIFIED. THE MINISTER IS ALSO 

REQUIRED TO CONSIDER ANY ADVICE GIVEN TO HIM BY THE NATIONAL, 

PARKS AND WILDLIFE ADVISORY COUNCIL RELATING TO THE 'ORDER. 

ORDERS SUEVIVE FOR A MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 12 MONThS.  THEY CEASE 

TO HAVE EFFECT IF THE SUBJECT LAND IS RESERVED OR DEDICATED 

UNDER THE NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDIIFE ACT OR IF THE ORDER IS 

REVOKED BY TUE MINISTER. ONLY ONE INTERITI PROTECTION ORDER 

MAY BE IMPOSED IN RESPECT OF AN AREA OF LAND WHILE IT IS 

OWNED BY THE SAME PERSON. 

AN CWNER OR OCCUPIER FAILING TO COMPLY WITH THE RUIREMENTS 

OFluq INTERIM PROTECTION ORDER WILL BE LIABLE TO A PENALTY OF 

a 	 $10,000 ORG MONTHS IMPRISONMENT 	 BOT14.  

- 	H- 	 - / 
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OWNERS OR OCCUPIERS OF THE WHOLE OR ANY PART OF THE LAND 

SUBJECT TO AN ORDER MAY APPEAL TO THE LAND AND ENVIRONMENT 

COURT ?AINST THE IMPOSITION OF AN ORDER OR ITS TERMS. 	IN 

DECIDING THE APPEAL, THE COURT MAY HAVE RECARD TO ANY 

HARDSHIP CAUSED TO THE CNER OR OCCUPIER BY THE ORDER AND TO 

THE PURIOSES OF THE ORDER. ALL OF THE FUNCTIONS AND 

DISCRETIONS OF THE MINISTER ARE CONFERRED ON THE COURT IN 

DECIDING SUCH APPEALS AND THE DECISION OF THE COURT IS FINAL. 

PROVISION IS MADE FOR AMENDMENT OF THE LAND AND ENVIRONMF?T 

4 	COURT ACT TO ENABLE THAT COURT TO HEAR THESE APPEALS, 

FIN\LLy, PROVISION IS MADE FOR THE DIRECTOR TO KEEP A 

REGISTER OF COPIES OF CURRENT INTERIM PROTECTION ORDERS WHICH 

WILL BE OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPEC'TION. 

THESE BILLS REPRESENT ONLY PART OF THE GOVERNt1ENT' S 

WILDER7fl35 PROTECTION PACKAGE. 	WE SHALL ACCaZERATE THE 

PROCESS OF 559 WILDERNESS DECLARATIONS UNDER THE NATIONAL 

PARES AND WILDLIFE AQr; WE SHALL INVESTIGATE AT LEAST TWO 
LI O 

• 	 POTENTIAL WILDERNESS AREAS OUTSIDE OF THE PARK SYSTEM PER 

ANNUM FOR AS LONG AS SUCH AREAS EXIST AND THE NATIONAL PARKS 

77D WILDLIFE SERVICE WILL REVISE ITS WILDERNESS POLICY, 

INCLUDI?r, AN UPDATED CODE OF MANAGEMENT. 

BUT ?'XDRE THAN THIS WE SHALL BRING A COMMITMENT TO PROTECTING 

I WILDERNESS WHEREVER AND WHENEVER POSSIBLE. 	WITHOUT SUCH A 

COMMITMENT, 	LEGISLATION OF ANY KIND IS OF LIMITED VALUE. 

TPT Is THD SIARPEST DIST1NCTIO& THAT CAN BE DRMN BEWEEN THE 9 
GOVERNMENT AND THE COALITION, WE BELIEVE, AND WE WILL ACT 

:4 
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THOSE OPPOSITE WILL FIDDLE AND TALK ABOUT "SCIENTIFIC" 

DEFINITIONS OF WILDERNESS, IN A WAY REMINISCENT OF THE 

RAINFOREST DEBATE, BUT WHEN THE CRUNCH COMES THEY WILL NOT 

ACT. 

'1 

I DO NOT INTEND TODAY TO AGAIN TREAD THE HISTORY OF THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THIS LEGISLATION. SUFFICE TO SAY IT AROSE OUT 

OF THE REPORT OF THE WILDERNESS WORKING GROUP. I ONLY WISH 

TO EXPRESS HERE MY DISAPPOINTMENT THAT THE DEBATE WHICH THAT 

REPORT ENGENDERED WAS SO 13EDEVILLED BY MISINTERPRETATIONS - 

A GREAT DEAL OF IT THE RESULT OF DELIBERATE MISCHIEF MAKING 

BY THOSE OPPOSITE, AIDED AND ABETTED BY AN UNPROFESSIONAL RURAL 

MEDIA. 

BY WAY OF EXAMPLE I WILL JUST RECALL ONE ITEM TYPICAL OF THE 

NONSENSE AND HYPERBOLE BEING PEDDLED AT THE TIME. THERE CAN 

BE NO BETTER PROPONENT IN THAT FIELD THAN THE HON. MEMBER FOR 

BAR WON 

ridl  

ON AUGUST 27, 1986, THE LEADER OF THE NATIONAL PARTY LAUNCHED 

HIMSELF INTO THE DEBATE WITH ALL HIS CUSTOMARY GUSTO AND 

ATTENTION TO THE FACTS. OF THE 11 PARAGRAPHS IN MR MURRAY'S 
	1'  

PRESS STATEMENT OF THAT DATE ONLY ONE IS ACCURATE - THAT I 

HAD APPOINTED THE WORKING GROUP. THE REST ARE NONSENSE, 

Lt 
7 	 . - 

S 

4 

'F 	 - . 	 ' 
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/ 

SOME EXAMPLES, MR MURRAY CLAIMED THE WORKING GROUP HAD 

RECOMMENDED THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 48 WILDERNESS AREAS. WRONG. 

IT IDENTIFIED JUST 36 AREAS, SAID SO A NUMBER OF TIMES AND 

ITS REPORT CONTAINED ONLY 36 AREA DESCRIPTIONS AND 36 PLACES 

MARKED ON THE MAP. 

MR MURRAY ALSO CLAIMED THAT FREEHOLD LAND WOULD BE ARBITRARILY 

RESUMED, HUGE TRACTS OF LEASEHOLD LAND WOULD BE LOCKED UP AND 

SO ON. IN FACT THE REPORT ITSELF RECOMMENDED VOLUNTARY 

ACQUISITION OF PRIVATE LAND WHERE NECESSARY AND THIS POLICY 

WAS ENDORSED AND STATED BY THE GOVERNMENT INNUMERABLE TINES. 

A FUNDAMENTAL PART OF THIS LEGISLATION IS THAT IT CONFIRMS 

THAT THE GOVERNMENT MAKES THE FINAL DECISION ON WILDERNESS 

PROTECTION. I KNOW THIS WILL BE A POINT OF CRITICISM BY 

WILDERNESS ACTIVISTS. HOWEVER, THE GOVERNMENT HAS TO ACCEPT 

THE HEAVY RESPONSIBILITY OF WEIGHING UP COMPETING INTERESTS 

OVER LAND. THIS IS ALREADY THE CASE FOR SOME WILDERNESS AREAS 

ON THE NORTH COAST WHICH CONTAIN ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF TIMBER 

ALLOCATED BY THE GOVERNMENT AFTER ITS HISTORIC RAINFOREST 

CONSERVATION DECISION OF 1982. 
V 

HOWEVER, THESE DECISIONS WILL BE MADE ALWAYS IN THE CONTEXT 

OF WHY AN AREA SHOULD NOT BE PRESERVED AS WILDERNESS RATHER 

THAN WHY IT SHOULD BE. UNDER THIS GOVERNMENT WILDERNESS HAS 

A RIGHT TO EXIST. WILDERNESS UNDER OUR PROTECTION IS A 

LEGITIMATE LAND USE. 

I 
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THERE WILL BE AN ENTIRELY PREDICTABLE RESPONSE FROM THE MINING 	'S 

INDUSTRY; FROM THE TIMBER INDUSTRY; FROM THE AGRICULTURAL 

SECTOR. THIS WILL BE BOTH UNFORTUNATE AND UNNECESSARY. THEIR 

LEGITIMATE INTERESTS WILL BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BEFORE ANY 

DECISION IS MADE. LESTER C. THUROW, THE U.S. ECONOMIST HAS 

WRITTEN: 

POTENTIAL WILDERNESS AREAS MAY INCLUDE AS YET 

UNDISCOVERED RAW MATERIALS, BUT THIS DOES NOT 

AFFECT THE ANALYSIS. OPPONENTS OF WILDERNESS 

OFTEN ACT AS IF THESE RESOURCES WERE BEING THROWN 

AWAY. THIS IS SIMPLY SILLY. THE NATURAL 

RESOURCES IN WILDERNESS AREAS DO NOT DISAPPEAR 

ANY FUTURE GENERATION THAT DECIDES THAT NATURAL 

RESOURCES ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN WILDERNESS AREAS 

IS FREE TO CHANGE THE LAW". 

IN THIS CASE THE PARLIMIENT CAN MAKE THAT DECISION. 

Im 
DURING THE LONG DEBATE, ON WILDERNESS BOTH THE PREMIER AND I 

GAVE CERTAIN UNDERTAKINGS: 

I.,  

1. NO FORCED RESUMPTION OF LAND. 

PRIVATE LAND TO BE PURCHASED AT MARKET PRICES. 

LEASEHO'LD LAND (CROWN) WOULD BE CONSIDERED AS PRIVATE 

PROPERTY. 

1• •  

] 
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I 

NO CONTROLS WOULD BE PLACED OVER LAND - LEASEHOLD OR 

FREEHOLD. 

NO BUFFER ZONES. 

ALL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

AND LANDHOLDERS WOULD BE VOLUNTARY. 

THE LEGISLATION MEETS THOSE UNDERTAKINGS. 

I WOULD LIKE TO THINK THE NEW SOUTH WALES FARNERS ASSOCIATION 

WILL SUPPORT THE GOVERNMENTS WILDERNESS ACT. THE ASSOCIATION 

HAS SAID IT SEES SOME MERIT IN A WILDERNESS AREA PROTECTION 

SYSTEM PROVIDED NINE CONDITIONS WERE MET. THIS LEGISLATION' 

MEETS SEVEN OF THOSE CONDITIONS. 

THIS LEGISLATION SIGNIFIES YET ANOTHER LANDMARK IN THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD OF LABOR GOVERNMENTS. IT IS A PROUD 

RECORD: 

AN INCREASE OF 100 PERCENT IN AREA PROTECTED IN THE PARK. 

SYSTEM. 

ONE THIRD OF THE COASTLINE SAVED IN THE PARK SYSTEM. 

o  THE CREATION OF ONE OF THE FIVE BEST PARK SERVICES -IN TUE 
I 

WORLD. 	 Th. 

J.  

E 
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THIS IS AN APPROPRIATE TIME TO PAY TRIBUTE TO ALL THOSE WHO 

HAVE WORKED FOR DECADES TO SEE WILDERNESS PROTECTED IN NEW 

SOUTH WALES - INDIVIDUALS SUCH AS MARIE BYLES AND MYLES DUNPHY 

- ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS THE NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION, THE 

NATIONAL PARKS AND PRIMITIVE AREAS COUNCIL, THE COLONG 

COMMITTEE, THE TOTAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE, THE NATURE 

CONSERVATION COUNCIL AND THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY. I HAVE 

BUSHWALKED IN WILDERNESS WITH CONSERVATIONISTS FROM THESE 

ORGANISATIONS. I BELIEVE THEY ARE AMONG THE FINEST 

AUSTRALIANS. THEIR THOUGHTS ARE WITH FUTURE GENERATIONS 

AND THE FUTURE OF THIS LAND. THEIR EFFORTS WILL FIGURE LARGE 

IN FUTURE HISTORIES OF AUSTRALIA, AS WILL THIS LEGISLATION 

THAT WE NOW DEBATE. 

sc?. 
•%. '*. 

I COMMEND THE BILLS TO THE HOUSE. 

r 

H H. 

(0 
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1st september, 1990 
Mr Bob Carr, 
Leader of the Opposition, 
NSW Parliament House, 
Macquarie Street, 
Sydney. 2000. 

<< URGENT >> 
<C PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL >> 

Dear Bob, 

Environmental credibility of Carr Alternate Government 

I write this letter to sound a clear warning regarding the 
environmental credibility of your Opposition team as an 
alternative government, and your personal credibility as an 
alternative Premier. Its a warning I've now sounded twice. 

If the language and criticisms used here 
you must understand that they indicate 
reflecting, the seriousness with which I 
That this letter goes to several pages 
is much to say on this matter - much 
seriously consider. 

seem harsh or tough, 
a deliberate choice, 
view the situation. 
indicates that there 
that you ought to 

In part these comments are provoked by your remarks reported 
in the Grafton Daily Examiner of 25.8.1990, and in part they 
are based on keen observations, made at close quarters, of 
the Opposition's performance in the last 18 months. 

Bob, when I first read your comments in the Examiner, I felt 
certain that you had been misquoted. I have since had 
confirmed to me by Bruce Hawker and Pam Allan that you 
believe the quotes attributed to you were accurate, viz: 

"he (you) stood by the ALP's 1982 policy on forest 
boundaries and would not depart from that position. He 
(you) said ALP spokeswoman, Ms Pam Allan had 'perhaps 
been sympathetic to environmentalists' but Shadow 
Cabinet was firm in its stance that boundaries around 
North Coast State forests would not extend (sic) under a 
Labor Government". 

My reaction was disbelief, then anger that you could 
demonstrate such dangerous backsliding, such ignorance of the 
dynamics and key importance of the north coast electorates. 

I, on behalf of the North East Forest Alliance, and The 
Wilderness Society people have been seeking a meeting with 
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you since Monday 27.8'90 to discuss the North Washpool 
wilderness assessment, and the relevance of your comments to 
the Opposition's position on the wilderness dedidation for 
this area. 

I 

We were informed late on Friday afternoon that you were not 
available for such a meetings and were also told that you 
needed to be convinced why the ALP should vary its position. 

Wrong, Bob. You need to convince us why we should have any 
fa.th in or vote for you or your alternative government. Why 
should we spend time attempting.to convince you of a position 
you yourself have espoused.so articulately on many occasions? 

I believe that the energy we expend in 'convincing' you is 
inversely proportional to our faith in your commitment'to the 
environment. The more effort needed, the less faith we have 
in you and your Opposition. I don't like 'playing hard to get 
games'. You're either on side or you're not, no half measures 

You need to convince us what possible excuse there is for 
reneging on the brilliant speech you gave when you were the 
Minister introducing the Wilderness Act in 1987. 

You said in part then: 

"Do we as a nation on the eve of the 200th year of 
European settlement continue to destxoy, piece by piece, 
the great natural areas of our country? Will we continue 
to be unmoved by the fact that many of this nation's 
plants andanimals are threatened with oblivion? Or do 
we resolve that the very fibre of this continent should 
be treated with greater respect, that our much 
diminished wilderness should be protected (my emphasis) 
and that our country should should earn a reputation for 
its excellence in its approach to conservation?" 

You also said later inthe same speech: 

"...But more than this we shall bring a commitment to 
protecting wilderness wherever and whenever possible. 
Without such a commitment, legislation of any kind is of 
limited value. That is the sharpest distinction that can 
be drawn between the Government and the Coalition; We 
believe and we will act. (my emphasis again)." - 

These were fine words Bob, and you were respected for having 
said them • because we believed you meant them. Were they just 
Bi-Centennial hyberbole? Are they now just so much Hansard? 

You need to convince us why you are ignoring the World 
Heritage status of the Washpool National Park adjacent to and 
continuous with the North Washpool Wilderness nomination area 

In 1982 when Cabinet drew an arbitrary line across the 
Washpool region in attempt to appease the timber industry, 
what was being carved up was knotn to be rainforest, but it 
was not known to be of international value as World Heritage 
Rainforest. ' 



We suspected all along that the area had outstanding values 
above and beyond timber supplies. That suspicion was the 
basis for the World Heritage. nomination you made as Minister 
in 1985, which was ultimately vindicated by World Heritage 
Listing by ItJCN in 1986. 

It was this Listing which Neville Wran nominated as a 
highlight of his political- career, and which you have 
frequently described as a fundamental plank of your 
environmental credibilty. 

Why has this new information not influenced the ALP's 1982 
understanding of the importance of North Washpool in 1990? 

You need to convince us why a political deal made 8 years ago 
to prop up a then senior Minister, Don Day, has any relevance 
to the ecological imperative facing NSW and the planet in the 
1990's. 

Approximatly 17% 	of the Willowie Scrub, the largest 
Coachwood rainforest in Australia, and therefore the world, 
was sacrificed to the timber industry in what 'Milo Dunphy 
described as the 'scalping of Washpool' in an attempt to 
garauntee the viability of the timber industry, and drag a 
few more votes to Don Day. 

That political deal carved up an ecological system, now seen 
as of international significance, for short term political 
gain. It is irrelevant in 1990, when the survival of natural 
systems is now clearly understood by ordinary people, and even 
conservative governments: witness Greiner's 'New 
Environmentalism'. 

They have learnt a few lessons, but you Bob, as an earlier 
exekplar, appear to have forgotten the basics. We demand 
ecological decisions, informed by clear understandings of 
scientific facts, ' e.g. likelihood of extinctions, the 
Greenhouse Effect, etc., not more political opportunism. 

What I cannot understand is how you can personally feel bound 
by a decision made 3 governments ago - a government in.which 
you were not even a Minister, let alone commit a fourth 
government to honour. 

You need to convince us how the bleatings of the vested 
interest of Big River Timbers, and others Who are pulling 
Causley's strings,are credible, when their dire projections 
of massive job losses in the timber industry following the 
1982 decision have not manifest. 

The industry has significant profits to protect and will not 
hesitate to take whatever steps are necessary to protect 
them, even telling a few 'untruths' - to choose a polite term 

The truth is that more jobs have been lost in the timber 
industry . through big business swallowing up smaller 
sawmillers, through the advent of new technology and through 
economic rationalisationb by remote boards of management, 
e.g. Adsteam and the Urbenville mill, than by the actions of 
environmentalists seeking the secure protection of the last 
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remnants of the ancient forests of Gondwana. 

We know this Bob, and we thought you did too. Why are you 
falling for the same discredited rhetoric from the industry? 
Why aren't you asking where is the industry investment in 
plantation creation on degraded ex-pasture land? 

Why aren't you asking for some accountability of the $1 
million 'Rainforest fund' which was created to provide 
funding for alternate technology,  to assist transition out of 
rainforest logging? Is there •another ALP skeleton in this 
closet? 

You need to convince us why these people who will never vote 
Labor, have such an influence on the evolution pf  ALP 
environment policy. 

Bruno Notaras will never vote Labor: Yet Graf ton people and 
the people of NSW are heartily sick, of politics being played 
with the environment. Just look at the Saulwick poll of 
Feburary '90 and see how people feel about protecting jobs or 
forests. These people are your future mandate. Seize it! 

Bob, this brawl over North Washpool comes at a time when the 
environment movement has made a crucial assessment, at the 
North Coast Environment Council's 'Politics and the 
Environment Conference', Of the policies of the major parties 
and found them all wanting. We are the people who can offer 
something to the ALP not the intellectual midgets'.of the 
timber industry. 

Following' that Conference, I approached Pam Allan and later 
Bruce Hawker, offering to provide professional advice to the 
ALP on policy development across a range of portfolios: 
planning; lands; forestry; parks and environment. I also 
offerred to provide a key liaison role for the ALP s.iith north 
coast environmental and community organisations. 

Those offers were made because your Shadow Cabinet has been 
remarkable for their lack of crediblity or action on environ-
mental matters with the exceptions of Path Allan and Pat 
Hogan. Needless to say, I'm reconsidering that offer. 

Tony Doyle, the mydtery man on planning policy 1  hasn't been 
even remotely convincing as a skilled opponent to David Hay. 
It should be a cinch to outshine Hay, yet given the range of 
planning issues which have generated 'environmental 
controversy, his utter lack of attack has earnt him the 
contempt of many local groups along the coast and throughout 
the Sydney metropolitan area. 
What is the ALP planning policy? When will a draft be 
released for comment by community groups? 

Jack Hallam, as the failed ex-Minister for Forests, has a 
long and bitter history with the environmental movement. He 
is regarded cynically as a hopeless performer who has not 
coped with the transition to Opposition. He is openly 
antagonistic to environmentalists. 

He was so totally 'yes ministered' as the Minister for 



Forests that he did not, and still doesn't, realise it. He 
still does not recognise the Forestry Commission as an inept, 
incompetent, and probably corrupt rogue agency and he 
continues to parrot the FCNSW line. His draft Forest policy, 
despite the best efforts of Virginia Knox, still has a long, 
way to go before it has any credibility. 

Richard Amery may be well intentioned but clearly is not on 
top of the crucial Crown.lands portfolio. What is the ALP's 
policy on Crown land administration? the new Act? When will a 
draft policy be released? 

Bob, your sideswipe at Pam Allan for being "sympathetic to 
environmentalists" is greatly disturbing, since you have 
publicly undermined one of the only people in the Shadow 
Cabinet who have invested significant time and effort in the 
North Coast electorates to build up electoral credibility for 
the alternative Carr Government. Her speech at the Coffs 
anti-pulp mill rally is still remarked upon. 

Pam's media profile and personal credibility, particularly in 
opposing the Causley pulp mill fiasco, easily outshines any 
of the lacklustre performers named above, particulary Hallam 
whose been cruising the North Coast for years. 

Why throw away that 	investment with, such a publicly 
patronising criticism? 

What's wrong with being sympathetic to environmentalists 
anyway? We thought that sympathy to environmentalism was 
going to, be a characteristic of the Carr government? If it's 
not going to be, perhaps we need to understand that right now 
and make our decisions accordingly. 

Pam and others have attempted to stitch up this widening tear 
in your credibility with the claim that your lack of interest 
in the North Washpool wilderness is a ploy which offers 
Greiner the opportunity to go one up, thus achieving our ends 

Do you seriously expect me or the movement to accept that as 
a credible justification? Are you sincerely happy to go down 
in history as the man who Greiner bettered? It's a nice 
damage control line but I won't wear it. 

We've tried to work out why you've gone cold on the 
environment and haven't ,come up with any rational 
explanation. If you've got one - let's hear it, and the 
sooner the better.  

Perhaps your pre-occupied with the federal ALP brawl over 
privatisation? Okay, play ALP factional games, but we want a 
Premier who has his eyes on the NSW game, who can recognise 
the stakes on his own patch when they are writ large. 

Perhaps there's some one else in the NSW ALP who is dictating 
the line, opposed to the environmental point of view. An ex-
Minister still angry at his non-election? So who is running 
the Opposition? And howare you going to assert your control 
as Premier if you don't it now. 



Bob, here's the bottom line. 
Either you commit your future government to being 
environmentally friendly and going a long way, if not the 
whole way, towards acheiving a ecologically sustainable 
future for NSW or we'll find or invent a political option 
that will deliver, even if it takes another 4 years. 

I won't work for a wimp who blows hot and cold and the 
movement wont vote for a Premier who doesn't know where he 
and his government are going.. The North Coast holds the key, 
environmentalism, which can unlock the whole of NSW, you can 
turn it and open a door to new future. Will you? 

I expect a reply to this letter. Not some trite throw away 
waste of paper, a real grappling with the issues I've raised. 
If I don't recieve one, either in writing or in person, and 
very soon we'll both have to live with the consequences. 11 

Yours sincerely, 
For the Land... 

J.R. CORKILL 
857 324 Kevin childs at work 
853 440 h 

proposal 
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WASH POOL 

THERE'S MORE THAN 
YOU FIRST THOUGHT 

NORTH WASH POOL 
WHERE IS IT? 
North Washpool is 6738 ha of land lying on the 
northern border of Washpool National Park 
with the Gibraltar Ranges running continuously 
through the whole wilderness area. 

TENTERFIELD 40km 

NORTH WASkIPOOL 
- 	 OtStrFc 

t 

NORTH 

I WASHPOOL 

NATIONAL 	d 
PARK 

I 

65km  

DI 

EFFECT 

If the Director of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service and the N.S.W. Government 
accept the proposal to protect North Wash-
pool as wilderness, it will more strongly than 
anything yet done, prove the Government's 
already stated conviction to commitment to 
wilderness preservation and the social import-
ance of such acts. 

The means of protection we are proposing 
involves continued management of North 
Washpool aswilderness through a Wilderness 
Protection Agreement negotiated with the 
Forestry Commission. 

If protected, North Washpool will continue 
to provide recreation opportunities for now 
and in the future. 

WHATCANIDO? 

Write to the Premier, Mr. Nick Greiner, 
c/- Parliament House, Macquarie St., Sydney, 
urging him to protect the North Washpool 
Wilderness and fulfill hiä- -government's 
commitment to wilderness protectibn in N.S.W. 

Write to your local member of the N.S.W. 
Parliament. 

Join the Wilderness Society or make a 
donation 

Be aware of the situation and tell your 
friends about it. 

more information contact 
The Wilderness Society 

Shop 2 
93 Faulkner St 

Armidale 
ph (067) 711155 

Sydney ph (02) 2677929 



WILDERNESS AREAS - 
WHAT ARE THEY? 

In 1987 the N.S.W. Government passed the 
Wilderness Act. This allows the Director of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service to recog-
nise an area of the natural environment which 
is of outstanding importance as unspoiled 
nature and declare it to be a wilderness area to 
be specially preserved in its wild state. 

A wilderness area is much more than a 
national park. While national parks are also 
important, a wilderness area is designated to 
be preserved in its natural state, as near asthis 
can be done. It does not mean closing it off 
from the rest of the world. To preserve its 
wilderness qualities, some restrictions are 
placed upon its use by people. These re-
strictions do not stop, and in fact enhance the 
quality of bush walking, sight seeing and other 
activities compatible with the wild state of the 
area. 

The Wilderness Society actively supports 
the National Parksand WildlifeServiceand the 
State Government in helping the Wilderness 
Act to operate and protect areas of special 
interest for the future. 

WASHPOOL WILDERNESS 

In 1986WashpooI National Park was de-
dared a wilderness area. Washpool is the 
largest area of wild rainforest in N.S.W. The 
rainforests of the Washpool region are of such 
importance that those within the national park 
have been placed upon the World Heritage 
List. 

The Washpool wilderness area isan import-
ant asset for the people of N.S.W. and Australia, 
but an important area of land was left out in 
1986. This area is North Washpool. 

WHAT IS IT? 
North Washpool's diverse natural eco-

systems are continuous with those of Wash-
pool National Park which has already been 
recognised as having highly valuable rain-
forests and coachwood stands. 

Within North Washpool are Desert and 
Malara Creeks catching water from both sides 
of the Gibraltar Range. In places, the slopes of 
1hese twocreeks are the steepest in the Wash-
pool area, running into narrow gullies and 
waterfalls. In other places, the creeks are slow 
clear streams with river gravel bottoms and 
large still pools. 

The area contains large open forests, low 
wild scrub, towering rainforest, panoramas of 
blue-green ridges and gullies, still water 
courses fringed with ferns and palms, and 
giant sentinel eucalypts. 

With such a rich diversity of vegetative 
habitat, the area contains a wide variety of 
animal life. The Superb Lyrebird is found in 
North Washpool as are the Long-nosed Poteroo, 
the Brush -tailed Wallaby, the Spotted Tailed 
Quoll and the Parma Wallaby. North Washpool 
is so untouched that the existence or size of 
some animal populations is unknown. This 
adds to the magic and vitality of the area. 
Preservation of the area will permit careful, 
non-intrusive study of the wildlife and habitats. 

With increasing loss of forest habitat due to 
agricultural and forestry practices, the larger 
the area of wilderness preserved, the greater 
the chance of survival for plant and animal 
populations. 

WHY ISN'T NORTH WASH POOL 
RECOGNISED AS 
WILDERNESS? 

Since 1982, North Washpool has been part 
of the Billimimbra and Washpool State Forests. 
When the National Park was established, North 
Washpool was excluded as a concession to 
forestry interests by the State Government. An 
arbitrary line was drawn across the map of the 
Washpool wilderness. To the north of this line 
is North Washpool which has flora and fauna 
'communities identical to those south of the 
line. 

WHY NOW? 
In December 1988 North Washpool was 

nominated as a Wilderness area under the 
Wilderness Act, 1987, which requires assess-
ment by the Director of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service within two years. Within days 
of the nomination being submitted the Forestry 
Commission made clear its intentions to pro-
ceed with road buildingand logging operations. 

The largest remaining tract of rainforest in 
N.S.W. the Willowie Scrub,extends from Wash-
pool National Park into the North Washpool 
area. Logging would therefore reduce the size 
of this, the world's largest coachwood forest. 

If logged, the wilderness value of North 
Washpool will be lost forever, and logging 
would reach the boundary of Washpool 
National Park, taking from it a major protection 
against fire and noxious weeds. 

If it is kept as awilderness area, itwill provide 
substantial protection for the Washpool area 
already recognised as wilderness and show 
respect for the wilderness qualities of North 
Washpool which also need formal recognition. 
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TIM ROBERTSON, 
BARRISTER-AT-LAW, 
FREDERICK JORDAN CHAMBERS, 
233 MACQUARIE STREET, 
SYDNEY. 2000 - 	 3.30pm 30.10.1990 

DEAR TIM, 

PLEASE FIND ATTACHED TWO DRAFTS OF NEWS RELEASE I WISH TO 
BROADCAST A.S.A.P. 

I HAVE SPOKEN TO BRUCE WOOLF AND HE SUGGESTED A FEW CHANGES 
WHICH ARE INCORPORATED IN THE SECOND DRAFT. 

BRUCE RECOMMENDED THAT I CHECK THIS WITH YOU BEFORE I RELEASE 
IT, WHICH I AM HAPPY TO DO. 

I REALISE THAT THESE STATEMENTS ARE DEFAMATORY, EVEN THOUGH 
NO PERSON IS NAMED. 

CAN YOU ADVISE ME OF AMENDMENTS YOU RECOMMEND, AND WHICH KEEP 
THE PUNCH IN THE STATEMENT, AND THE DEFENCES AVAILABLE: i.e. 
TRUTH, PUBLIC INTEREST etc WHICH I MAY RELY UPON. 

BRUCE'S MAJOR PROBLEM IS MY ALLEGING THAT THERE HAS BEEN A 
CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY. 

ARE THERE GROUNDS FOR SUCH AN ASSERTION? e.g. THAT WHAT WAS 
ATTEMPTED WAS A CONTINUATION OF ILLEGAL LOGGING IN BREACH OF 
THE E.P.A. ACT AND THUS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE... 

IS IT NECESSARY TO MENTION THE WORD 'CRIMINAL' IN ORDER TO 
HAVE A PUNCHY STATEMENT? 

I MUST ANSWER BAIL IN WAUCHOPE ON THURSDAY FOR MY ARREST IN 
THE FOREST AT BELLANGRY AND SO I WILL NEED TO . BE TRAVELLING 
ON WEDNESDAY (TOMORROW) AFTERNOON. CONSEQUENTLY I WILL NEED 
TO GET THIS NEWS RELEASE OUT EARLY IN THE MORNING. 

PLEASE PHONE ME AT HOME THIS EVENING 02 660 3496 OR EARLY 
TOMORROW, AFTER 6.30 am AND LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK. 
ALTERNATELY YOU MAY CARE TO MARK AMENDMENTS ON THE DRAFT AND 
FAX THEM BACK TO ME ON 02 247 5945. 

I'M MEETING WEST'S STAFFER AT 5pm TODAY TUESDAY AND HAVE 
ASKED FOR AN APOINTMENT WITH THE CABINET OFFICE- NO ANSWER 
FROM THEM AS YET. 

PAM ALLAN.HAS BEEN VERY GOOD ON RADIO TODAY - BUT THERE'S 
BEEN NOTHING FROM CARR AS YET. 

THANKS VERY MUCH FOR ALL YOUR HELP AND YOUR SKILLFUL ADVOCACY 
YOURS SINCERELY, 
FOR THE LAND... 



DreJ4a 1 
FIRST DRAFT 

NEWS RELEASE - 30.10.1990 

CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY IN FORESTRY COMMISSION ALLEGED 

A criminal conspiracy had been entered into by senior 
officers of the Forestry Commission of NSW (FCNSW) in an 
attempt to pervert the course of justice according to 
allegations made by NEFA spokesman Mr John Corkill. 

Mr Corkill said that it was clear that senior officers of the 
Commission had made a decision not to refer relevant and 
important documents to the Land and Environment Court for the 
hearing of the North Washpool injunction. 

"Those senior officers of the Commission did not advise a 
consultant economist, Ms Diana Gibbs, of the availability of 
33,000 m3 of alternative hardwood sawlogs or of the non-
necessity of rainforest logging given the willingness of the 
Big River Timber company to substitute plantation pine for 
its rainforest quota," he said. 

"The failure to refer these relevant documents to Ms Gibbs 
resulted in her giving unreliable evidence to the Court of 
dire consequences for the north coast timber industry if the 
North Washpool area was not to be logged. That evidence could 
not have been arrived at if she were in full possession of 
the facts," Mr Corkill said. 

"Her opinion of consequences was therefore shaped by the 
information provided, or not provided, by FCNSW. There 
appears to have been a deliberate intention by certain senior 
FCNSW officers to direct her evidence by withholding 
documents which did not support the Commission's preferred 
view: that North Washpool must be logged," Mr Cbrkill said. 

Mr Corkill demanded that the Premier institute an immediate 
inquiry into the operations of the FCNSW and and its attempts 
to mislead the Cabinet and the Land and Environment Court. 

Mr Corkill called on the Minister for Forests to stand down 
all FCNSW staff involved in the conspiracy not to provide 
relevant information pending the report of such an inquiry. 

"That inquiry must hear evidence that Commission staff had 
falsely recorded information about the history of logging in 
the North Washpool area and had permitted unlawful rainforest 
logging. It is not good enough for the Commissioner for 
Forests, Dr Drielsma, to allege that they had not 'knowingly' 
breached the law. The FCNSW has acted recklessly and without 
due regard for processes under the Forestry Act, 1916 or the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979. 

.2/. 
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"It is intolerable to think 
continue to make decisions about 
forests, such as the Chaelundi 
these very serious allegations 
Corkill said. 

that these senior staff will 
the management of our public 
State Forest, in the face of 
about their propriety." Mr 

"If the public is to have any confidende in the proper 
administration of public law these people must be immediately 
removed from the positions of trust which they have abused," 
said Mr.Corkill. 

.ends. 

For more info phone John Corkil 02 2474 206 w 02 660 3496 h 
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OFPA 
N.S.W. FOREST PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION LTD. 

Statement SspuedbrMr Cohn Dorber, Managet - .wswt Products 
Associatio,)B/9/gQ. 

REPORT MISEADS COMUNXTY ON FOREfl ZSSUZ 

On Thursday, 27th september, 1990 the 7.30 Report on ABC 
Television aired a report concerning the North Washpool forests 
on the North coast of NSW. 

Unfortunately the A.B.C. is not sub3ect to the same controls and 
review processes that apply in cotnm.rcial tSlSViSiOfle however ! 
feel. it is important to for this Association to express its 
disappointment at the failure of the "7.30 Report" to even 
attempt to provide a balanced and rational argument. 

Surely it is the responsibility of the A.B.C. to bring before the 
community in an impartial and factual manner; sensitive political 
and environmental questions. When brought before the community 
in this way, the A.B.C. can feel comfortable in the knowledge 
that the consequent decisions made by viewers are based on truth. 

There were many emotive and deliberately misleading statements in 
the segment including the introductory remarks by Quentin 
Dempster where he alluded to the State Government having "sealed 
the fate" of the North Washpool State forests. 

Not only is that statement wrong, but it is deliberately designed 
to arose emotional and irrational feelings, and is a reflection, 
yet again, of the deliberate deterioration of the once proud 
reporting standards of the A.B.C. 

The Association stands reacy at any time to provide factual, 
provable data on th.s issue to the media and the public and we 
urge them not to ac/cept.the A.B.C.'s reporting of the Forest 
issues In NSW as bding factual and/or impartial. We can prove tc 
the vast majority of the community that, on a scientifically 
sustainable basis ' Forestry truly is a plus for the environment. 

ends.... 2B/9/90 

For further information please contact Cohn Dorber (02) 264 1633 
or All (02) 981 4596 or Anna Parr, Media Liaison Of ticer on (02) 
264 1633 or All (02) 9058507. 

TREES - AUSTRALIA'S RENEWABLE RESOURCE. 



New South Wales.Government 

Forestry Commission of N.S.W. A 
Forestr, Office 	 '4 

Mr Ken Gordon 	
P0 Box Jig Malabugilmah 	
COFFS HARBOUR JETTY 2450 c/- Post Office 	
Our reference: RO 1504 Mr Bruce BARYULGJL NSW 2460 
Your reference: 

TeIephone66 528172 
Fax: 	066 528168 

23.04.1990 

Dear Mr Gordon 

The purpose of this letter is to record the outcome of discussions on 
Thursday, April 19 at Malabugilmah involving yourself and other representatives 
of the Bund,jalung Community, Andrew Chalk of the Aboriginal Legal Service, Klim 
Gollan of the National Parks & Wildlife Service, and Peter Paunovic and myself 
representing the Forestry Commission. 

According to my interpretation, the main points to emerge are as follows 

Subject to some amendments that were organised on April 19, the Community 
accepts Trevor Donnelly's report. 

The Community wishes to be involved in the management of the Desert Creek catchment. 	
They believe that the best way to achieve this would be to have the 

whole of the catchinent declared an Aboriginal place under Section 84 of the 
National Parks & Wildlife Act 1974. 

'- 3) 	
The area covered by the Aboriginal place would be managed according to a 

. management plan to be prepared by the Forestry Commission in consultation with 
the Bundjalurjg Community and the National Parks & Wildlife Service. 

An essential part of the Aboriginal place will be a core area, generally 
as shown on the attached sketch but with the understanding that some minor 
boundary changes might be necessary to permit road construction to log areas 
outside the core areE 

No new roading would be permitted within the core area, but there would 
be no objection to use of the existing road. 

No logging would be permitted within the core area. 

The core area encompasses about 1132 hectares or 2797 acres. 

The Forestry Commission agrees to shift the existing road, if possible, 
to avoid Site 6, and to carry out any restoration work to that site that the 
Community might request. 

/2 
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The Community agrees with the statement in Trevor Donnelly's report that 
there are no known siteson Billilimbra State Forest. - 

There would therefore be no objection to the Forestry Commission carrying 
out road survey in this area, commencing from about the end of Berry Road, on 
the firm understanding that the Commission would engage one or two members of 
the Corinnunity to check the survey line for sites before commencing any road 
construction. If any significant sites were detected, there would be no 
construction until adequate measures-for protection had been agreed upon by the 
Community, the National Parks & Wildlife Service, and the Commission. 

The Community has no objection to the public release of Trevor Donnelly's 
report,.provided that the oap showing the specific sites is removed. 

As discussed, I shall send a copy of this letter to my Head Office for(t 
consideration. 	I would be grateful if you would distribUte the attached copies 
among the Community, and let me know if there is any basic disagréementwith 
the above statements. 

I would like to thank Community representatives for the courteous and 
honest manner inwhich they have conducted negotiations. i believe that we 

have dev1eloped a good working relationship, and - I trust that wecan work 
together to safeguard those areas most precious, to you, yet log less sensitive 
areas in order. to supplyirnber to the public and maintain employment in the 
timber industry. 	 - 

Yours sincerely 

JOhN BRUCE 
Regional Forester 	 C 
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Now EOoF 0 A—, 
BRUSH BOX 

tot/los Canon .ronfertus FOREST ALLIANCE 
SYDNEY: NSW Environment Centre, 39 George St, The Rocks. 2000. Ph. 022474 206, Ex 02 2475 945 
LISMORE:The Big Scrub Environment Centre Inc, 88A Keen St, Lismore. 2480. Ph 066 213 278, Ex 066 219 420 

ATTENTION: CHIEF OF STAFF 
	

29.10.1990 

NRN 11/8 TV, 
PETERSON ROAD, 
COFFS HARBOUR. 
per Fax No. 066 521 542 

4 

<C EXCLUSIVE MEDIA ACCESS >> 

CORICILL vs FORESTRY CO1'ThIISSION OF NSW - NORTH WASHPOOL 

An inspection of the North Washpool forests will take place 
on Monday 1.10.1990 by the applicant in court proceedings, MR 
JOHN CORKILL, who will comment on legal and political actions 

Also in attendapce will be MR DAILAN PUGH, •Far North Coast 
N.E.F.A. spokesperson and DR PAUL ADAM, Senior Lecturer in 
Botany at University of N.S.W and author of NEW SOUTH WALES 
RAINFORESTS - THE NOMINATION FOR THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST. 
Both will be available for comment. 

An exclusive invitation is extended to 11/8 TV to join this 
party for an excursion into the North Washpool forest, to 
film interviews and file footage of the area under contention 
in the Land and Environment Court. 

The Forest has been opened by the FCNSW and there are no 
difficulties with access to the forest. 4WD transport into 
the forest will be provided. TV crew should bring their lunch 

It is planned to fly into Graf ton Airport at 8.45 - 9.00am 
Monday 1.10.1990. TV crew should meet us then and travel in 
convoy to the forest. 
We plan to return.to  Grafton.airport approx. 5.30pm. * 

[There is an outside chance we may be able to land much 
closer to the forest at Yugilbah Station airport - We are 
awaiting clearance to land from Melbourne.] 
If this is the case we will phone 11/8 TV and advise. 

For more information: Ph. John Corkill 02 660 3496.h. 



Misleading 
claims 

THE recent article 
'Desert Creek in Danger' 
by the ' Big Scrub 
Environment Centre is 
misleading to say the 
least. 

This area adjoins what 
was Washpool State 
Forest but, is now 
WaThpool National Park. 

It was coveibd by the 
Washpool EIS, and was 
auarantecd to the timber 
industry by the 
government of the day 
when they decided that 

- the bulk of the Washpool 
area• shouId - become 
National" Park. - - 
i The National Park, 

incidentally, contains the 
Willowie Scrub which is 
the Often-mentioned 
bggdst .L area of 
coach wood-dominated 
rainforest in the world. 

It is not surprising that 
NSW should have the 
biggest area of 
coachwood, because the 
species occurs only in 
NSW , and southern 
Queensland. 

The rainforest on State 
Forest will not be 'logged, 
burnt out and converted 
to open eucalypt forest' as 
'5 claimed. 

To meet the commit-
ment made by the 
previous Government, 
appropriate areas of 
rainforest will be logged, 
but they will be logged 
selectively. 

Rainforest logged in 
this manner recovers quite 
well and quite quickly. 

,Very considerable areas 
that had been logged in a 
similar fashion, or in cases 
more heavily, were 
included in Washpool, 
Border Ranges, Nightcap 
and Dorrigo National 
Park, and were accepted 
without hesitatiOn for 
World Heritage listing. 

Finally, the main 
logging in the Desert 

rtt he of 
.. . .pccies but of 

hardwoods. 
Their 	ability 	to 

regenerate and recover is 
well known. 

JOHN 1,W 
• BE&T. 

TOM 
w2Uc1t 
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What's Happening in Washpool? 

In recent weeks there have been media reports about 
environmental opposition to logging in parts of Washpool 
State Forest on the State's far North Coast. In order to 
put the issue in the correct perspective, FPA has 
prepared this brief account of why, how and when these 
forests will be logged. 

History 

The forests involved are part of the Casino West 
Management Area and were dedicated for timber production 
purposes in 1917 and 1927. Both rainforest and hardwood 
timbers were obtained from the forests in varying 
quantities over the period 1920 to 1983. These supplied 
sawmills in Casino, Bonalbo and Grafton, and Big River 
Timbers' veneer mill at Junction Mill. 

The Rainforest Decision 

In 1982, following three, years of heated debate, most of 
the Washpool State Forest was converted to National Park, 
and all logging and roading was halted. This was despite 
the preparation of a detailed Environmental Impact 
Statement by the Forestry Commission, explaining the 
reasons for proposed logging and the measures to be 
implemented to avoid environmental damage. 

In creating the new National Park the then State 
Government, under Premier Neville Wran, pledged that an 
area of foreit on the northern edge of Washpool (known as 
Areas 6a, 7a and 7b) would be retained as State Forest 
for timber supply. This was.to  soften.the blow of timber 
quota reductions as a result of the loss of the bulk of 
the Washpoo]. resource. 

With respect to rainforest timbers, the Government's 
decision, published on 26th October, 1982, states: 

"Big River Timbers is to make a transition 
from rainforedt timbers to non-rainforest 
timbers. 	From the 1982/83 	quota year it 
will be allocated a reduced volume of 
raintorest timbers from Areas 6a, 6b and 7b 
of Washpool". 
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The decision to log these areas of Washpool State Forest - known 
in the Casino West Management Plan as the Desert Creek area - 
results from direct State Government decisions to prohibit 
logging in the greater part of the Washpool area. 

The areas do not, as has been claimed, include the Willowie 
Scrub, a large coachwood rainforest. This is located entirely 
within the new Washpool National Park. 

Current Timber Resources 

The Washpool fcrests currently supply brushwood logs to Big River 
Timbers at a rate of about 500 m3 per annum. However the area 
also supplies a much larger volume of hardwood sawlogs, at a rate 
of some 10,000 cubic metres per annum, to sawmills in Casino, 
Sandilands and Graf ton. 

The total number of person-years of employment based on these 
resources is around 600, up until the year 2010. After that date 
the forests will be left to re-grow for a second cutting cycle in 
approximately 40 years. 

Why not Leave the Forests Untouched? 

The North Washpool forests form an essential part of the hardwood 
and brushwood resources of the Grafton and Casino West Forest 
Management Areas. 

Without these resources local mIlls would shut down and the 
community would have to rely more heavily on imports of forest 
products from other countries (currently running at about $1.6 
billion per annum). 

Both the Grafton and Casino West Management Areas are managed on 
a strict policy of sustained yield. This means that the forests, 
while providing timber for local industry, the eáonomy and for 
export, are being protected for long-term productivity. 

The timber industry believes that the 1982 Rainforest Decision 
should have seen an end to disputation regarding these forests. 
That decIsion provided for the large Washpool National Park to be 
created, but also provided for the continued operation of the 
local timber industry from these North Washpool forests. 

The industry believes the environment movement should honour the 
1982 Decision, and end the confrontation regarding harvesting in 
these forests. 
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Mr Bruce Woolf, 	 16th July 1990 
Hillman and Woolf, 
10th Floor, 82 Elizabeth Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 

- Dear Mr Woolf, 

Dailan Pugh has asked me to infori you of the details of a 
meeting on Thursday 12th July 1990 at the CaSino District Office 
of the NSW Forestry Commission between Forestry Conision officers 
and North East Forest Alliance repreSentatives including myself .  - 

I took hand written. notes throughout the  meting. 

With regard to the proposed forestry operations At North Washpool., 
the officers of the Forestry Commission said, to the best of my 
knowledge, word to the effect, that:- 

- harvesting will commence along Berri Road in a month; 
- a road survey gang will start at the same time to determine The 

location of the proposed road into BiilimbrS State Forest; 
- construction of the road will connnce when the survey is 

completed; 
- no archaeological survey will be conducted in the North Washpool 

area prior to The construction of the proposed road as it is 
too difficult• to gain access with the necessary equipment; 

- the Forestry Commission will not be conducting any other surveys 
(eg, flora & fauna) for the same reas'o 7'a1I4' beausé they feel 
adequate research has been done in other areas of the state. 

- an archaeological survey may be undertaken after the road has 
been constructed.  

Should you require any clarification of the information obtained 
from the meeting please do not hesitae to contact me at the above 
address. I am willing to make an affadavit if necessary, 

for our forests, 

Andrew Steed 
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TIN ROBERTSON 

Tel: (02) 229 7337 
	

Frederick Jordan Chanibers 
Fax: (02) 2216036 
	

233 Nacquarie Street 
DX 450 SYDNEY 
	

Sydney N.S.W. 2000 

26 September 1990, 

Mr Bob Carr, 
Leader of the Opposition, 
Parliament House, 
Macquarie Street, 
SYDNEY NSW 2000. 

Dear Bob, 

RE: NORTH WASHPOOL 

I refer to our oval table conference on 10 September 1990 
concerning this matter. 

As you know, a problem has arisen about the precise terms of 
the 1982 Rainforest Policy decision. Since our conference I 
have had the opportunity of discussions with some 
participants including John Whitehouse and Neville Wran and 
I have read the Cabinet papers. In relation to Washpool, 
the 1982 Rainforest Policy decision was as follows: 

1. The remaining allocation of rainforest timbers to Big 
River Timbers Pty Ltd ("URT") from the 1982/3 year be 
halved to a maximum volume of 25,300 cubic metres. 
This was a total terminating quota not a yearly quota 
and it constituted a reduction in total quota from 
67,862 cubic metres (as at 31 May 1980). 

Source: The reduction in quota was proposed in the 
DEP's Environmental Impact Assessment entitled 
"Proposed Forest Operations in the Washpool Area" (May 
1982) at pages 136-137. The proposal was crystallized 
in the Paper presented by the Minister for Planning and 
Environment to Cabinet on 25 October 1982 entitled 
"Rainforest", being recommendation 1 (p. 51) 
Cabinet's decision was recorded in notes prepared by 
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the Secretary to Cabinet, the Hon. Terry Sheahan, MP. 
The decision was announced in an annexure to the 
Premier's press statement of 26 October 1982 entitled 
"Government Policy on Rainforests", Washpool, para 1. 

The Government will assist BRT in obtaining alternative 
non-rainforest timbers during an eight year transition 
from rainforest timbers. 

Source: The DEP EIA Report nominated 8 quota years for 
ERT to exhaust the 25,300 cubic metres of timber in 
Table 23 (p. 137). The "Rainforest" paper circulated 
to Cabinet by the Minister for Planning and Environment 
did not suggest an 8 year phase out period although its 
recommendations relating to general policy suggested 
that "rainforest logging be rapidly phased out". The 
Sheahan notes approved the recommendations in the 
"Rainforest" document with immaterial qualifications 
and no reference to an 8 year phase out period. The 
published "Government Policy on Rainforests" states the 
policy I have outlined in this paragraph (para 1). The 
published document was approved by the then Premier 
before its release to the media. Indeed, Mr Whitehouse 
recalls that it was jointly authored by him and the 
then Assistant Commissioner of Forests. 

The 25,300 cubic metres total quota of rainforest 
timbers should be obtained from the areas identified on 
page 266 of the DEP EIA Report (Attachment 2) or area 
6B (Desert Creek, North Washpool) and area 7B (Malara 
Creek, North Washpool). Areas 6B and 7B were not to be 
logged unless supplies from the alternative rainforest 
sources identified in the Report were exhausted before 
the fulfilment of the total quota. 

Source: Recommendation 2, "Rainforest" as adopted and 
altered (to add the balance of area 7B) as recorded in 
Sheahan's notes. The published "Government Policy on 
Rainforest" does not disclose cabinet's decision as 
recorded by Sheahan to require the exhaustion of 
alternative areas before rainforest in North Washpool 
is logged. 

Hardwood mills in the Casino West Management area will 
be maintained for their current projected life and they 
will be required to utilize as large as practicable 
volume of ex-quota logs with additional supplies from 
North Washpool. The "current projected life" of 
hardwood mills is a reference to the 30 year life 
predicted in the 1980 EIS from 1962. 



Source: "Rainforest", recommendation 3, Sheahan's 
notes and "Government Policy on Rainforest" (para 3). 

Those parts of areas 6B and 7B at North Washpool which 
are not required to meet the remainder of the BRT 
rainforest timber quota or the remainder of the 
hardwood supplies to the hardwood mills in the Casino 
West Management area will be reserved as National Park. 
By inference, this would not occur before 1990 by which 
time the BRT quota was expected to be satisfied. 

Source: "Rainforest" (recommendation 5), Sheahan's 
notes. The published "Government Policy on Rainforest" 
makes no reference to the Cabinet decision to add those 
parts of North Washpool not used for quota purposes to 
the Washpool National Park. 

The Government will assist BRT in regard to technology 
and access to alternative sources of timber currently 
in private ownership, including the possible use of a 
State Environmental Planning Policy or special 
legislation. A "rainforest fund" will be established 
with an initial sum of $1 m to promote and encourage 
the development of new technologies and assist affected 
industries during the transition period in which the 
change of policy will be implemented. The FORTECH 
report on alternative timber supplies to Washpool (DEP 
EIA report, pp. 222-325) to be taken into account by 
the Forestry Commission in identifying alternative 
timber supplies. 

Source: "Raintorest" recommendations 5 and 6, 
Sheahan's notes, and "Government Policy on 
Rainforests". 

With great respect to those whose recollections differ, the 
documentary evidence is compelling. Cabinet decided in 1982 
to phase out rainforest logging. It specified with great 
precision the places from which the timber was to be taken 
during the transitional period, the amount of timber to be 
taken, the company which was entitled to take that timber 
and the period during which the timber could be taken. John 
Whitehouse believes that the quota has been exhausted. We 
are endeavouring to confirm this. 

By now permitting logging of rainforests and wet sclerophyll 
hardwood with rainforest emergents in the mesic understorey, 
the Government is rejecting the 1982 decision. It is 
obvious that Greiner's press release, which cleverly asserts 
that by permitting the logging of North Washpool he is 



merely following Labor policy, was issued in ignorance of 
the terms of that policy. 

I understand that the Forestry Commission asserts that the 
1982 Policy was amended in 1983 to remove the eight year 
phasing out period (and, it seems, the quota). All the 
evidence suggests that any such decision was not taken by 
Cabinet and, indeed, would have been contrary to both the 
spirit and the letter of the 1982 decision. It appears that 
the decision (if it existed) was a private initiative of the 
then Minister for Forests, Mr Gordon. 

I have asked Mr Wran to write to you setting out his 
recollection of the matter once it was refreshed by 
reference to documents and discussions with colleagues. I 
am copying this letter to him. 

Best regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

TIM ROBERTSON. 

Attach. 

CC: Mr N Wran 
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MINISTERIAL BRIEFING PAPER - WASUPOOL WILDERNESS - AUG. 1990 

The'Wilderness Society (TWS) and North East Forest Alliance 
(NEFA) believe the following crucial points should be kept 
in mind when considering the Washpool Wilderness Assessment: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The 1982 Wran Government's landmark Rainforest Decision 
was concerned with rainforest, not wilderness. 
Political compromises included drawing an arbitrary 
line through Washpool's Willowie Scrub, the largest 
continuous stand of Coachwood forest in Australia and 
the world. 

A decision 8. years out of date does not pre-ernpt a 
decision on wilderness protection. The Wilderness Act 
1987, which was supported by the Coalition Parties in 
Opposition, requires a decision on wilderness values 
identified by NPWS. 

Despite unanimous support for the Act, the Coalition 
has been unconvincing in its commitment to the 
Wilderness Act. e.g Coolangubra Wilderness nomination. 

Projected disastrous job losses and 'profit reductions' 
have not occurred following the 1982 decision. Economic 
consequences of North Washpool's pro?ction projected 
by industry sources will reflect vested interests, are 
likely to be inflated and require independent review. 

Forestry Commission (FCNSW) evaluations of available 
alternative resources have been pessimistic and 
unreliable. Recent 1990 re-evaluations of resource 
availability indicate greater alternative resources 
exist than have been,previously disclosed. These re-
evaluations need independent reyiew and verification. 

Legal counsel has provided written Advice on the 
validity of the 1980 Washpool EIS for proposed works in 
1990. It indicates that- the EIS fails all the tests for 
an adequate £15. Action is being commenced in the Land 
and Environment Court to prevent pre-empti'.e works 
until the EPA Act is complied with. The proposed 
logging is not a legaly available option at this time. 

Community support for,protection of forest wilderness 
continues to be high. Without decisive action to 
protect surviving wilderness, the Government cannot be 
recognised as adequately addressing, the ecological 
imperative. 



HISTORY OF WASHPOOL ISSUE 

An Environmental Impact Sta teroent ( ElS) for the whole of the 
Washpc'ol a red cc4ve.ri nc approxina telv 42 000 ha was produced by the 
Forestry Commission (FCNSW) in 1980. 

This 618 was very severely criticised by the NPWS in 1981, by 
Department of Erivi rc'nment and Planning in 1982 and again in 1983 by 
Dr Fox, from the National Herbarium, in a yeview prepared for the 
DFJP . All cnncl uded the EIS was inadequate and did not mae t 

requirement:; of Part V of the EPA Act 

As part of the Wrau Government • s 1982 "Rainforest Decision" nearly 
28 000 ha was protected as Wahpoo1 National Park whilst a further 
7000 ha was made available to the timber industry in Washpool and 
Billilimbra State Forests. This area, arhitarily ommitted, is known 
as North Washpool. 

In 1985, Washpoo]. National Park was declared 
under the NPW Act 1974 and was nominated for 
Listing. It was accepted and included in the 
of NSW rainforests in 1986 partly because of 
Wi1lowe Scrub, the largest coachwood forest 
least 16 percent of the Willowie Scrub is in 
outside the Park. 

a wilderness area 
World Heritage 
World Heritage Listing 
the importance of the 
in the world. At 
North Washpoot 

The North Washpool area was nominated by the Wilderness Society 
under the Wilderness Act in 1988 to seek the secure protection of 
the whole of the Scrub and to maintain the wilderness valued; of the 
greater Washpool ecosystem. 

When the Fores try Coinmi ssion of NSW (FCNSW) was informed North 
Washpool 'S the wilderness nothination , it informed The Wilderness 
Society it was due to proceed immediately with roading operations 
into the nominated area. 

Interim protection was requested in January 1989, and again in 
March 1990, but was twice refused by Minister Tim NQore. 

Roading commenced into Desert Greek catchment (Washpobl SF) and The 
Wilderness Society and NEFA, along with other north coast 
conservation groups, blockaded the roading operations in August 
1989. 

Roadwork was called to a halt and the blcc kade was lifted when 
FCNSW agreed to undertake an archaeological survey on the 
Aboriginal sites in the area. A brief anthropological survey was 
completed of part of the area proposed for logging. 

An 1100 ha Ahoriina1 Place is proposed to be created in Washpool 
SF, yet no formal declaration or gazettal has occurred. Other areas 
of Aboriginal significance h aven ! t been identified by FCNSW and 

will he threatened by pioposed worh. 

Work was due to recommence in August 1990 but after representation 
to the new Minister for Forests, GaryWest, and the Minister for 
the Environment, Tim Moore, it was determined that work would not 
proceed until the Wilderness Assessment by the NPWS had been 
considered by Cabinet. 

Further contacts: Haydn Washington (TWS) 969 9090, Elise Newbury 
(niB) 267 7929 or John Corkill (NEFA) 247 4206. 

A. 
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• 	1982 agreemen ' pjj Big Rive 'tiznberj was for a 
• transitionary priod of about eight years'. Duing that 
time the company's ?ainforest log pee I ing technology wa s  to 'be replaced with hardwood peeling technology 

The three forest areas of Wáshpooj. to be affeotea Were • 	7(a), 7(b) and 8(b). These srees are in the top of the 
Waahpoaj, wilderness aroundwashpooi Cieek and to the west. These aVeis were to be 	 ' • transitionary Period. 	logged 'during the  , 

We understand that the traflsitionry period •hasnow 
• 	•. expired 	• 	,. 	

,, 	 '. 
• The fact hat:ioggjpg has not' o'àcdrred in this 

: OOfltiQversi,lareautil• recently thdioatee these areas 
were, not needed by Big River. Tinibers 'for the agreed Purpose. •. 	

• 	 , ' 	• 	 , 	 •• 

Preservation of 
thiWashooj, witheniss'ehoujd 'take • priorjtr for what Eppears to be unnOessary logging operations by's ooinpany unwilling to ohang6 j'5 technology within arasonable peridd. 

Your State oppositio  Timbers' 	 shcld not, àupport 'Big 'Rver 
claim' to soalp the 'northern end of the Washpool • 	Wilderness 	• ' 	• 	• 	•• 	

, 	• 	.• 	• 	, 	• 	• 

Yours sinci erely, 	 / 

a 

• ;F• 	''""' 	"Y '5TY :: 	,': 	"j.: 	•: i:': 	'. 	': 	• 



THE COLONG. FOUNDATION FOR WILDERNESS LTD. 

Saturday September 1, 1990 

TheHon sick G'einer 
Premier of New South Wales 
Parliament House 
Macguarie Street 
SYDNEY 119W 2000 

Dear Mr Greinr 

Protection of the Washpoo]. Wilderness 

The Colorig Foundation ?or Wilderness strongly supports the 
Washpool wilderness nomination of 34,700 hectares submitted 
by the Armidale Branch of The WildernesS Society, The 
Foundation requests that your Government immediately 
dedicate the Washpool wilderness under the Wilderness Act, 
1987. 

The Foundation's grounds for supporting .dediction of the 
entire wilderness, including it's northern section are as 
follows: 

It contains the largest mosaic, of warm tepèráte 
rainforest dominated by Coaohwood and its 
associates remaining in Australia and therefore 
the world; 

Taking the entire area with its wait of 
rainforests and moist eucalypt fbrests, this is 
the largeSt remaining undistu'bed moist forest 
wilderness in northern New South Wales; 

3. 	the 1983 Department Of Environment and ?lannthg 
study identified 501 plant species in Washpool 
area, 70 of which were rare or.restricted,. or 
elsewise of botanical interest; 

The Desert Creek and upper !'falara Creek catohments 
should be included in the wilderness areato 
protect the catchinent and wilderness integrity of 
the Wi]jowle Scrub, a rainforest World Heritage 

IS ARGYLE STREET SYDNEY • NEW SOUTH WALES AUSTRALIA 2000 • TELEPhONE 274714 
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Are- it:s intact nature excludes feral animals, 
- such as the domestic cat and the fox; and 

The wilderness is one of the last refuges for the 
Eastern Native Cat., Lc'ng-nosed ?otoroo and Brush-
tailed Wallaby. 

The Colong Foundaticrnoa]Js to your atántion two key 
elements of the rainforost decision of 1002. as it affects 
the Washpool area; The Washpool decision was for a limited 
transiti 	period and - it was to pnrmit technology change.:. 

The Labor Government's 1982 agreenent with Big River Timbers 
was for a trai'isiti6nary period'of about eight years. During. 
that time, the company's rainfore.st  log peeling technology 
was to be replaced with hardwood peeling technology. 

The three forest areas of Washpool to be affeóted were 7(a), 
7(b) and 8(b)!. These ireas are in the top of the Washpool 
wilderness, aroundWashpool Creek and to the west These 
areas were to ;be..lógged during the transitionary period. 

We understand thatthe transitionary period has now expired. 

The fact that losing has not occurred in tjis bontroversial 
area until recentlycjndicates these areas were not needed by 
Big River Timbers-for the agreed purpose. 

Preservatin of the Washpoo-1 qilderhess should take priority 
over what appears to be unnecessary logging operations by a 
company unwilling to change its technology within a. 
reasonable period, 	: 

Your State Qovernjupn€should not support Big River Tinibers 
olsim to s.oalp;  the; northern end of the Washpool wilderness. 
The 7,000 or so hectares of pristine wilderness of Desert 
and upper Malara Creek, and the areas of sacred and 
historical significance to the local Bundaj lung and Jakumbal 
-aboriginal Communities, should be protected as wilderness 
within the Washpool National Park, 

Yours sincerely, 

Keith Muir 
Projoot Officer 
Colong Fonndation 
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HISTORY OF WASHPOOL, ISSUE 

An Environmental. Impact Statement (ills) for the wi-tale of the 
Washpool area coverinq approxmate1v 42 000 ha was produced by the 
Forestry Coumission ( FCNSW) in 1980. 

This EIS was very severely criticised by the NPWS in 1981, by 
Department of Environment and Planning in 1982 and again in 1983 Fly 
Dr Fox, from the National Herbarium, in a review prepared for the 
DEP . All concluded' the E1S was inadequate and did nc r 
requiremtnts of Part V of the EPA Act. 

As part of the Wran Government's 1982 "Rainforest Decision" nearly' 
28 000 ha was protected as Washpool National Park whilst: a further 
7000 ha was made available to the timber industry in Washpool and 
Billilimbra State Forests. This area, arbitarily ommitted, is known 
as North Washpool. 

In 1985, Washpool National Park was declared 
under the NPW Act 1974 and was nominated for 
Listing It was accepted and included in the 
of NSW rainforests in 1986 partly because of 
Willowie Scrub, the largest coachwood forest 
least 16 percent of the Willowie Scrub is in 
outside the Perk. 

a wilderness area 
World Heritage 
World' Heritage Listing 
the importance of the 
in the world. At 
North Washpool 

The North Washpooll area was nominated by the cilderness Sod etv 
under the Wilderness Act]n 1988 to seek the secure protection of 
the whole of the Scrub and to maintain the wilderness values of the 
greater Washpool ecosystem. 

When the Forestry Coinmi ssion of NSW (FCNSW) was informed North 
Washpool s the wilderness nomination, it informed The Wilderness 
Society it was due tn proceed immediately with roading operations 
into the nominated area. 

Interim protection was requested in January 1989, and again in 
March 1990; but was twice refused by Minister Tim Moore - 

Roading commenced into Desert Creek catchment (Washpc'ol SF) and The 
Wilderness Society and NEFA, along with other north coast 
conservation groups, blockaded the roading operations in August 
1989. 

Roadwork was cal led to a halt and the blockade was lifted when 
FCNSW agreed to undertake an archaeological survey on the 
Aboriginal sites in the area. A brief anthropological survey was 
completed of part of the area proposed for logging. 

An 1100 ha Aboriginal Place is proposed to be created in Washpool 
SF, yet no formal declaration or gazettal has occurred. Other areas 
of Aboriginal significance haven't been identified by FCNSW and 
will he threatened by proposed works. 

Work was due to recommence in August 1990 but after representation 
to the new Minister for Forests, Gary'West, and the Minister for 
the Environment, Tim Moore, it was determined that work would not 
proceed until the Wilderness Assessment by the NPWS had been 
considered, by Cabinet. 

Further contacts: Haydn Washington (TWS) 969 9090, Elise Newbury 
('TWS) 267 7929 or John Corkill (NEFA) 247 4206. 
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MINISTERIAL BRIEFING PAPER -. WASHPOOL WILDERNESS - AUG. 1990 

The Wilderness Society (TWS) and North East Forest Alliance 
(NEFA) believe the following crucial points should be kept 
in mind when considering the Washpool Wilderness Assessment:, 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The 1982 Wran Government's landmark Rainforest Decision 
was concerned with rainforest, not wilderness. 
Political compromises included drawing an arbitrary 
line through Washpool's Willowie Scrub, the largest 
continuous stand of Coachwood forest in Australia and 
the world. 

A decision 8. years out of date does not pre-empt a 
decision on wilderness protection. The Wilderness Act 
1987, which was supported by the Coalition Parties in 
Opposition, requires a decision on wilderness values 
identified by NPWS. 

• . 	3. 	Despite unanimous support for the Act, the Coalition 
has been unconvincing in its commitment to the 
Wilderness Act. e.g Coolangubra Wilderness nomination. 

Projected disastrous job losses and 'profit reductions' 
have not occurred following the 1982 decision. Economic 
consequences of North Washpool's protection projected 
by industry sources will reflect vested interests, are 
likely to be inflated and require independent review. 

Forestry Commission (FCNSW) evaluations of available 
alternative resources have been pessimistic and 
unreliable. Recent 1990 re-evaluations of resource 
availability indicate greater alternative resources 
exist than have been previously disclosed. These re-
evaluations need independent review and verification. 

Legal counsel has provided written Advice on the 
validity of the 1980 Washpoo]. EIS for proposed works in 
1990. It indicates that the ElS fails all the tests for 
an adequate EIS. Action is being commenced in the Land 
and Environment Court to prevent. pre-emptie works 
until the EPA Act .is complied with. The proposed 
logging is not a legally available option at this time. 

Community support for protection of forest wilderness 
continues to be high. Without decisive action to 
protect surviving wilderness, the Government cannot be 
recognised as adequately addressing the ecological 
imperative. 	• 
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CC CONFIDENTIAL 2> 

MEl-li, TO NI?l::lrIIuk< 'c 	WAEliPni'flls 
From: Jonn iota:!: 	Syinev NEFA r'o-oro:n-a:,: 

Please 	rind 	a; mound 	Copy of 	Cc -trial's 
Pobvrmson 	Sar::ater-at law, 	on 	o :,caad 	legal actIot: 
nra! sencang va: htt and adequacy of I I'30 aas:,poo I FIG 
Please matnta:t mis Ad'a:ce aecurei w:th::: rho rare network 

In Sorotary, t:raot':nas tram the 515 :5 ratIo toarretUate ann 
fails all tea tests of an Eisestabltshei under 'Outhega 
Development ?rt' !,t'Iv totn:stet' ( 1 981) Sea pars 20 

I have bee:: c:a::t;'d legal Aid to allow mhe preparation Of 
this Advire nrc Adv:cp has now gone to the tw'oat Aid 
comnissoon to :nfotr. consrderatmon of caterErs try legal a:d to 
cover my appi::atton to Commence proceedings to declare the 
1980 sOS invaitd and order the piecarailon of an adequate EIS 
witch complies wrrh Parr V of the EPA Act. 

An tnrerloccttrr '-pRIori it-;; will he also appi rod for, to stay 
any WOE Is wh -..e the case is neard. i: the P0:1514 :ticmpts to 
p re'empr toe cearins Di me case 

	

Inst 	top 	coal 	,Std 	Corns -to': 
:otttrue e1el aol to rover Ihesa p:t'need: toe, 

would 	gnarl -. aprrectite cc:n:r,ents ott the ,f::,it er , tc[tease 
of this s,d-:sce Do we: or' ' 1'e.sd and com.ar:eah" 	sr,u'tattio:t 
then tel 	me cctt:cai zieverm? fan ye:c' 

the ccl 0:1051 p., vet's, Mc°re, aest, 11,1w 	a::', 
that to 	rar:.,mrc a 	nor,ne:enm hiS, 	fo:°amaln.t,:i: any rca-ti tot 
court action' 

By way of update or, inc s:ruation: 
west and 'Foote ha's agreed to a4we,:k :toratorrus on works 

froo 10/8/90, to allow ::pws2 weeks cc compi005, 14 vldetnems 
Assessment ar,d a further 2 weeks for Moore, West ,and cabner 
reconsider declrirg roe wilderness, 

• eng River T - m.beri P/i, have strrred things up locally and 
have called a ta]or rally for Grafron •5next Thuts 23/1190, as 
a 'show of for:e '  of outrage at the'green:es etc. claims have 
oeen made tnat orafron will 'die' if Washpoo! Isn't logged! 

Bruno lEotard {SRTI said on Radio 2114 tnat toe 4 week delay 
will mean months longer delay because of likely wet yearner, 

Ev-iIsn'.srer and local My causlev has apparently said 
public 1 y rhat te will onsh the acceptant's of iogg tog of 
Washponl rh roach cabinet. Me wtl 1 ret arto me 'hr.0e' I?) 
ra',l,, asa ma::iaro for osgang prescaahlv 
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C< CONFIDENTIAL >? 

MEMO TO N.E. F.A NETWORK Re: WASHPOOL S.F. LEGAL AcTION 
From: John Corkili, Sydney WEFA co-ordinator. 16/8/1990 

Please find 	attached a copy of counsel's Advice, Tim 
Robertson 	Barrister-at-Law, 	on 	proposed 	legal action 
challenging validity and adequacy of 1980 Waahpool ETS, 
Pleas e maintain this Advice securely within the REFA network. 

In summary, Tin advises that the EIS is quite inadequate and 
fails all the tests of an S'S established under 'Guthega 
Developser,t Pty Ltd v. Minister (1986). (See para 20.) 

I have been granted Legal Aid to allow the prepatation of 
this Advice. The Advice has now gone to the Legal Aid 
Commission to inform consideration of extending legal aid to 
cower my application to commence proceedings to declare the 
igee s's invalid and order the preparation of an adequate £15 
which coaplies with Part V of the EPA Act. 

An interlocutory injunction will be also applied for, to stay 
anyworks while the came is heard, if the FcNsw attempts to 
pre-empt the hearing of the case. 

I understand tnat the Legal Aid commission is likely to 
continue legal aid to cover these proceedings. 

I would greatly appreciate cormients on the strategic release 
of this Advice. Do we go ahead and commence the court action 
rhen tell the political players? Do we release the Advice to 
the poiitncal olayers, Moore, West, Hay and Greiner and ask 
them to require a competent 515, forestalling any need for 
court action? 

By way of update on the situation: 
West and Moore have agreed to a 4 week moratorium on works 

from 10/8/90, to allow NPWS 2 weeks to complete Wilderness 
Assessment and a further 2 weeks for Moore, West and cabinet 
to consider declaring the wilderness. 

* Big River Timbers P/L have stirred things up locally and 
have called a major rally for Grafton, next Thurs 23/8/90, as 
a 'show of force' of outrage at the greenies etc. claims have 
been made that Grafton will 'die' if Washpooi isn't logged! 

- Bruno Notaras (BRT) said on Radio 2LM that the 4 week delay 
will mean months longer delay because of likely wet weather. 

Ex-Hinister 
and 

 local HP causley has apparently said 
publicly that he will push the acceptance of logging of 
Washpool through cabinet. Me will refer to the 'huge' (?) 
rally as e mandate for logging presumably. 

under 5P7d.y,,,, 
/ 

/ 
Tim Robertson 

Frederick Jordan chambers 

15 August 1990, 
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